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MY SENTIMENTS

I started teaching Jain Philosophy to my daughters in 1993. This was
done in the form of letters written to them. These letters were published ina
magazine devoted to Jainism. And as the readers wanted me to publish
them in a form of a book, so that they can have them all together, they were
published under the title "Jain Tattva Parichay". It was published originally in
Marathi adn later in Hindi, Gujarati, and English. A few years later letters on
the subject of Karananuyoga were published by the name "Karananuyoga
Parichay". This book was also published in Marathi, Hindi and Gujarati.
During this process of writing and publishing these books, so much
time was to be devoted to the various aspects like writing, translating, proof
reading etc. that both of us had almost decide that this activity should be
stopped here itself, as we did not get enough time to do our own Swadhyay.
While writing the letters tor the magazine I had never imagined that these
letters will be published in the form of book and they will be instrumental in
spreading the philosophical principles of Jainism in such a vast manner.
Many people have expressed their feelings through post, phone, e-mail etc.
1-'eople not only lrom here in India, but even those who have settled abroad
have praised these books. They have congratulated , thanked and have
requested me to continue writing more about Jainism.
Many non-Jain people have said that I have created in their mind
interest for Jain philosophy. And they begged me that I should not leave
them stranded half way. I should teach them all the other principles of Jainism
as well. Most ot them have said that ·you teach us this philosophy in such a
manner that not only it is easy to understand but it becomes interesting and
enjoyable'.
In fact, Jain philosophy itself is very interesting, because it tells us.
about one's own Atma and shows us the way to know and understand its
true nature. In fact.• I have not. added anything to it. In other words, i! is not
my wisdom or greatness that is at work. It is all given to us by the Sarvadnya.
Just as a basket in which roses are carried gets the sweet fragrance from
the roses, but in fact the fragrance is of the flowers and not that of the
basket, similarly this treasure of Jain philosophical principles which mankind
have received from Sarvadnya Bhagwan, as passed on to the generations
that followed by the learned Acharyas and many knowledgeable scholars
have explained its true meaning, has come my way from my learned Guru
(iii)

Pujya Shri Kanaji Swami. And I am tortunate enough that I could grasp a
very small part of it, which in turn I am trying to put down here in the form of
these letters. In this whole exercise, the main importance or greatness is
that of Sarvadnya and their preachings.
It is imperative to understand the exact nature of the basic fundamental
principles of Jainism by logically analysing them, if one has to attain Samyak
Darshan. And unless one realises and understands the independence of
Dravya, Guna and their Paryayone cannot in true sense, have Tattva Nirnay.
Further without learning about four Abhav, Nimitta, Upadan, Nimitta Naimittik
relation, five Samavay, Shatkarak, Krama Baddha Paryay, Sarvadnyata etc.
one can not understand independent Karan Karya Vyavastha of the
substances. That is why I have tried in this book to explain 'Karan Karya
Rahasya 'with the help of these principles.
Dr. (Mrs.) Ujwala D. Shah

A FEW WORDS
It has been real pleasure to be of some help to my dearest friends
Dinesh and Ujwala in translating some <;>f their work on Jainism.
In fact, I am grateful to them for that they considered me worthy of
doing this great but difficult task. And I have no doubts about the fact that it
would not have been possible for me to accomplish.this task without the skill
1
and earnestness ot both Ujwala and Oinesh in explaining me in detail and
with various examples, the fine meaning behind many of the concepts and
theories of Jainism.
A humble but earnest request to you all Swadhyayis of this great
treasure ! all the wonderful exposition of this philosophy is the great insight
of these two great Swadhyayis who have written and published this book.
But the flaws or shortcomings, if any, are only because of my ignorance.
Please do write to us about any such mistakes or flaws, so that we can
rectify them in the next edition.
Jai Jinendra.
Madhusudan Joshi

(iv)

PUBLISHER'S NOTE
It is always seen that in one's life things hardly happen as one thinks
or hopes they should. After publishing our last book 'Karananuyoga Paraichay'
we both had decided not to get entangled into this tedious job - writing and
publishing bool<s. Ar.id we wanted to devote our time in getting more involved
in our own Swadhyay and get closer to our goal of attaining Atma Kalyan.
But who can avoid the things which are destined to happen ? People
who are interested in studying Jainism, who are trying to think, analyse and
learn more about it, compelled Ujwala to write this new book. For us it is an
opportunity to serve people in learning Jinvani. It is our great fortune that we
are destined to take up this opportunity. With this motive in mind we decided
to publish this book. The main compelling person behind this book was
none other than the translator of this book and my dear friend Mr.
Madhusudan Joshi. After translating the first book, he was keen to know
more and more about basic Jain principles. So he asked us to write more
about them, so that alongwith him many other newcomers in this field of
Jain philosophy will be benefitted. Though we are well aware that in this
Parinaman which is taking place, we are not Karla of it. But all the same we
are having Shubha Bhav about this Karya. And it is in our interest to be only
Dnyayak or Knower of it.
As soon as we declared that Ujwala is writing a new book, many
people from our Swadhyaycircle as well as many people from abroad came
forward with funds to publish it. In a few days we.got so much funds that we
had to ask people to stop donating. Every time we start writing a new book
same situation arises. And this happen without asking or even making a
public appeal for donations. People come forward with their contribution.
Despite their request of not publishing the names of donors we are
deliberately publishing the list. They are all praiseworthy for their help. We
are expressing our sincere heartfelt thanks to all of them.
Shri Trivedi has been really helpful in printing. He has really devoted
himself to this cause and got this job done in such a fine way and that too in
such a short time. We are th ankful to him as well.
We have chosen this subject of 'Karan Karya Rahasya' , as it is helpful
for Jeev in realising the exact nature of this whole cosmos and its set up and
independent existence of each substance. I am confident that this effort of
the writer to write this book is unique. That is why I am also very happy to
publish this book and present it to the readers.
I hope and pray that this will be really beneficial to the readers.
Pt. Oineshbhai Shah
(v)
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1

Remembrance of Sarvadnya
Letter1

7th Feb. 2001

Dear Reena & Mona,
Blessings & Best Wishes.
I am (eally happy and pleased to see that both of you are taking more
and more interest in this Swadhyay (~) or teachings of fundamental
principles of Jain philosophy. At the same time· I also understand and
realise that you are not able to spare more time from your daily routine
family life and its duties and pressure of domestic work. Still it is satisfying
feeling for both of us that you both want to take out as much time as
possible to progress further on this path.
And despite all these constraints of daily life we have to study, try to
understand and realise the exact and separate existence of true nature of
the Soul or Self. Because if one keeps on postponing this study by
· thinking that he or she will do it as and when all the other circumstances
are favourable and when one will have more time on hand or will have
peace of mind, then let me tell you, such situation hardly ever occurs in life.
All the events in this universe are happening or occurring on their own
according to their intrinsic worthiness to happen (~). These things
take place at a particular specific time and place as per their predestined
worthiness. And what one has to learn, understand and constantly be
aware of, is the fact that 'I' or the 'soul' knows them by virtue of his attribute
of knowledge. He is never a Karta of any of these events happening
outside of himself. He can never make things happen or even make a
slightest change in them.
Though this fact that one is not able to do anything in other
substances is told to us by somebody else who is more learned than us or
even if we find it written in our scriptures, it is not very easily accepted.

<•

Only when we really know and understand i.e. we have Yathartha
~) about the basic fundamental principles i.e. Siddhant
Dnyan
(fuzjo) which establish the true nature of the existence of all the
substances as told by Jinendra, we realise that why the soul is called
Akarta 31CiiOT.
Here I want you to correctly understand the meaning and connotation
of some of the terminologies and words I have used in the above para.
Because they are some of the very basic phrases which will be used in all
the following letters of our Swadhyay. So it is my duty to see that you
understand them clearly and correctly. Let me explain them to you once
again.
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We have already learned the phrase Yathartha Dnyan
~). In
short I can say that knowing and understanding anything in its proper and
right perspective. Siddhant (~) are the basic fundamental principles
which are established as the truth by their own logical theory and tol_d by
Jinendra. The third phrase is Vastu Vyavastha (~ ~) - It means the
true nature of the existence of various fundamental substances, their
infinite attributes (both common and specific) and mode of continuous
manifestations of these attributes in the form of Paryay (~). In other
words the existence of the whole cosmos with its own intrinsic system. And
finally the soul is called Akarta. Here we have to be careful of not being
mistaken by the phrase. It does not mean that soul is not doing any activity
or is not able to do anything on its own. But it is Akarta in the sense that it
is incapable of doing anything or change anything in any substance other
than itself. Now you will remember that we have already learned this fact
that every substance exists independently and also manifestation of its
each attribute takes place in itself without any help from any other
substance. So the term Akarta has to be understood in this specific context
only.
Now we come back to our original discussion about understanding
the Siddhant about the Vastu Vyavastha. We will have to learn in detail
about some of the Siddhant like Sarvadnyata (~), Krama Baddha
Paryay (aiqaiog:q<:1fo), Karan Karya Vyavastha (CfiRUT cnn:f ~). Nimitta
Upadan (f.rfirn '3'Q1zyl), Nischay- Vyavahar (fuF;r ~) Four Abhav (~
3Nl'Cf), Six Karak (~ 'Cfil\cn) etc.
And moreover we have to learn, understand and accept them after
firmly deciding about their truth. i.e. Nirnaypurvak Dnyan (f.ioi<:1'l4C6 ~).
In the following letters we will be studying the meaning and the nature of
these Siddhant.
Till today we have discussed through. my letters addressed to you
both, about six basic substances, seven fundamental Principles and
common and specific attributes of the substances. These are published in
the form of a book named Jain Tattva Parichay in Marathi, Hindi, Gujarati
and English. And another book named Karananuyoga Parichay is also
published in Marathi, Hindi and Gujarati.
Thousands of readers have lauded these books. Other day one
gentleman was telling me that they consider these books as scientific
study like study of principles of physics or chemistry. He said, 'We are
really grateful to Reena and Mona. We have got this scientific study in the
form of letters because of them.'
Dear Reena and Mona, this study we are undertaking and trying to
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practice these teachings in it is nothing but the science of Veetarag
(cffimTT) or Veetarag Vidnyan (~ ~) . This is a scientific study of
attaining Veetarag status as told by the Omniscient Veetaragi Bhagwan,
Arahant and Siddha are Veetaragi Sarvadnya or in other words they are
personified Veetaragi Vidnyan. That is why they are The Great Souls and
are worshiped by every body.
After a long time we will again start our Swadhyay (~) through
these letters. This time we will try to learn and understand some new
established principles i.e. Siddhant (fu'zjo).
Atmanubhuti or Self Realisation is the core of Jainism. Essence of all
Jain scriptures and philosophy is Veetaragata. Veetaragata or attainment
of Dharma, starts with Atmanubhuti and Samyak Darshan (Real Right
Belief). And to gain that it is imperative to know and accept, after firmly
deciding about Vastu Vyavastha, the path of salvation or Moksha Marga
(~),True God(~), Scriptures (~)and Guru ("!I"fi) . Atmanubhuti
is possible only after Tattva Nirnay (mq- 'Rtm:r). Tattva Nirnay means
accepting after firmly deciding about the Jainism or Jain Philosophy.
Atmanubhuti is never possible without Tattva Nirnay (mq- f.ral;;r).

We will start our Swadhyay by bowing to the Omniscient ones or
Sarvadnya (~).The respect which emerges in us after knowing the true
nature of Sarvadnya and their present status, manifested through Paryay,
is their real worship. Arahant and Siddha are Sarvadnya and Veetaragi.
Arahant are Jeev in human phase. They exist in Manushya Lok(~
~) or that part of cosmos where Jeev in Manushya or human phase
reside. Presently in this Pancham Kaai (m- 'Cfil'('f) or Fifth Era Arahant
Bhagwan are not present in Bharat Kshetra (1f«f ~) . Please do not
misunderstand that this Bharat Kshetra as India or Indian subcontinent as
called Bharat (1lroi).

But at present time these Tirthankar (~) and other Arahant are
present in different parts of Manushya Lok called Videha Kshetra (~
~) . We do install their idols in our temples or Jin Chaityalaya (m
:=a('QIH<l) and bow and pray them while remembering their pu re divine
attributes and qualities.
Arahant Bhagwan are in human embodied form and Siddha
Bhagwan are souls without any body. Body is called Kai(~). That is why
Arahant are called Sakal Paramatma (~ iro:ITTm) and Siddha are
called Nikaf Paramatma (~ 'Q"{JITTql).

In case of Arahant four Ghati Karma

(mra Cfilf) have withered away
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and that of Siddha all the eight Karma have withered away.

We have understood and established the nature of Arahant and
Siddha through twenty Prarupana (~) like Gunasthan {1Ul~H),
Marganasthan (iwfo11~H) etc. in the book Karananuyoga Parichay
(,....q)...,{0..,11..,..j~""
'l~~I ~) .

Siddha Bhagwan do not have Bhav Karma (mq ~) like Maha i.e.
attachment or affection, Dvesh i.e. aversion etc; Dravya Karma (~ ~)
or eight Karma mentioned in the earlier para and Nokarma (~) like
body, mind and speech. Siddha exist in the uppermost part of Lokakash
(Ml4li4ll~I) known as Siddha/ay (f~•&J&tl:I) . It is situated above Siddha
Shila (f~Cl&:~l&tl) in the ultimate Vatavalay {cUdq&il:I).
Arahant and Siddha are true God; Skyclad Bhavlingi Muni are true
Guru; and scriptures written as per Divyadhvani (fc!0&1&1R) or divine sound
emerging from Tirthankar are true Shastra (~) or scriptures.

So these true Dev, true Guru and true Shastra are always worthy of
worship and honour. At the same time, Kudev (~), Kuguru (~) and
Kushastra (~) are not so. And it is Gruhit Mithyatva (~ ftw:rnq) or
strengthening our preexisting fallacious belief to worship them. It is an
established fact that unless Jeev has got rid of Gruhit Mithyatva (~
fiwmq) he can not be free from Agruhit Mithyatva (~ ~).
All the Jeev from those in conjunction with bodies with unisensory
organs till bodies with all the five sensory organs, have affection and
attachment or oneness with their present body. They may be in any phase
like human phase, Dev phase, Narakor Tiryanch phase, they all have this
oneness with their present state of existence. They think that Kashaya
('fJi'!mf) or passions are their own and they are their nature. They have
wrong conception and belief about the seven fundamental principles. All
this is Agruhit Mithyatva. That fallacious belief which is acquired during
one's life time and that which is strengthend because of following Kudev,
Kuguru and Kushastra is Gruhit Mithyatva (~ ftw:rnq).
We not only acquire the rituals, language, culture of the family in
which we are born, but we also acquire and accept the wrong faiths and
misconceptions prevailing in the family and society around us. We do
consider ourselves as well educated. But think yourself for a moment;
have we ever bothered to check or examine our beliefs, faiths and rituals
about God, Guru, scriptures, religion etc.? And are all our actions done
after deciding as to whether they are right or wrong ?
We notice so many misconceptions and fallacious beliefs in society
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around us. They are present in people following each and every religion
including people following Jainism. That is why it is our duty to see and
check that we are not following any such misconceptions or rituals. Now
that you have started learning this our true Jain philosophy I am not
worried much about you anymore. But at the same time I must remind you
that it is your duty to see that your children and others in your family are
getting proper inculcation of true impressions (mR) about these things
and see that they are not following Kudev, Kuguru and Kushastra.
Without creating any ill feeling or hatred about other people following
other religions, about their gods, scripture etc. you will have to make your
children realise the proper and true nature of Dev, Guru and Shastra and
keep on repeating about it so that it gets permanently implanted in their
soul. You will have to see that they get interested in Swadhyay. Always be
alert that they do not fall pray to the temptation of consuming non
-vegetarian food, alcoholic drinks, honey and five Udumbar (~) fruits
which are forbidden. The fruits of Banyan and Pipal trees, figs, jackfruit etc.
are the fruits which are forbidden. I am aware that you are taking care that
they do not eat cakes and chocolates or similar sweets which usually
contain eggs, animal fats etc.
You may wonder as to why I am suddenly in a mood of preaching
about daily routine life and rituals. You may say, "Why our beloved mother
who teaches and believes that one substance can not do anything to or
alter any other substance, is suddenly trying to teach about these wordly
things?"
Listen carefully, this is the language and style of preaching or
Upadesh (~). This is the language of Charananuyoga (iHOlljtfl'i) .
The language used in Dravyanuyoga 0::~1341'1), which teaches or clarifies
the established principles about nature of substances is different than this
language. The language used in daily life describes daily routines and
rituals and has emphasis on activities to be done (amroir lt!(R'
It
also describes the instrumental causes (f.rilffi lt!(R'
But
Dravyanuyoga tells you about the true nature of substances (C:C~~~q)
and the established principles about them(~}.

M") .
M">.

If some persqn even after accepting the theories and Siddhant of
Dravyanuyoga, only in principle at the intellectual levels, keeps on living
life style without any proper discipline and limitations both in his mind and
activities, then such a person is still on the wrong path. Cheating others in
your interaction with them, telling lies, earning wealth by immoral means,
eating improper and banned food and many such activities and intentions
are all hindrance in attaining Samyaktva (~RI~).
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Just as good seeds are wasted and do not grow it they fall on a rocky
terrain instead on proper soil, in case of those who are practising wrong
activities and evil intentions in daily life, listening to the preachings about
the true religion and philosophy is a waste. Some people listen to the
philosophical discourses just for the sake of listening and some of others
learn philosophical scriptures just to lecture and give discourses to others
and thereby try to gain popularity and honour in society and are content.in
that worldy gain itself. They are always doing disservice to themselves and
are ruining themselves despite the fact that they had a chance to listen to
and learn the most important and valuable preachings of Jinendra which is
very rarely available to us after many lives and phases of life we go
through.
These days to earn money by any means and try to gain so called
enjoyment from that seems to be the ultimate aim of this human life. Every
gain or loss in life is always in terms of monetary gain or otherwise. The
ultimate truth about inner peace and bliss, without any anxiety and
tensions, the self realisation of our own true nature and ultimate
knowledge about the whole Vastu Vyavastha all these things are
considered to be the fairy tales from the scriptures. And usually people
believe that they do not have any bearing on their daily life.
We come across many people who are at loss or are frustrated
because they feel that they are not able to gain anything from study of
scriptures or they are not able to grasp and understand the fundamental
principles and do not attain Samyak Darshan. There are others who keep
on asking as to what does one gain or achieve by studying this. Or "How
many people have attained Samyak Darshan after learning this ?" There
are people who sincerely feel and ask that they should get the teachings or
preachings i.e. Deshana (~) directly from the Learned ones or Dnyani
(~). Because the teaching imparted by them alone really works and
helps us fo attain the Ultimate Goal. Some people ask that they want to see
and meet Samyak Drishti people or Jeev. They are not able to realise and
recognize these Jeev though they are around them. Usually people feel
that there may be some explicit and outwardly signs or characteristics by
which one can identify Samyak Drishti Jeev and differentiate them from all
other people.
Gatha 18 of Samaysar (~q~~m) clearly says that this soul or Atma is
constantly being experienced within oneself by everybody. But we do not
realise and know that it is 'me' or 'soul' who is that 'Bhagwan Atma' (WTCfR
amqi-), So those who are not able to know and understand one's own
nature, will never be able to know and identity other Samyak Drishti Jeev
just by looking at their outwardly appearance.
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People hardly ever bother to think that, 'I have to understand,
experience my pure soul. I have to identify me as myself'. There is no use
or gain just by knowing or looking at any other Samyak Drishti Jeev. It by
listening to their preachings and by being with them one is inspired to try
and attain Atmanubhuti then it is worth knowing them. The preachings or
discourses given by these Samyak Drishti Jeev are nothing but the
theories and principles as laid down in the Jinagam. They do not want to or
try to establish their own sect or separate cult.
We do come across people who try to collect some good points or
theories from various different religions and thereby want to establish their
own sect or cult. They in fact misguide people and tempt them to follow
their own sect. Also there are people who preach popular and readily
acceptable ideas such as "do help others", "practice Punya or good deeds
and then in return you will be benefited and achieve salvation". Such
preachings always make these so called Guru very popular.But in the end
they not only do disservice to others but to themselves as well.
Therefore it is necessary to understand the fallacy of believing in
false God, false Guru and other fallacious beliefs prevalent in the society
about the religion. These are known as Dev Moodhata (~q'!fAdi), Guru
Moodhata (~ ~) and Lok Moodhata (~lCfi'!itdl). One has to be aware
and not fall pray to them. Similarly it is also n~cessary to get rid of six
Anayatan or Asthan (ar-m:«R I ~). They · are Kuguru, Kudev,
Kushastra, and their followers. These are the Anayatan of Dharma (ri).
We have to watch and be careful, that we do not bear in our mind the
feeling of worshiping them and honoring them .
In this modern time immediately after a child is born we innoculate it
against many diseases such as Polio, Hepatitis and after few months
injections of Triple, Measels, MMR etc. are given repeatedly as per their
needs.
Similarly to guard ourselves against the fallacious beliefs and wrong
convictions arising from these three Moodhata and six Anayatan we have
to innoculate ourselves with the doses of Swadhyay. Though people are
aware of the physical ailments and the diseases which cause them, they
are hardly even aware of the defects in their faiths and beliefs about the
religion. So the question of getting rid of them and acquiring proper
knowledge about them does not arise in their mind, as they are not aware
that there is something wrong in their present beliefs. The main and the
only reason for this is the 'oneness' people attach to their present state of
conjunction of themselves with the body and identifying their body to be
their true nature. This belief which is imbibed in t.hem since time
immemorable is continued further and then this Jeev keeps on rotating ii)
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the indefinite cycle of birth and death. And the worst thing is that they a"re
not even aware of this fact that due to this fallacious belief, instead of
attaining the Salvation and Atmadnyan they are entangled in this cycle of
birth and death.
·
That is why it is important to know the true and proper nature of true
Dev, Guru and Shastra. We have to introspect and check that we through
our actions and beliefs are not having reverence towards, nor are we
worshiping or honoring Kudev, Kuguru and Kushastra. This has been
thoroughly discussed in the scripture Ratnakarand Shravakachar (~
'311ct&ll'al<) You must have heard about it in the tapes dealing with this
scripture.
Our this system of having cassettes of the lectures or discourses on
these various scriptures is going on well. Every day we tape all the
discourses delivered by your father. Many people, just as you two do, also
take the sets of his tapes and listen to them at their homes. And after a
while they bring them back and we retape new discourses on them.
You have been telling me that you listen to these tapes while doing
your domestic work as it is difficult for you to spare separate time for them.
And at the same time other members of your family also listen and express
their opinions and doubts or comments. It is obvious from this that they do
listen to them irrespective of the fact that they on their own, want to listen or
not. At least it is always better to listen to them rather than continuously
listening to radio or T.V. But I would still emphasize that you do take away
some time from your busy life style and do Swadhyay by reading various
such scriptures directly.
True Gods are Veetaragi and Sarvadnya (~ & ~). Total
Veetaragata evolves in the 12th Gunasthan (!}Ui~l"I) and. then in 13th
Gunasthan Sarvadnyata evolves and Jeevbecomes Arahant. This proves
the fact that Jeevwhich is not totally Veetaragi can not be Sarvadnya nor is
he Bhagwan ('qlfqR), It is not possible to know whether a Jeev is
Sarvadnya by looking at his outwardly appearance. But it is possible to
know whether he is Veetaragi by seeing his ourwardly appearance and
actions.
Muni have not acquired total Veetaragata. They have partial or
Ek Desh Veetaragata (~ qli1<1•1111). They also do not have longing for
possession or Parigrah (~). That is they do not possess or have
clothes, ornaments, flowers or garlands, do not adore themselves with any
kind of beautification or protection of their body. They don't have home,
wife, family, servants, vehicle, stock of foodgrains, utensils, money,
weapons etc. And since Arahant who totally have attained total
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Veetaragata how can they posses any of these things? Ahar Sandnya
(aTTW ~) i.e. longing to take food is there only till sixth Gunasthan and is
absent from seventh Gunasthan onwards. So it is a totally fallacious belief
that Arahant do take food or daily meals.

Any Jeev in female phase can achieve upto only fifth Gunasthan and
not any further. So it is wrong to believe that she can attain salvation in her
present phase.
Jeev who are Arahant do not suffer from any physical disease or
ailment. And in that stage no one else can do any harm to them. In fact due
to their present status such ill will or ill feeling can not arise in any other
living being.
Arahant who were in Muni phase earlier might have Upasarg in that
state. But it is there only till the end of 12th Gunasthan. And it is not
possible to have Upasargthereafter i.e. once they have achieved Arahant
status.

They do not have any illness. They have Param Audarik Body (iml'

~~) . They are free from 18 Dosh(~). These are as follows Hunger, thirst, body getting old, disease, birth, death, fear, ego,
attachment, aversion, hatred, delusion, anxiety, affinity, sleep, wonder,
gloom, sweat and sorrow (agitation).
You know that in Arahant Bhagwan four Ghatikarma (~) have
totally withered away. Their Dnyanavaran (*11'11cHUI), Darshanavaran
(<::~'llCl<OI), Mohaniya (~) and Antaraya (~) Karma have
withered away and their Anant Dnyan or Keva/ Dnyan i.e. Omniscience,
Anant Oarshan or Keva/ Darshan (Ommivision), Anant Sukh (~)
i.e. infinite Bliss and Anant Vitya i.e. Omnipotance have blossomed. This
means Arahant Bhagwan posses Anant Chatushtaya (ar.ffi ~).These
are their inner qualities or characteristics. It is necessary to know their
inner nature or characteristics along with their external or explicit
appearance. The awareness of their nature is their true worship. If you
really do not know their external nature as well as their inner qualities, then
just bowing at their feet or just by praising them will not be their true
worship. Not only you will not honour them but it will be just the opposite.
The so called religious rituals like worshiping other Gods or praising
and honoring them, do pooja of the Goddess of wealth i.e. Laxmi (~) or
worshipping things like river, sea, trees, or animals like cow, cobra etc. ,
worshipping Jeev in Tityanch phase, or heavenly Gods or Goddess of
lower categories like Yaksha (~). Vyantar (~) and Bhavanvasi
__ (~Cl'ICl lW), to perform pooja of Navagrah<;J. (~) for the well being of the
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newly constructed building, promising to do worship or offer someth,ing to
God after fulfillment of some specific desire. (~ I ~) (Navas or
Mannat) are all Gruhit Mithyatva (~ ~) . People who say that they
bow before all the Gods of all the religions and that is why they are liberal·
people believing in sanctity of all faiths and religions do in fact have Vinay
Mithyatva (~ ~).
To accept and worship Kudev (~) is definitely ¥ithyatva. But even
worshipping Arahant Bhagwan without really knowing with conviction the
true nature of them, worshipping them just as a ritual performed in your
family is also called Gruhit Mithyatva. I know these statements are put
forward in really harsh words. But even while worshipping Veetaragi
Bhagwan if we do Navas or Mannat as explained above, to say before
them that if one's wishes like having a child, getting favourable decision in
a court matter, getting success in exam. etc. are fulfilled then one will come
to this place of pilgrimage and offer some things to the God etc. is also
Mithyatva.
People say that as they have to stay in this society where different
people follow different religions and have to constantly interact with them,
they have to bow before the Gods of other religion as well, as done often
by political leaders so as to get votes. But they claim that they do it just for
the sake of pleasing the others. They do not really believe in these Gods
and even while bowing before them they are reciting Namokar Mantra
(01mqi1< ltr). To do that . and to bow or honour Kudev, Kuguru and
Kudharma even out of social nicety or out of feeling .of shame of being
rejected by the society or any other ulterior motive is Gruhit Mithyatva.
Reena, Mona, many people suggested that after Karananuyoga
Parichay, I should write Charananuyoga Parichay. I have ·read many
scriptures written on Charananuyoga. In all of them it is clearly stated that
the first and fundamental object is to have Samyak Darshan. To attain
Samyak Darshan is the prime duty of Jeev. And that is why in these letters
I am going to discuss those fundamental established principles which are
most important to know and understand if one has to follow the path of
attaining Samyak Darshan.
If we have to attain Samyak Darshan then firstly we have to know its
proper nature. Then we will have to learn and understand the way to attain
it. If we have to do a particular job or work, we have to know, the ground or
causes behind it. Because no work in this universe takes place without
proper cause or ground. Similarly, we will have to learn the causes which
are necessary for attaining Samyak Darshan. Let me give you an example
from your cookery book. If you are making a sweet dish, then you must not
only know the ingredients but also the proportion in which they are to be
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taken and the process of mixing them, cooking/baking them etc. If you
miss any of these then the job of preparing that dish will not be successful.
Our aim is to be in a Blissful state. And state of total Bliss is total
Veetaragata or when you have attained Moksha. Samyak Darshan is the
beginning of attainment of Bliss. To evolve this work of Samyak Darshan
we have to learn the theory of Karan Karya Vyavastha (q)ROT 'Cfifif ~)
as explained in Jinagam (~). We will have to know the basic
principles and intricacies underlying this theory. We have to leave aside
improper or worthless causes or grounds and acquire causes proper and
worthy of attaining Samyak Darshan. Only after reading and knowing the
Karan Karya Vyavastha and its underlying basic principles you will realise
that this talk of gaining or leaving aside some causes is only a way of
speech.
Now we will look into the nature of Samyak Darshan. Real Right
Belief about true Dev, Guru and Shastra, and getting rid of the three
Moodhata as explained earlier is Samyak Darshan. Jeev having Samyak
Darshan does not have six Anayatan (a:r.m«R) and eight types of Mada
( lf<::) i.e. ego. It has eight positive aspects like total lack of doubts about
Jain principles. This is also defined as "~ ~ ~ ~"or belief ..
in true nature of the substances as they exist is Real Right Belief. In fact
both the definitions or both ways of explaining Yathartha Shraddhan
~) mean same thing . We have discussed this in my earlier book Jajn
Tattva Parichay.

<•

The most important thing is to first ascertain whether we have really
clear perception of the main characteristics of the true God that is his
Sarvadnyata and Veetaragata. There is no sense in just knowing and
learning by heart the definition.
You are aware that since last four years we are conducting collective
Swadhay of Karananuyoga, in the morning for about one and half hours.
We have already studied Jeevkand c:iiccf.fiis), Karmakand (~).
Labdhisar (("lfi!liji<) and Kshapanasar (~QUiiijl(). Now we are dealing
with Artha Sandrishti Adhikar (~ ~). While reading and
teaching these scriptures, we really become more and more aware of the
greatness of the knowledge of Sarvadnya. At the same time we realise the
vastness and depth of the knowledge and intellectual capacity of Shri
Nemichandra Acharya and Pandit Todarmalji ·who have written these
scriptures. We are really indebted to these learned scholars.
While doing Swadhyay about Kshapanasar (~QUiiijl<) one day a
gentleman of about 80-85 years came to attend it. He himself is well
versed and knowledgeable about Dravyanuyoga (i:;a:u3~'111). We were
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discussing nature of 9th Gunasthan <101~1"1) of Kshapak Shreni (a;TQC!i

~). After Swadhyay he told your father that he will not be attending from
next day. Because he did not understand anything that was being
discussed. But despite that he said he has really gained one great
experience. He has realized the glory and grandeur of Sarvadnyata. He
asked your father to tell me that he was really greatful to me or he was
indebted to me because after listening to Swadhyay his inflated ego about
himself has withered away. He said till that day he considered himself as a
scholar and a learned man. But in true sense, today he realised the
boundless greatness of Jinagam.
By understanding and confirming the true nature of Sarvadnya we
realise that Sarvadnyata is also our true nature .or Swabhav (~). And
for this very reason it is imperative to know the nature of Sarvadnyata and
Sarvadnya Bhagwan. True Gods are always Sarvadnya Veetaragi. In
case of few Arahant their divine sound flows and through that they tell us
the true nature of this cosmos and preach and show us the right path of
salvation i.e. Moksha Marga (~). Those Arahant from whom this
Divyadhvani (fC::OQ@qR) flows and a huge auditorium (Samavasharan)
(~'iCl~i(Oi) is created by heavenly Gods for other Jeev to listen to them,
and from whom Tirth (tiM) or preaching about the true Dharma (ri) flows
are called Tirthankar (~).
After the stage of Arahant i.e. after their span of life is over, their four
Aghatikarma which were still there, wither away, and Jeev attains
salvation. In other words they attain bodyless state of Siddha.
Through all these discussions we have seen that Bhagwan or lshwar

(~) or True God are Jeev who know the cosmos in its true nature. But
they do not do any work for anyone else or are not doer or Karla of any
other thing.
So, to consider lshwar as the creator of this world or he is the one
who doles out the fruits of our deeds, to consider him to be protector and
destroyer of this universe, to think and believe that all the things in this
world happen as per his wish or desire, to believe that he has his own
wishes i.e. having attachment and affection i.e. to believe him to be Saragi
(~). and to think that he will dish out happiness to us and save us from
death or cycle of life and death is all Dev Moodhata.
True Guru are Muni who are without any external possessions and
internal possessions such as Mithyatva or Kashaya and are skyclad Jeev
who have attained Atmanubhuti. They constantly practice and follow 28
Mulguna (~). They are always immersed in Dnyan/Dhyan (~ I
!ZJH). They have Kashaya of very low intensity and these too last for a very
! short time like a line drawn over water with a stick. They do not have any
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sinful quality or passion.
But instead of understanding this true nature of Guru, to accept
people clad in different garbs, to accept people with strong passions or
Kashaya like anger, lust or egoistic nature and addicted to various vices
and things like tobacco, alcohol etc. or practice in deceit, as one's Guru is
Guru Moodhata. Similarly if you accept somebody as your Guru and he
accepts you as his disciple then to believe that he can free you from this
worldly problems and this cycle of birth and death is also Guru Moodhata.
Again accepting people who preach about the worldly life, make you
practice and perform Yadnya (~) and offerings to God through holy fire,
give away various medicines and Mantra (lf;r) or ask you to perform
various so called spiritual activities (lf;r I 'ffir) in order to get rid of your
problems and gain happiness, as your Guru and honoring all these people
as true Guru is also Guru Moodhata.
·
Practising many rituals prevalent in the society such as taking holy
dip into so called pious rivers, doing pooja of the holy trees like Banyan,
Pipal, performing Yadnya, abstaining from doing any good activity at the
time of eclips as it is considered bad time or taking holy dip after it is over
and giving alms to beggars during that period or worshipping animals, like
cow, snake, considering them as holy creatures, performing pooja of one's
own wealth, instruments or tools of one's own profession, giving offerings
to one's own ancestors is all Lok Moodhata. Even to believe that by
reciting certain · Mantras (lf;r) like Mrityunj ay Jap (~ \ill'Q') one can
avoid or postpone death or to perform pooja to appease unfavourable
stars and planets in your horoscope is all Lok Moodhata.
In fact, these days many such new Moodhata are creeping up in the
society by following some others or other cultures. Believing blindly in
Vastu Shastra (~ lTw.ir) or science of construction of building according
to the favourable places and directions, and making changes in your
existing homes or plans for your homes is most popular example of it. To
believe that by doing that one will be able to avoid or get rid of the problems
in your life is nothing but Moodhata.
Without even thinking about the truth or fallacy, goodness or
otherwise about anything or practising anything just by following othe~s is
nothing but Lok Moodhata.
If we understand and accept with conviction the nature of true God,
Guru, scriptures and Dharma with the help of Jinagam then all these
fallacious beliefs or Moodhata will go away.
In our next letter we will learn about the true nature of Sarvadnyata
and try to find out whether there are Sarvadnya in this cosmos.
Jai Jinendra.
Your

.Mom.
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Existence of Sarvadnya
Letter 2

26th Feb. 2001

Dear Reena & Mona,
Blessings & Best Wishes.
Today we will discuss about the nature of Sarvadnya.
This is not only an exercise to know that Sarvadnyata is the
characteristic of True God, but by knowing and confirming the natu.re of
Sarvadnya we realise that the true nature of our own self is also
Sarvadnya.
Atma by nature is Sarvadnya. Chetana (mr.rr) or Dnyan and
Darshan are specific attributes of Atma. And this Chetana is not present in
any of the other five Dravya namely Pudgal (~). Dharma (ri),
Adharma (~). Akash (~)and Kaai (qm;r).

The basic activity of the attribute of Dnyan is to know. Which are the
things does this attribute of Dnyan know? It knows each and every thing;
Swa (~).as well as Para (lR). Swa means only me or Jeev, 'Pure Soul'.
And Para means all the other things in this cosmos i.e. all the other
substances, their attributes and all the modifications of these attributes. In
scripture Tattvartha Sutra, while explaining the nature of Keva/ Dnyan it is
11
.said, {lcf*5QQ~l~! ~Cl(W1(4'' i.e. Keva/ Dnyan knows all substances; all
their attributes and all their modifications. Now let us see which are these
substances and hoy.i many of them are known by Sarvadnya.
Jeev Dravya are infinite,, Pudgal Dravya are infinite times infinite.
Samay or the smallest unit of time or Kaai are infinite times that of the
number of Pudgal Dravya. And again the Pradesh or the units of Akash
are in turn infinite times that of Samay of past, present and future Kaai.
Attributes of each substance are infinite times of all the Akash Pradesh.
Again infinite times of these are the attributes of all the substances, and all
the modifications, past, present and future of all the attributes are also
infinite times of all the attributes. And the Avibhag Pratichhed (~
~) or the power units of these modifications are in turn infinite times
the modifications. And that Paryayor modification of the attribute of Dnyan
which knows all the things mentioned above in infinite numbers clearly
and directly i.e. without any help of sensory organs and at once in one
Samay is known as Keva/ Dnyan. And the Jeev whose Keva/ Dnyan has
been explicitly evolved in his modifications is called Sarvadnya. Once
Keva/ Dnyan is evolved Sarvadnya Bhagwan in each Samay continues to
know all the things through Keva/ Dnyan. Till infinite time. this modification
'
of their attribute of Dnyan is evolving in each Samay.
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While explaining the numbers of things or substances, their
attributes etc. it is just said that 'a' exists infinite time and 'b' is infinite times
the earlier one etc. But in fact the number of Pudgal substances is derived
when infinite number of Jeev is multiplied by the same number and again
the result of that is multiplied by this new number (or in short every time a
number is squared) and when this is done infinite times and so on. There
are infinite types of this term of figure 'infinite'. And in.all these infinite times
infinite, infinite Avibhag Pratichhed of Keva/ Dnyan are highest infinite.
There is no such explicit or certain number in this universe in whose
multiple the nature of Keva/ Dnyan can be explained. Keva/ Dnyan knows
the total Lokalok along with knowing one's own self. And it has the capacity
to know such infinite Lokalok.
Let us try to understand this with the help of the example of Avadhi
Dnyan. Deshavadhi (~). Paramavadhi (Q<q1ai%1) and Sarvavadhi
(~)are the types of Avadhi Dnyan. Among them Sarvavadhi is the
best Avadhi Dnyan. The sphere or area from which the Pudga/ or Roopi
substance is known by Avadhi Dnyan is known as the sphere of that
Avadhi Dnyan. And the sphere of Sarvavadhi Dnyan is innumerable Lok.
Here one may wonder as to how can the sphere of Avadhi Dnyan be
innumerable Lok? Because Pudgal Dravya exist only in Lokakash and
nowhere outside it. The fact is that the capacity of Sarvavadhi Dnyan is to
that extent of knowing Pudgal of innumerable Lok had they been existing
there. Only because Pudgal are limited to Lokakash does not limit the
capacity of Sarvavadhi Dnyan to that sphere only.
We see that a weightlifter lifts huge weight and creates a record in
Olympic games. But it does not mean that he carries that much weight
every now and then. In daily life he is carrying weight of few kilos in the
form of his grocery or luggage does not mean his capacity is limited to that
extent.
Now you would realise that in Keva/ Dnyan there is evolved capacity
to know Anantanant Lokalok (~ MlCfii("llCfi). Keva/ Dnyani does not
know these things by looking at them. He does not have to see everything
to know. But by immercing totally in to his own self, the attribute of Dnyan
has this modification of knowing himself and everything else (~ - 'tR) by
its own intrinsic capacity or worthiness. It is the strength or capacity of this
Dnyan modification to know himself as well as all other things. This is
known as Swa Para Prakashak (~ Q UIC61~1C6) capacity or Shakti (~). In
other words it enlightens in itself the nature of Swa and Para.
Once you firmly know and decide the exact r.ature of Sarvadnya
Swabhav and totally concentrate and immerse in that Swa Swabhavthen
one attains Samyak Darshan. By getting more and more steady in that
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immersion one attains Charitra. And once Jeev is totally steady in it, then
Keva/ Dnyan or Sarvadnyata evolves.
Sarvadnyata is Swabhavof Jeev. Swabhavof each substance is self
established in itself. It is its intrinsic nature. It does not evolve due to some
other thing. Swabhav is the part and parcel of the thing or substance. It
does not come into existence at any particular time and does not wither
away any time. Just as the substance exists forever, without a beginning
or an end, Swabhav being its intrinsic nature also is without beginning or
end. That is why it is called Anadi (without beginning ) and Anant (without
end). Swabhav exists in its full capacity and does not grow or diminish at
anytime. Swabhavis self existing. It is limitless ~qt1ifo:a - - ~.As it does
not need any help or support from outside to retain its existence that is why
it is called Asahay (~) . To manifest itself constantly in different
modification or Pa;inaman (Qf<o1iH) is also Swabhav of substance. Just
as to exist forever substance does not need any assistance, it is capable
by itself for Parinaman also. It does not need any help. To do this activity or
Karya (~) it does not need assistance from any other substances. Jeev
substance evolves its modification - Sarvadnyata of Dnyan attribute by
immersing in its own Swabhav.
Now just think as to which is more important? Which has more glory?
What evolves awe in our mind ? Number of infinite substances in this
cosmos or the one substance which knows or has capacity of Dnyan about
all these substances ? What do you concentrate on or think about when we
say Atma is Sarvadnya Swabhavi or Omniscient one? The greatness of
the Sarvadnya SwabhavtOmniscience or the vastness of existence of
Para Dravya or other substances to which Omniscient knows ? Do you feel
glory of the modification of Keva/ Dnyan in itself or the Omniscient nature
i.e. Sarvadnya Swabhav in which these modifications are elvolving till
infinity?
Our true natu re of being Sarvadnya is there since time inmemorable
and will be there till infinity - Anadi Anant. One gets the confirmation and
decision about its nature and existence in the Ma ti Shrut Dnyan itself. This
present modification of Dnyan which is very elementary or limited, starts
understanding and realising the existence of Sarvadnya Swabhav. Ahd
from that Samay itself the evolution of power of Sarvadnyata which is
nottiing but Atmadnyan starts.
Sarvadnyata i.e. Keva/ Dnyan or state of omniscience evolves in
13th Gunasthan. Arahant and Siddha are Sarvadnya. Rest of Jeev i.e.
Jeev from 1st Gunasthan till 12th Gunasthan are having very limited
knowledge or are said to be Chhadmastha (~) . Chhadma means
covering or cloak. Jeevwhose knowledge has this cloak or is covered and
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not fully blossomed and who are in the bonds of Dnyanavaran Karma are
called Chhadmastha Jeev.
Once we have known the nature of Sarvadnya the next step is to
logically prove the existence of such a Jeev who has attained that status.
Some people may challenge us by saying that it is not enough to state and
explain the characteristics and nature of this Sarvadnya or Sarvadnyata. It
has to be proved that in fact such Sarvadnya souls do exist. They may
claim that there is no such Sarvadnya existing. It may be an ideal goal set
for human beings which may not be possible to be achieved.
To this argument we can counter question as to whether they
maintain that Sarvadnya do not exist in this sphere of cosmos or they do
not exist anywhere. The obvious answer from the person will be that they
do not exist anywhere. The second counter query is whether they are not
present anywhere as on today or in this present times or they did not exist
in past, they are not present now and will not exist anytime in future. The
answer will be they can not exist in all the three Kaai or Eras - past, present
and future. These answers themselves may put the person answering
them in a bind. We can tell him that if he knows all these facts about the
whole cosmos and all the times then he himself can be considered to be a
Sarvadnya. Because he himself has Dnyan or first hand knowledge about
everything and in all the times . He has knowledge of Trikal (~) and

Trilok(~).
People of each religion and each sect from these religions claim that
their God is Sarvadnya. But each. such religion and/or sect describes the
nature of their God differently. Each has some special characteristics
different from Gods of other religions. In such case if any one of them is to
be accepted as true or really existing then the others are to be considered
false or non existing. Because basically nature of Sarvadnya has to be
same and exactly same at all the times and at all the places irrespective of
the time and place of their existence. It can not vary even slightly, at any
time or at any place. The preachings or principles evolving from the
Sarvadnya have to be same everywhere. There should be no
contradiction or even slight variation in the preaching of one Sarvadnya
and others. Whereas in the preaching of many other Gods of various
religions, there is great difference or variation. And many a times Gods of
the same religion also preach different things at different times and in
different situations. Sometimes the principle of Ahinsa or non-violence is
told to be supreme and some time practising violence is justified or even at
times glorified. In some places Brahmacharya i.e. a total abstinence from
sexual activity or relations is preached and at other place and time it is
said that you will not be able to enter heaven if you don't bear a son of your
own.
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That is why only that Jeev which is really flawless i.e. Nirdosh (~)
and one who is free from all kinds of bondage or cloak over his knowledge
i.e. Niravaran (RUCf<Oi) is to be considered to be Apta (~) or True God
- Arahant. Nirdosh means who is free from all Dosh or faults, who is totally
Veetaragi and Niravaran means whose Dnyanavaran or cloak or covering
of his knowledge and Darshanavaran means cloak over his perception
has withered away. These are Keva/ Dnyani Jeev.
Now in order to prove and establish the existence of Sarvadnya it has
to be established whether Jeevcan become or attain this stage of Nirdosh
and Niravaran.
We know that certain Jeev are Asanyami (~) (Jeev from 1st to
4th Gunasthan), certain others are Sanyamasanyami (tj£1ii1tj£1if1) (Jeev in
5th Gunasthan) and some others are Sanyami (~) (from 6th to 12th
Gunasthan).
That means Kashaya slowly start withering away and at one stage
they totally go away and Jeev becomes Nirdosh i.e. totally Veetaragi.
In case of unisensory Jeevtheir Dnyanavaran is maximum; i.e. they
have very great or so called thick cloak over their Dnyan attribute. In them
this attribute is evolved at a very low intensity. This Shrut Dnyan of lowest
intensity is known as Paryay Dnyan (4llill~H). It is equal to the infinitely
smallest part of Akshar Dnyan (~). Akshar Dnyan is a type of Shrut
Dnyan and is not to be confused with Aksharor letters like A.B.C.D. etc. in
our language.
From Jeev in un isensory state to five sensory state we see that there
is progressive evolvement of their Dnyan attribute.
In people around us also we see the different level of intellect in each
individual. Some are dull and some are very sharp intellectually. That
proves that Dnyan can evolve and blossom at different states of intellect.
So it can also blossom fully and at one stage its ignorance can totally
wither away. This is said to be the withering of Dnyanavaran Karma
(~Hlct<OI Cfilf) and evolution of Kshayik Dnyan (~ ~) or Keva /
Dnyan.
In 12th Gunasthan Jeev becomes totally devoid of Dosh or in other
words becomes totally Veetaragi. He does not have any kind of longing,
Kashaya like Shubh-Ashubh Bhav (pious or sinful passion), lust, anger,
laughter, sorrow, mercy etc. He is devoid of any internal or external
possession - Antarbahya Parigrah (~ ~), Moha, Raag or
passion, Dvesh or aversion are Antarang or internal Parigrah and clothes,
untensils, wealth , food grains etc. are Bahirang or external Parigrah.
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In the first Samay of 13th Gunasthan which is achieved after one
Antarmuhurta of 12th Gunasthan (Antarmuhurta is that span of time which
is less than a Muhurta which is 48 minutes and more than one Aavli. Aavli
is a miniscule part of a second) one becomes Sarvadnya i.e. totally
Niravaran. One who has become Nirdosh (~) only he can become
Niravaran or Sarvadnya. This proves that ideas and concepts about God
as stated and believed by others who follow other philosophy are totally
wrong. The concepts like God protects and helps good people in their
betterment and punishes and destroyes cruel or wrongdoers are all
imaginary.
In this way by proving the existence of Nirdosh i.e. Veetaragi and
Niravaran i.e. Keva/ Dnyaniwe can establish the existence of Sarvadnya.
Statements and discussion establishing the existence of Sarvadnya
are at many places in Jinagam. In fact they can be seen all over. To prove
or establish the existence of Sarvadnya is one of the main subjects of
different scriptures dealing with logic i.e. Nyayshastra (:;:cjl'Q~l l ~) . Samant
bhadra Acharya in his book Apta Mimansa (~fl(lc(lqj{lf), Akalankdev
Acharya in his book Ashtashati (~)·and Vidyanandi Acharya in
Ashtasahasri (~) have discussed in detail the existence of
Sarvadnya.
The existence of Sarvadnya is established through all the four
Anuyoga. We know many such examples from Prathamanuyoga
(Sll!lqlj(l' l•I). First Tirthankar Adinath Bhagwan had said that Marichi son of
Bharat Chakravarti, who was present in Samavsharan ({lqCl:(l{O I) as a
Muni will become 24th Tirthankar after going through many more phases
of life. And at that time Trishala and Siddhartha will be his mother and
father respectively.
Bhagwan Neminath had stated that after 12 years Dwaraka city will
be destroyed in a big fire and the reasons behind that fire were also
described by him at that time.

The names of past, present and future Tirthankar and the description
of their earlier phases of life through which they have passed is all stated
in Prathamanuyoga which itself has been told by Sarvadnya through his
Divyadhvani.
Especially while reading Karananuyoga (Cfi<Oflj4'm ) we get
reconfirmation of the greatness of Keva/ Dnyan and our faith in Sarvadnya.
Different kinds of Sankhyaman (~h§!OllqH) which means numbers or
countable figures and Upamaman (3Qq fqH) which means units of counting
in terms of similies like Pa/ya (~). Sagar (m1R) etc.; Jeevrashi
('1flcHff~I). Pudgalrashi (3<('1<'Hlf~I), (Total number of Jeev and that of
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Pudga~. the number of the Karma Paramanu which are bonded in each
Samay, arrangement of Karma according to their Gunashreni (~),
changes occurring in Karma in each Samay, fourteen different sequences
of calculations and many different equations of it all these are mentioned
and described in it. And while reading them we realise that all these things
are explicitely known by Kevaldnyani and are not created by anybody
through his imagination. While reading the detailed description of the three
Lok we are convinced that one who knows all these has to be Sarvadnya.

After hearing or reading all this, somebody may say that he is
accepting that these things are known and told by Sarvadnya. But they
have all existed in past times. In present times there are no Sarvadnya
existing anywhere. But the truth is that in present times, though there are
no Sarvadnya present in this Bharat Kshetra (~). Sarvadnya i.e.
Arahant do exist at all the times in Videh Kshetra (~). In Bharat
Kshetra they exist only in Fourth Era.
In the scriptures Nirantar Margana ('f.rt"o{ mtlurr) are described.
Nirantar Margana means that in some particular Gunasthan there is
always some Jeevexisting.1t never happens that even for one Samay that
any one of these Gunasthan is devoid of any Jeev in it. First, fourth, fifth,
sixth, seventh and thirteenth Gunasthan are all Nirantar Ganasthan. From
this it is proved that there is never such a moment when Tirthankaror their
preaching or path of salvation, and Mithyatvi Jeev in the cycle of birth and
death are absent or non existent.
Now we will establish the existence of Sarvadnya by some other
methods or means. When there are infinite substances which are subject
of knowledge or are instrumental causes ('f.mffi ~) of knowledge; then
there has to be Sarvadnya, who knows all these substances at once and at
all the times. Each subst.ance has a common attribute of Prameyatva
(~) i.e. it is always a subject matter of some form of knowledge and of
course is definitely the subject matter of Keva/ Dnyan.
In all the substances, their infinite attributes and their modifications
taking place at all the times as well as their Avibhag Pratichhed have this
capacity to be known by Dnyan (~). Therefore it is evident that there has
to exist Dnyan which knows all those things. The activity of being subject of
some knowledge which is the manifestation of Prameyatva attribute is
continuously going on. This logic also proves the existence of Sarvadnya.
So Sarvadnya who knows all the above things must be existing at all the
·
times.
Dear Reena and Mona we are proving the existence of Sarvadnya.
On the basis of all the established principles i.e. Siddhant (ft:roIDo) and
logics which we have learned earlier.
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It is a fact that Swabhav of each substance is limitless or without any
bounds. For example Avagahan Hetutva (~cttll~"i~g(q) is the specific
attribute of Akash Dravya. It is its Swabhav to accommodate all the other
substances. It accommodates infinite substances. And yet all the
substances are accommodated in Lokakash only. But Alokakash which is
infinite times infinitely larger remains empty.There is no other substance
except Akash substance in it.
Similarly there is so much power in one modification of Dnyan that it
can know all the infinite substances in this cosmos, their attributes, their all
the modifications in all the three times (past, present and future) and their
Avibhag Pratichhed; their instrumental causes and their relations with
each other. And it knows all these things very clearly in one Samay as if
they are taking place at present. Despite doing that it has infinite times
more capacity which remains unutilised in that one Paryay. It is said that
had there been Anantanant Lokalok existing even then all of them would
have been known in a small fraction of Keva/ Dnyan.
The learned scholar Shri Kanaji Swami in his preachings on
Sarvadnyatva Shakti says, 'Power of modification of Keva/ Dnyan in one
Samay is so great that a Kevaldnyani knows all· the substances and all
their attributes and their all modifications in it. It also means that in that
Samay Kevaldnyani knows all the modifications of the attribute of Dnyan of
all the other Kevaldnyani, as well as their all the earlier Bhavetc.' Once we
realise this fact and think over it then we are awed by the immense power
and glory of Keva/ Dnyan.
This sentence keeps on lingering in my mind. Despite the study of
principles of Jainism and continuous introspection of nature of Dnyayak
(~) this one statement really enlighted me about the greatness of
Sarvadnyata. While being immersed in the glory of it, I did not realise as to
how all these thoughts withered away. And at that point I experienced my
own Atma i.e. Atmanubhuti. I got my treasure and glory i.e. my own self. I
got the most precious thing which is Samyak Darshan.
The preachings delivered by Shri Kanaji Swami at different times on
the 47 types of capacity i.e. Shakti (~) of Atma are published in the
form of books named, Atma Prasiddhi (aU(C!Slf-E'lf•s:), Atma Vaibhav
(~)and Pravachan Ratnakar (~ ~).
I

In the year 1992 we had read the description about each of these
Shakti from these three books. While I was engrossed in my own internal
intellectual analysis of them after reading Sarvadnyatva ·Shakti l
experienced this Atmanubhuti i.e. I achieved Samyak Darshan.
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One can. not know and confirm about these things stated in the
scriptures by just reading them or hearing about them through preachings
by scholars. For that it is necessary to directly know and experience one's
own Dnyayak Swabhav (~ ~) by concentrating within one's own
self and withdrawing our attention from all the external things. When we
establish, through our analytical intellectual capacity the existence of
Sarvadnya and then also confirm the Swabhav of our own Atma to be
Sarvadnya, experience its existence, keep immersing in it then we attain
Atmanubhuti. In such a way by self experiencing the Sarvadnya Swabhav
we can prove or establish existence of Sarvadnya.
Sarvadnya can be established through Avadhi Dnyan (atctlil~i4) as
well. We have read in Prathamanuyoga scripture that as soon as
Tirthankar achieves Keva/ Dnyan, the thrones or seats of Indra start
trembling and Indra through their Avadhi Dnyan know and realise that
Tirthankarhas achieved Keva/ Dnyan. Indra bow Tirthankarand celebrate
Keva/ Dnyan Kalyanak. It proves that Indra knows it through his Avadhi
Dnyan.

Other Avadhidnyani Jeev who know Karma directly, know only four
Aghatikarma of Arahant, because four Ghatikarma of Arahant have
already withered away. These Avadhidnyani who have limited Dnyan or
Alpadnya (~) also can know and establish the evolvement of
Sarvdadnyata or Niravaran Dnyan.
We can establish or prove Sarvadnya through Jinagam or scriptures
and philosophy as told by Jinendra Bhagwan. Sarvadnya can be proved
by many ways such as absence of conflict or internal contradiction in the
sayings of Sarvadnya, his truthfulness, his capacity to tell or explain the
nature of the whole cosmos etc., by giving proofs from Jinagam;. by
establishing different principles or laws laid down in Nyayshastra
(~ltl~llfSI) ; fundamental principles of Dravyanuyoga; and also through
Prathamanuyoga, Charananuyoga, Karananuyoga etc.
Kundkundacharya
Muni
. ($a:~a:1~14~:fl)
had
gone
to
Videhakshetra,where Simandhar Bhagwan was having Sama vasharan.
He stayed there for eight days and directly saw Tirthankar and listened to
Divyadhvani from him.
These narrations by the Munis who were practising Satya Mahavrata
are to be seen even today in the form of carvings/engravings
on stones as well as in various scriptures.
(~feiqi';i<;;id)

In Jatismaran Dnyan (\i11Mf'HOi ~)one can remember his life in the
past phases . Shrimad Rajchandra and Bahenshri Champaben, through
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their Jatismaran Dnyan had known the fact that they had directly seen
Tirthankar in their earlier lives.
So before finding out and trying to know the system or structure of
Karan-Karya Vyavastha and how it works, we have established
Sarvadnyata.

Sarvadnya are the base of the philosophy of Jainism and the
preachings about the path of salvation. Unless one understaf"!dS and
knows the nature of Sarvadnya one is not able to grasp the truthfullness
about their preaching and does not realise its importance. Without
knowing the exact and true nature of Sarvadnya, Samyak Darshan can not
be attained. Unless you establish the nature of Moksha and the path
leading to it, how will you start progressing on that path ?
For that we will discuss about the myths and false conceptions about
Sarvadnyata and their negation or proving as to how they are wrong in our
next letter.
Jai Jinendra.
Your
Mom.
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Misconceptions about Sarvadnya
Letter 3

8th March , 2001

Dear Reena & Mona,
Blessings & Best Wishes.
My dear, each Jeev has to introspect as to "what did I achieve while
being in this human phase of life? Today I have got this phase, which is
very very rare to be in. And above that I am also very lucky to get this most
valuable true treasure of preachings by Jinendra, which is very rarely
received by anybody. But even then am I being cruel to myself and
inflicting injuries to my own self by going after the so called achievements
of daily life?"
Not to know or realise one's own true nature, not to accept it after
knowing it or forgetting it, is nothing but inflicting injury to oneself. We feel
compassion when we see somebody else's grief, but have we ever felt self
pity or compassion to our own self? It is said that compassion is the basic
foundation of Dharrha. In reality it has to start from compassion towards
one's own self.
You may say and complain that with this today's hectic life- busy life
we do not have time even to die! You are complaining as if people in this
world die only when they have lot of time on hand and nothing else to do.
And what is the meaning of that life or living where you do not even know
the real nature of your own self? It is said that not realising one's own self
and going after other worldly things and negfecting one's Atma is nothing
else but death, though in physical form you are living . This is known as
Bhav Maran(~) .
If you can spare 10-15 minutes from your so called hectic day for
your bath, then why can you not spare even five minutes to think about
your own self? Why don't you get these thoughts, before sleeping or even
while working or while traveling? Because usually we do keep on thinking
about those things which we consider or realise to be great, most valuable
and precious. Though we can not create any modification of any other
substance, can not even alter or destroy it, still we keep on thinking about
them, become unnecessarily miserable by feeling sorry because of them.
And yet we do not believe in the path of permanent eternal bliss despite it
being so easily available to us.
This path of eternal Bliss is told to us by Sarvadnya Veetaragi
Arahant - Tirthankar. Only those who know the true nature of Sarvadnya
by confirming their existence have faith in their preachings. While trying to
confirm the nature of Sarvadnya we become aware of and get to know our
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own Sarvadnya Swabhav. We realise our own true nature and Mithyatva
starts diminishing and in the end withers away.
We have already seen earlier that Sarvadnya are existing and they
are even existing at all the times. But there are lot of misconceptions
prevalent in the society about Sarvadnya. One has to introspect and find
out whether one has any of these in one's own mind.
Now we know that Sarvadnya Bhagwan know all the past, present
and future modifications of all the substances at once i.e. Yugapat (~
as if they are taking place at present. They know all this because the
modifications are bound to happen, in the specific sequence, at a pre
destined time and their instrumental causes are also certainly predecided.
This is known as Krama Niyamit Parinam (Qili ~ 'Qft:umf) or Krama
Baddha Paryay (~qdl;;s:Q<lf<l). Those who oppose this established
principle i.e. Siddhant (~).and those who are ignorant about it believe
in the fallacious ideas about the nature of Sarvadnya. They in turn preach
others about the same fallacious ideas as being true nature of Sarvadnya.
Some of these fallacious ideas are as follows :(1) 'Those modifications which have occurred in the past and those
which are occurring at the present time are in fact according to the fixed
preset sequence (~ and as they were to occur because it was
predestined that only these modifications were to occur and there will not
be any other variation about them. Sarvadnya know all of them in one
Samay. But how can, the modifications which are to take place in future be
bound by this theory of Krama Baddha Paryay? In fact, they can not occur
strictly according to this preset sequence, and that is why it is wrong to say
that Sarvadnya know these modifications occurring in future.'
According to this belief Sarvadnya know past and present events but
can not know future events which are yet to take place. Those people who
have false ego about their own capacity to act and believe that they are the
doers (Karla) of things about them and around them and still wrongly
believe that they can let the modifications of themselves as well as of any
other substances happen as per their wish, do create doubts about the
nature of Sarvadnya. They preach the doctrines which are totally opposite
of Vastu Vyavastha as it exists.
Vastu i.e. all the six substances exist at all the times. Each substance
exists in each Samay in one or other form i.e. its modification. This each
modification exists for one Samay only. Thereafter a new one is evolved.
In this way it is the intrinsic capacity of each substance to evolve its
modifications in a preset sequence one after another. This continuous flow
of modifications is Swakaal of each substance and the place and time of
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each particular modification is Swakaal of that modification. And this is of
one Samay only and it is definitely predetermined .
You know that each substarice has its own Swachatushtaya
(~~~!!!ti). Swadravya (~). Swakshetra (~), Swakaal (~)and
Swabhav (~) of each substance is different and remains the same at
all the times. With reference to each individual substance, its Swadravya
remains the same and its Swakshetra also remains same that is its
Pradesh(~) i.e. space points of each substance are the same ones and
their number also is same. Its Swabhav i.e. its infinite attributes also
remain same. Similarly its Swakaal i.. e the sequence of infinite, unending
modifications also remain the same, without even slightest change. No
one can alter their position in the continuous flow. Each modification of
every Samay is the same and its definite sequence is also unchanged.
Sarvadnya have already known this state of facts through their divine
Keva / Dnyan and they have told us this through their Divyadhvani. But they
have not made or created this state of affairs or Vastu Vyavastha. To know
the modifications of all the substances which will be occurring in future is
the greatness and glory of Keva/ Dnyan. Keva/ Dnyan is not dependent on
the actual happening of any modification to know it.

Some of us can predict the events in future, though they have limited
knowledge i.e. Alpadnyani (a~) . Calculations of days, months, dates
(IBM) etc. as per the movements of Sun and Moon, eclipses of Sun and
Moon etc. is known by us in advance. Even the meteorology can predict in advance the changes in season and weather on day to day basis. If we can
know these things which are going to take place in future, how can we say
Keva/ Dnyani can not know the future?
Those people because of their over inflated ego about their limited
knowledge and fallacious conceptions put forward distorted and wrong
nature of Sarvadnya are described in scriptures as blind people. It is
explained in a fable. There were two friends. One of them was blind and
other with sight. The latter one tells the blind man that there are four birds
flying in the sky above them. On that the blind man starts arguing that there
is only one bird and not four.
Similarly these people do not have faith, trust on the things which
Sarvadnya Bhagwan have told by directly knowing them; they start
questioning them. It is called Avarnavaad (~)of Sarvadnya. What
else can they do? They have till date accepted the existence of
Sarvadnya. So they can not deny that now. Instead they state and preach
their nature in distorted way. Those people in the society who are too
simple and innocent to realise and understand deceit and who have not
studied basic principles of Jainism fall pray to the people mentioned
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above. In this fashion they are harming themselves as well as others in the
society.
(2) Some people say, 'though Sarvadnya know the future, it is
conditional. Such as one who does or practices Punya i.e. pious deeds,
will be happy or one who studied hard and properly will pass in the exams
etc.' But this kind of conditional knowledge even an average person like us
has. So what is the greatness of knowledge of Sarvadnya? The knowledge
of Sarvadnya does not have any such cond ition or doubt and ambiguity.
They definitely know that a person will study hard and will pass with a
specific number and percentage of marks or he may not be able to appear
for the exam as he will fall sick or a person will not study but will be able to
get himself declared as passed through wrongful and deceitful measures.

Sarvadnya know past, present and future. They know all those things
as facts which are bound to happen. So if the things taking place in future
were not certain to happen how would they have known?
(3) Some others say, 'they are called Sarvadnya only to glorify their
status and to honour them. It is a form of exaggeration. But in fact they are
not Sarvadnya in true sense of the term.'
Those people who do not accept Sarvadnya in their true and correct
nature, how can they believe in the preachings of them? A person who
recites Namokar Mantra (014{iq;I{ ltf) throughout his life and says and
does prayers to Jinendra Bhagwan and still has such ignorance and false
notion about the nature of Sarvadnya, then he is insulting Sarvadnya
rather than doing any good thing. It is like a person who bows before his
parents every morning and then treats them badly, insults them or
disobeys them.
(4) There is another opinion about Sarvadnya in society. Some
people say, 'Sarvadnya are like people who are Nimittadnyani (RP'h'f~loTI)
i.e. like astrologers or palmists etc. who can have some knowledge about
future w ith the help of some other s ubstances and their conditions and
positions, s uch as planets, stars, or your hands, face, your dreams etc.
Sarvadnya know future in this way. Only because trc:iir knowledge is so
vast they are called Sarvadnya'.
According to the belief of people who propagate this theory
Sarvadnya are those Jeev who havG some extra knowledge than other
ordinary people. They are the best among all the Jeev having
Kshayopasham Dnyan (a,l~Q~lq ~). But they do not know that
Sarvadnya have Kshayik bnyan
~)i.e. Keva/ Dnyan. They know
all the substances in all the three Kaai at one Samay directly and clearly
and not in sequence or one after another.

(a:nftrcn

'
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An ignorarit person thinks that if the future is certain then everybody
is bound by it. And there is no necessity or room for doing Purushartha. He
thinks that there is no scope for Purushartha or doing things on his own
and achieving something in life on orie's own merits and efforts. By
thinking in this fashion he looses the benefit of Purushartha. He believes
that without doing Purushartha things will happen as they are bound to
happen. Even Kshayopasham Dnyani also correctly predict about the
events of future e.g . they can tell you the direction and movements of
planets, predict eclipses, comets etc. Avadhi Dnyani (atqfu~loTI) and
Manahparyay Dnyani (lR:Q~<Ol~ioTI) also can tell about things which take
place in future. If this is so, then to say that Sarvadnya Bhagwan do not
know future is an indication of one's own gross ignorance.
(5) Some others try to claim on basis of Niyamsar Gatha 159 and
say, "Kevali Bhagwan know Para (lR) or all the other substances
figuratively i.e. by Vyavahar. It is stated in Samaysar that Vyavahar is not
the ultimate truth . It is a figure of speech and not a stament of fact. If this is
so then Kevaldnyani really do not know Para, but only Swa. And that is
why they are not in fact Sarvadnya but are said to be so by way of speech
or figuratively".
Let me explain to you this in detail. You have neither read Niyamsar
nor Samaysar. That is why it is necessary to know these statements from
these books in respect of Naya. Naya means a particular point of view
through which a subject is explained or known . Let us first take Niyamsar
Gatha and know its meaning.
In Niyamsar Gatha 159 it is stated as follows

''~~~~-~~I
*'"'""""'.?. ~ ~ ful<Oi~Ui 3lunui' II"
It means Kevali Bhagwan know all the things by Vyavahar Naya and
they know and perceive their own Atma by Nischay Naya.
Nischay Naya (~ -;m) and Vyavahar Naya (~ -;m) are two
different divisions of Shrut Dnyan. But in Keva/ Dnyan these two different
types as Nischay and Vyavahar do not exist. The difference accurs in
description of Keva/ Dnyan. By both these types or styles of description the
same subject is explained in two different ways. There are not two
separate things as Nischay Vastu and Vyavahar Vastu. But it is
explanation and description of the same substance in these two different
ways from different angles and perspectives.

Just as there are no two different paths of salvation i.e. Moksha

Marga(~) but it is explained in two different ways. Similarly, knowing
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of Swa and that of Para are not two different things. Because Dnyan knows
all the things. In true sense Dnyan knows its own modification of OIJ\'.n
Dnyan attribute which is Swa Para Prakashak ({Cl4(SICflt~ICfi). It has this
ability. Prakashan (~) means to know. Dnyan knows other things/
substances while it itself remains Dnyan. The modification of Dnyan
occurs due to its own intrinsic capacity.
Kevali Bhagwan know all Dravya, Kshetra, Kaai and Bhav. It means
they know all the things, in all the places, at all the times and eternally. If
one looks at the process through which Dnyan knows these things, then
one realises that because of the intrinsic, own capacity and ability of
Dnyan Paryay things are known in it. In other words Dnyan becomes
Dnyanakar (~HICflt<) . Here the word Akar (~) is not to be
\
misunderstood as shape. To know a particular subject, to get enlightened
about its specific nature with all its qualities and capacities is known as
Akar. That is why Dnyan is said to be Sakar (mcnR). Each modification of
Dnyan of each Samay knows its own Dnyanakar.

For example just look at me. Right now I am knowing my own
Dnyanakar. You may ask me as about which object this Dnyanakar am I
knowing? At this point I will have to mention the name of Dnyeya (~) i. e.
the subject of my knowledge. I may say that I am knowing Dnyanakar of
the paper which is in front of me. When one has to mention the thing about
which Dnyanakar is occurring for the sake of explaining this Dnyanakar,
then they are a!so called as Dnyeyakar (~).Now just tell me, the Akar
which I am knowing right now, is it a form of Dnyan; is it totally completely
a modification of Dnyan attribute or is it that of paper? It is definitely Dnyan.
That is why it is said that Dnyan knows Para while being Dnyanmay
knowing Para it does not become Para or does not take on
the identity of Para. While describing this with reference to Naya it is said
that Dnyan knows Dnyan is Nischay and Dnyan knows Para is Vyavahar.
(~).While

Similarly, to say that Kevali Bhagwan know themselves or their own
Swa is Nischay Kathan (fiw:r qjl!f.f) or statement of Nischay, and to say
that they know other things is Vyavahar Kathan (~ ~) or statement
of Vyavahar. But to say that Kevali Bhagwan do not know Para at all, to
consider their knowledge of Para as a myth or falsehood is nothing but
ignorance. One can say that such a person does not have knowledge
about Naya. Pujya Shri Kanaji Swami has discussed this subject in detail
in his preachings on the book Samaysar. And the discussion occurs while
he is dealing with chapter of Parishishta. He says ."It is the Swabhav of Dnyan to know Dneya or subject of knowledge.
ltq s 'w abhav is such that it knows Swadravya (~) as well as
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Paradravya (~). It knows Swakshetra and Parakshetra as weli, It
knows Swakaa/ as well as Parakaal. And it also knows Swabhav as well as
Parabhav. Prakashan (~)of Swa and Para, i.e. knowledge of Swa
and Para is my own Swabhav. It is my Swa Para Prakashak Shakti
(~QUICfl1¥1Cfl . ) . While being immersed in my own self through my own
Dnyan, I know all the things. This fact is clearly known by Dnyan. But when
ignorant souls, as well read or listen the statement that to know Para is
Vyavaharthey deny the fact that one can know Para. Because one knows
so many other things or Dnyeya he thinks himself divided in
compartments. In other words he does not think of Dnyan, which knows all
the things, as one complete entity, but a group of many different divided
pieces. He denies the fact that Dnyan can know Paradravya, Parakshetra,
Parakaal and Parabhav. And by doing so he is denying the existence of his
own Dnyan which is his Atma. And such denial of the Swabhav of Atma
which is Dnyan will logically lead to condition that his own Atma is
destroyed".
I know this subject is very minute or subtle. But even the minutest
Mithyatva also should be known, identified and should be got rid of.
Otherwise the Karya of Samyak Darshan will never evolve. Just as you get
to know every now and then new fashions and styles of dresses, hairstyles
etc. and try to immitate them, similarly some people propagate new
misconceptions and try to popularise them. In order to protect you from
such misconceptions and see that you do not fall pray to them I am trying
to explain you in detail this subtle and minute subject. I will try to explain it
with the help of some more examples.
Take a case of a motor car driver. While driving he is looking straight
ahead. At the same time he can see the cars and other traffic coming from
behind through the mirror fitted on the front wind screen. He does not have
to turn back to see that. When the owner of the car tells him to stop at a·
particular place on the right side of the road and warns him to check as to
nobody is coming from behind , he keeps on looking at the front and still·
tells the owner that the traffic is clear and noboc..y is coming from behind.
Now you tell me whether the driver has seen at the back side or not? If
Reena says that yes, he had seen the road at the back and had said that,
and Mona says how can that be? Because he had not even turned his
head but kept on looking ahead .
Actually, there is no point in fighting over it as to who is right in this
case. Because it is true that he did not turn back; and at the same time it is
also true that he had seen the road traffic coming from behind. In fact he
was knowing and determining the fact that there is no traffic by looking at
the mirror. So in this case the statement that he had seen the traffic in the
mirror in front of him is Nishchay Kathan and he has seen the traffic
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coming from behind is Vyavahar Kathan. Now if you really believe that the
driver does not see anything at the back and keeps on driving without
knowing and deciding about the traffic coming from behind, then such
. driving in reality, will end in disaster.
Similarly the modification of Dnyan knows itself. It evolves knowing
Swa as well as Para. Dnyan remains in itself; or in other words it remains
Dnyan all the time and while being so, being immersed in itself, it knows
everything. For that Dnyan does not have to go to or so to say, enter into
other substances. It does not have to become one with Para Padartha or
Tanmay (~)with Para Padartha~ It does not have to keep looking at it.
Each substance constantly remains in its own Swachatushtaya (~T.lftl!!4).
It can not enter any Parachatushtaya (Q<T.lftl!!4) . It can not even touch Para
Padartha. That is why Dnyan also can not touch other substances, it can
not enter into it or become Tanmay with it.
Dnyan while remaining in itself, has capacity to know itself as well as
total Lokalok. To state, in fact, in the terminology of scriptures Dnyan
knows itself with Nischay and knows para with Vyavahar. But if one tries to
maintain that it can not and does not know Para, then it will be negating the
very existence or nature of Dnyan.
Again let me explain it with another example. We see our face in the
mirror. In fact, in true sense if we have to state it in the terminology of
Nischay Naya, we see the state of mirror, which looks like our face. It is a
reflection of our face. But still we say that "I have seen my face in the
mirror". This is Vyavahar Kathan. We definitely know that though it is a way
of saying, my face is not in the mirror. Because by looking in the mirror we
can know that there is some stain or black spot on our face. But we do not
wipe the mirror to get those stains off our own face. We have to wipe and
clean our face itself. That is, we definitely know that my own face is
Nischayface and that seen in the mirror is Vyavaharface. To call our own
face as our face is Nischay Kathan and to say that the reflection ·in the
mirror is our face is Vyavahar Kathan.
Now you will notice that in the matter of daily life, we are very smart.
Though we talk about something but at the same time we realise and
properly understand the exact meaning of those words, though they
definitely mean different. There hardly anybody ever argues about it. But
while listening to the statements in the scriptures, instead of trying to
understand the proper and real meaning of them we start arguing about
them . We were to realise, understand and establish our own Dnyan and
our own Atma by listening to and understanding scriptures. But instead,
we get entangled in unnecessary arguments, waste precious time
available to us in this very rarely available Manushya Bhav (~)
i.e. human phase of life. And more than that we make the most valuable
and rarely available scriptures and their teachings a subject of fallacious
arguments. Thereby having more and more false pride about oneself we
waste these precious treasures.
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The whole purpose of this present discussion is that we should
examine our own beliefs and faiths and if there is any flaw in us try to pin
point it and get rid of it. If there is some wrong and fallacious belief about
the nature of Sarvadnya, then you can never acquire knowledge of
philosophy of Jainism. Six substances, seven fundamental principles,
Karma and their different stages, the sorrows in this daily life, the path to
get rid of them and attainment of Moksha, and actual achieving it, these
are things which we can really know only through and with the help of the
preachings of Sarvadnya. And we can neither know nor can we·have faith
in them without Sarvadnya.
Sarvadnya Bhagwan know directly and clearly all the infinite
substances, their attributes and all their modifications. As if all the
substances along with their all the modifications in all the times, past
present and future are engraved in that Supreme knower or Dnyayak
(~). Acharya Amrutchandra has written a book named Laghutattva
sphoat (("lgo'ii1%\l) which is full of praise of Sarvadnya and 24 Tirthankar.
It is really wonderful and unique. He says, "in a substance only present
modification is existing. The past and future modifications are there only in
the form of their eligibility. But 0 Lord, in your knowledge all these
modifications of all the three times are presently existing all together, and
not one after another. Sarvadnya know all the things at once and not one
after another i.e. Akrama - {araill) and yet they know their exact sequence
in one Samay only."
Whenever we try to learn and understand the nature of Sarvadnya,
there is always a discussion about Kramabaddhata (aiqai;g:al) of
modifications. We do realise its nature. While establishing the existence of
Sarvadnya the principle of Krama Baddha Paryay is automatically
established. And while trying to understand the principle of Krama Baddha
Paryay nature of Sarvadnya is properly known or understood. The very
name Krama Baddha Paryay has a magic which evolves a special
attraction in our mind. Just by the name so many questions arise in our
mind and an intense desire to know its nature arises in us. We will be
discussing it in future. But in order to know it properly, it is necessary to
understand and know some basic fundamental established principles
i.e. Siddhant of Jinagam. It is also necessary to know Karan Karya
Vyavastha (cnrorl'-~ ~).
So through next few letters, in order to know Karan Karya Vyavastha
we· will be discussing subjects like Four Abhav (.aNTCi), Nimitta (f.:tfirn),
Upadan (~), Nimitta - Naimittik Sambandha (f.rilra ~ ~), five
' Samavay (lfiT:r ~) .
· Jai Jinendra.
Your

Mom.
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Four Abhav - Part I
Letter4

8th April, 2001

Dear Reena & Mona,
Blessings & Best Wishes.
Till now we have discussed about nature of Sarvadnya. It is very very
important to know about it, in order to understand with conviction our own
Sarvadnya nature. From today we will try to learn some other basic
principles i.e. Siddhant which will be useful in understanding the theory of
Karan Karya.
A few days back we met Mr. and Mrs. Subhash Gandhi from Faltan.
Mrs. Gandhi was telling me that they read these letters written to you with
great interest. And they asked Sushilmati Mataji that they are surprised to
see that whatever she has been teaching them about Jain principles and
whatever I have written in these letters is exactly same.
My dear, who so ever teaches or writes about Jinagam or Jain
philosophy is bound to be according to the scriptures. One may have
learned about it from anybody and that scripture might have been
published from anywhere. Only one thing, in this, is most important. And
that is the book published has to be exactly as per the original scriptures
and the teachings also must be the same. For example while learning the
science of Arithmetic, the total of 5 + 5 has to be 10. Then one might have
learnt it in a school in Mumbai or someone else from any school in any
other place.
In the year 2000 I was teaching Laghu Jain Siddhant Praveshika
during Paryushan period at V~rdha. People attending Swadhyay were
very well educated. They told hie, 'Till today, we had seen the beautiful
blossoms and fruits of the tre~ of Jain philosophy. Today you showed us
the· roots of that tree. And we are very happy after seeing and
understanding these strong roots of it'. One elderly person asked me a
question in the ,Swadhyay meeting. He said, why certain literatures
regarding ..(ainism are banned in certain temples? Why they are not
accepted and are condemned? Once I explained all the people the true
situation about these things and told that the ban was unjust and improper
they were satisfied.
What can we do about some wrong ideas and actions of others? It is
not written anywhere in such temples that people should not read indecent
or obscene literature, or they are not allowed to see the serials on T.V.
about Kudevas; they are not allowed to discuss about any worthless topics
except Jinagam in temples. If somebody is bent upon negating the
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Jinagam as told by SaNadnya; and the'reby accumulate strong
Karmabandha (~) li ke Dnyanavaran etc. no one else can do anything
1bout it. I will tell you one thing here. By looking at such sentiments and
Bhav (mer) of these people do not spoil your own thoughts and sentiments.
We will leave aside the Bha v and their effects or fruits and discuss
today Abhav (3Nrcf). This topic is known as four Abhav (~ 3Nrcf). Abhav
means non existence, non entity or nihility.
Why do you look so surprised? You may be wondering as to how can
we learn about those things which are non existent or are non entity? How
can we discuss about it? But while asking the question itself we have
stated and established its existence. We said that they 'are' non entity.
That means 'non-entity' exists. Not that 'non entity' itself does not exist.
And today we are going to learn about the same thing. What we have to
learn is whose 'non entity' or non existence in what other thing.

Abhav (3Nrcf) really means negation or non presence, absence.
Absence of one thing into some other thing is Abhav. There are four kinds
of Abhav discussed in scriptures. They are as follows :
(1)

Pragbhav (~)
(anticedent negation).

(2)

Pradhvansabhav (~) - Pradhvans + Abhav (~ + 3N1Ci)
(reduction into nihility).

(3)

Anyonyabhav (~) - Anyonya + Abhav (~ + 3N1Ci)
(reciprocal negation).

(4)

Atyantabhav (~) - Atyanta + Abhav (~ + 3N1Ci)
(Total negation) .

-

Prak

+

Abhav

(~

+

3N1Ci)

Once you know these names as combination of two words, you
realise that they are all names of Abhav and not Bhav. You read them
repeatedly so you know them by heart.
You may question as to why am I discussing these Abhav while
discussing Karan Karya Rahasya? You will realise the answer to the
question once you know the nature of Abhav. Karya in true sense means
Paryay. In each substance at each Samay, Karya is taking place. Now, the
questions or doubts such as these stated below will be answered and
explained while we are discussing the nature of Abhav. In other words the
doubts such as, 'where is thi s Karya taking place?', ' Where does it exist
(3lfut)?', 'Where is its non existence<•)?' , 'Since when this Karya is
taking place?', 'Till what time this Karya of one Samay will continue to
happen or take place?', 'Will the Karya of one Samay continue to take
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place and exist till infinite time? Will it cease to exist or will be non-entity
(3NTCI') after that Samaf?' All these questions will be cleared and their
answers will be found through the discussion of the four Abhav.
Pragbhav -

Prak means earlier or prior. The absence of the present Paryay of
any substance in immediate prior Paryay i.e. Paryay that has already
taken place just before this present Paryay of the same substance is
Pragbhav. Such as, if today is Tuesday, and a day earlier that is yesterday
it was Monday. So absence of Tuesday in Monday, its non existence in
Monday is Pragbhav. This is a very general and crude example. Let us
see some more examples.

Today or these days you are in your youth. In the past you were in
your childhood. Your youth is non existent in your own childhood. T his is
Pragbhav. Listen to these statements very carefully once again. Your
present Paryay of youth is absent in your own former Paryay of childhood.
This is my statement. There was existence of you in your former childhood
and is in today's youth, as well. And your presence will be there in your
future Paryay as well.
Here we are not discussing Abhav of substance but the absence of
its present Paryay in its own past and future Paryay.
Curd is the present Paryay. Its past Paryaywas milk. That is why the
present Paryay which is curd is non existent or has Abhav in milk which is
a past Paryay. This is Pragbhav.
In present time a Jeev is in Siddha state. Before that he was in
embodied form. So his present Siddha status has Abhav in his former
status of an embodied form. It is Pragbhav. A particu lar Jeev is at present
in human phase of life. Before that he was in Tiryanch (~)phase . So his
present modification of human phase has Abhav in his own former
Tiryanch Paryay. This again is Pragbhav.
Just for the sake of explaining and making it easy to understand we
have taken some gross examples of Paryay. You are aware that a Paryay
is of one Samay only. It exists for one Samay only. The present Paryay is
also for one Samay and its absence in Paryay of the past is . called
Pragbhav.
Till the last Samay of Karan Labdhi (dl<OIHfa!4) Jeev had Mithyatva,
and then in Anantar Samay, i.e. immediate next Samay Paryay of
Samyaktva evolved. This absence of present Samyaktva Paryay in the
past Mithyatva Paryay is Pragbhav.
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In the first Samay of 13th Gunasthan Keva/ Dnyan is evolved. In the
last Samay of 12th Gnnasthan Jeev is Chhadmastha (0't!'Wl). Chhadma
(~) means covering or curtain which covers something . And
Chhadmastha means one who is under cover. In this case it means a Jeev
who has a covering of Dnyanavaran Karma on his Dnyan manifestation. It
is not fully bloomed as in case of Sarvadnya. This partially covered status
of Dnyan is known as Kshayopasham Dnyan. Keva/ Dnyan is also known
as Kshayik Dnyan since it is totally free of any covering as all its
Dnyanavaran Karma have withered away. Chhadmastha has only limited
knowledge, he is A/pa Dnyani (~). He is Kshayopasham Dnyani
(~ ~).The absence of present Keva/ Dnyan Paryay in its earlier
A/pa Dnyan Paryay is Pragbhav.
Now let us discuss the definition and nature of Pradhvansabhav
(~) .

PradhvansabhavEach Paryay is for one Samay only. It exists only in the present
Samay. It does not exist in the next Samay or that following the present
Samay. This fact is stated as Vyay (~) or withering away of that Paryay.
In that next Samay some other Paryay is existing.
Present Paryay of any substance has Abhav in any future Paryay of
the same substance. This is known as Pradhvansabhav.
Curd is present Paryay; once w.e make buttermilk of that curd, it will
cease to be curd. Absence of present Paryay which is curd into its future
Paryay of butter milk is Pradhvansabhav.
At present you are young and youthful. In future, this state of
youthfulness will not be there; you will get old. Your present youthful state
is absent in your own old age state. This is Pradhvansabhav. Just listen
carefully. I am not saying that 'it will be absent' but 'it is absent'.
At present we are leading this worldly life. In future we will have
Siddha Avastha (~~).Our present state of worldly life is absent in
our Siddha state. This is Pradhvansabhav.
A particular Jeev at present is in human phase of life. In future he is
going to be in the Dev phase. This human phase of that Jeev is absent in
the Dev phase of that same Jeev. It is non existent in Dev Paryay. This is
called Pradhvansabhav.
Some Jeev is at present having Mithyatva state. In future he is going
to attain Samyaktva. His present Paryay of Mithyatva is absent in his own
future Samyaktva state.
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A Jeevpresently is in Chhadmastha or Alpadnya state. And in future
will be attaining Sarvadnya state. This present Alpadnya state has Abhav
in his future Sarvadnya state. This is Pradhvansabhav.
Just see that in Pragbhav it is said that the present Paryay is absent
in its earlier Paryay. And in Pradhvansabhav it is said that this present
Paryay is absent in future Paryay. It is said here that there 'is' Abhav of
present Paryay in past or future Paryay, and not that it was absent or will
be absent. By stating the non being or non existence of this present Paryay
the existence of Abhav is established.
One important thing comes out of this discussion is that Sadbhav
or existence of present Paryay is there only in the present Samay
and apart from this present Samay, in all the past and all the future Paryay
there is absence or non existence of it.
(~)

You_may wonder and ask me, "you were saying that the absence of
present Paryay in the Paryay which was there just one Samay before is
called Pragbhav and its absence in the Paryay of the next Samay is called
Pradhvansabhav. And now you are saying that there is Abhav of the
present Paryay in all the past and all the future Paryay. Can you explain
this in detail?"
Now listen carefully, present Paryayhas its Abhavin immediate prior
Paryay. So naturally the same Paryay will have its Abhav in all the prior
Paryay before that. Similarly present Paryay has its Abhav in immediate
next Paryay. Therefore it is obvious that it has Abhav in all the future
Paryay coming thereafter.
Paryay exists in its own form, in its own Samay. It is a positive
statement of its existence i.e. Asti (alfur). It is non existent in form of any
other Paryayin any other Samay. That is a statement of negation or its non
existence i.e. Nasti (;nfta).

Suppose at the moment 101 st Paryay of a substance is the present
Paryay. So in all the 100 earlier Paryaythere is its Abhav. This is known as
Pragbhav. And the same present 101 st Paryay has its Abhav in. all the
future Paryay from 102nd one onwards. This is known as
Pradhvansabhav. Here just for the sake of example or convenience it is
said as past 100 Paryay. But as you very well know that the substances
exist since time immemorable and will exist forever. Therefore once it is
said as Pragbhav, we have to understand that there is Abhav in all the
previous Paryay from time immemorable till the immediate past last
Paryay of the last Samay. Similarly, Pradhvansabhav means Abhav in all
the future Paryayfrom the immediate next Paryay in the next Samay till all
the Paryay to come for ever.
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Both these Abhav are applicable not only to Pudgal and Jeev
substances, but all the six substances.
Present Paryay of each substance is Sat (mi) i.e. it has its own
definite existence i.e. Sadbhav (~) . Apart from this present Samay, in
all the Paryay of the past since time immemorable and all the Paryay of the
future till eternity there is its Abhav or Nasti (~).
There can be a similar Paryayto this present one, but there can not
exist or occur same Paryay at any other time. Because how can a Paryay
which is evolved at this present Samay be there in any time in the past?
Similarly how can this present Paryay be present at any future time, since
it is withering away after this present Samay? It will cease to exist after this
one Samay.
Here we are establishing or providing both Sadbhav - Asti i.e. the
existence as well as Abhav - Nasti i.e . non existence or negation of the
same Paryay which is there at the present Samay. Paryay of present
Samay has Sadbhav in the same present Paryay and has Abhav in all the
past and future Paryay.
Listen and understand this very carefully. In this present Samay,
there is Sadbhav of the present Paryay, and at the same Samay there is
Abhav of the same Paryay in all the past and all the future Paryay. We are
establishing Asti i.e. existence and Nasti i.e. negation, both on the same
Paryay of the same present Samay. Both the Asti as well as Nasti i.e. both
these characteristics are present at the same time, at once.
In order to know this very correctly and properly you will have to learn
and understand the definition of Pragbhav and Pradhvansabhav. Here
while refering the absence of the present Paryay the word (conjunction)
'of' is used; and while referring to the past and future Paryay in whom this
absence is established the word 'in' is used. Therefore they are to be learnt
by heart by using the same words."
You may argue that even the Paryay of past have their Abhav in
present Paryay and similarly the Paryay of future time also have Abhav in
present Paryay. So even if we use the word 'of' and 'in' alternatively in any
case what difference would it make?
You see, we are not denying the fact that these past and future
Paryay have their Abhav in present Paryay. But our main object is to
establish Bhav and Abhav i.e. e;dstence and absence of the present
Paryay i.e. Asti and Nasti (arfuf, ;nfur).
The activity or Karya is taking place in the present Samay only. That
is why we have to concentrate at the present Samay itself......There are some
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thoughts or other going on in our mind at all the time. We are always either
thinking about the things that have taken place in th~ past or keep on
planning about things that we hope will be occurring in future or we will be
doing in future. We are happy by remembering the good or favourable
things happened in the past or keep on feeling sorry about the things which
were bad or unfavourable to us. And again we are engaged in planning
about the things which we feel we can make them happen as per our wish.
We enjoy building castles in the air, as it is said.
And in this fashion we waste the present Paryay in these things.
Because we can not change today the things that have already taken
place in the past. The future is yet to come or take place, so how can we do
anything in it presently? So only by taking away our mind and attention
from these past and future Paryay and concentrating the present Paryay
on our own Dhruva Swabhav (~ ~) i.e. our steadfast unchanging
Dnyayak Atma, which exists so, in all the times; by keep on knowing it and
getting immersed in it or be one with it, Atmanubhuti will evolve. We will
experience the eternal extrasensory Bliss i.e. Ateendriya Anand (~

~.
Till now we have discussed only two Abhav. By understanding them
we realise the independence of Paryay. Each Paryayof each substance is
independent in itself. Each Paryayofthe same substance has its Abhavin
all the other Paryay of the said substance. Once you understand this, the
independence of each substance i.e. Vastu Swatantrya (~ ~) is
established. Since the present Paryay is absent in any other Paryay i.e.
has its Abhav, how can it make any changes in them? Or how can it
destroy or bring along in existence earlier or later? If we leave aside the- worry of past and future and keep on doing our work of the present time,
then our anxiety will be much less.
A person has committed many sins in the past and now he wants to
follow the path of Dharma. If he keeps on considering himself as a sinful
person and just sits around regrating about his past life, in that case when
will he be able to do the Karya of evolving Dharma? Such a man should not
worry. By understanding the nature of Pragbhav he can evolve Dharma in
his Paryay in present Samay and attain Samyak Darshan.
One should not also worry if one has Mithyatva in present time.
Because this present Mithyatva Paryay has its Abhav in future Paryay, or
has Pradhvansabhav. This Mithyatva is of one Samay. Though this has
been there since time immemmorable in each Samay, it is not necessary
that it will continue forever in future.
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Through Karan Karya Vyavastha (Cfi'RUT CfiT<l ~) we understand
and know as to when Karya will happen. Of course Ka(l/a always happens
in present Samay only, so any Karya has to be done just now in this
Samay. Don't ever keep on promising yourself of doing Karya in future.
One who says that he will do it in future his 'future' always remains in future
some other time and it never converts itself in present time. One who says
that he will do a job tomorrow, his tomorrow never rises.
Most of us say, "right now we have to look after my young children till
they grow; I have to do and expand my business; enjoy life; one has to do
this Karya of evolving Dharma in one's old age, right now I want to do some
social service, teach Jinwani (Nt"lctlOTI) to others". We want to do so many
such jobs now. But nobody says, "I want to attain this eternal bliss, I will
evolve Dharma i.e. Moksha Marga or Samyak Darshan right now in this
present Samay".
Some people say, "right now we are studying Jinagam so even if we
do not attain Samyak Darshan now, at least these Sanskar or pious
consecration will remain there forever, and they will be useful and
benificial to us at some other time in future". I wonder why people are
content in having only Sanskar? Why are they not having intense wish or
longing to evolve Karya or Dharma instead ? Pradhvansabhav shows the
Abhav, absence of present Paryay in future Paryay. There will not be this
present Paryay in future, but still the Sanskarwill remain in future. What
kind of foolishness is this ?
Just to keep on saying that I want to attain Moksha and just keep on
evolving this thought itself in your present Paryaythen the actual Karya will
never take place. To maintain and believe that "at present I am wishing to
attain Moksha and will attain it only at a future time or I just want to long for
Samyak Darshan now and will attain it in future" is totally fallacious.
Some Jeev at present time keep on wishing about attainment of
Moksha. But mere wish is a Vibhav Paryayof the attribute of Charitra. And
by doing or evolving this Vibhav Paryay he expects or believes that in
future Shuddha Swabhav Paryay of Samyak Darshan will evolve. Here he
does not realise the fallacy of trying to evolve Swabhav Paryay by doing
Vibhav Paryay.
All of us keep on talking about Samyak Darshan and Moksha, but
hardly even bother to see what Karya are we doing in this present Samay !
By doing Karya of evolving pious or sinful passions one expects to evolve
Shuddha Bhavor Veetarag Bhav. Paryaycan not come out of some other
Paryay. Paryay is a specific or special entity i. e. Vishesh (~). It comes
from I evolves from common entity i.e. Samanya (~) . There is
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Avinabhavi Sambandha (3lfcP.rmcft ~) of Samanya and Vishesh i.e.
where ever there is one existent the other is always there.
Vishesh keep on changing where as Samanya stays as it is at all the
times. It is eternal, one, indivisible, unique Dravya Swabhav, which is
always pure or Shuddha. When Paryay concentrates on this Dravya
Swabhav, becomes one with it and experiences its · individual, unique
singular nature then it also becomes Shuddha like Dravya Swabhav. It
experiences the extrasensory Bliss. In other words one experiences one's
own Atma in its totality, as one supreme existence which has all these
infinite attributes. While learning its nature we looked at some of its main
attributes individually, but in this state Atma as a unique whole entity is
experienced.
You may ask that if you do not believe and accept Pragbhav and
Pradhvansabhav what harm will take place? What fallacy will it be ?

(1) If we don't believe in Pragbhavthen it will mean that same Karya
is taking place since time immemorable. But in fact we have seen that at
each Samay a new Paryay i.e. new Karya evolves, and at the same time
earlier Paryay withers away. Karya taking place in the present Samay
does not exist in the past Samay. It has its Abhav in Paryay of the past
Samay. If you dont accept this Pragbhavof this present Paryay and accept
its Sadbhav even in one Paryay of immediate past Samay, then we will
have to accept it in the Paryay prior to that. And then this cycle will go on till
all the Samay before them till infinity. Therefore we will in fact be accepting
that Karya takes place since time immemorable. This is the fallacy that will
occur in this 3ituation.
Here listen carefully. We are saying Karya or Paryay to be of one
Samay or momentary and not the substance or Dravya, to be so. If we
consider Dravya to be existing for one Samay then we will be accepting or
propagating fallacious Kshanik Vaad (~ <m:). That is the theory of
everything, even substances existing for one Samay only.
(2) If we do not accept Pradhvansabhav, then it will mean that Karya
or Paryaywi ll exist till infinite time, forever, in future. If we do not accept the
ADhav of present Paryay in Paryay of future, then this present Paryay will
continue to exist in future as well. That is present Karya will continue to
take place forever in future.
If somebody is sick in this present Samay then his present condition
of being sick will continue be so forever in future. One who is Mithyatvinow
his Mithyatva Paryay will continue in future as well. One who is unhappy
will be continuously unhappy forever. Children will never grow to be adults,
old people will never die, poor will remain poor and will never become rich.
Once you hear about people being poor or rich then you start
wondering as Pradhvansabhavto be true, is it not? Because whether one
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is poor or rich each one of us always wishes to earn more and more riches.
Here again you may start questioning the benifit of earning
knowledge. You may wonder that what is the use of learning all this?-If this
present Paryay of Dnyan is not going to exist in future, if this Dnyan is
going to wither away, then it is better not to study and know things.
Oh! Very good !! Why do you apply this formula or principle of
Pradhvansabhav only to the knowledge of Shastra or only to the process
of learning scriptures, why do you not apply it in all the other fields as well?
If you have really fully become aware of the existence of each Paryay
to be of only one Samay then concentrate this present Paryay on the
steadfast everlasting nature of your own self or Atma. Then when this
Paryay will wither away and the next one evolves concentrate that one as
well on it. And then you will realise that you will be really enjoying the
eternal extrasensory Bliss.
It may be argued that "Whatever we have learnt is still there in our
memory, we know it by heart. Though the Paryayof that past time are non
existing still Dnyan has remained or is still existing.
You see, in this case, each Dnyan Paryay of each Samay is doing
the new activity of knowing all those things learnt in the past. Even in case
of Sarvadnya at each Samay new Keva/ Dnyan is evolving. It is not the
case, that it W<;lS known at one particular moment as was remembered
forever. Keva/ Dnyan of each Samay also is withering and new Keva /
Dnyan is evolving at each Samay. But it never diminishes or becomes
A/pa Dnyan. It keeps on evolving just as it is as a Kevaf Dnyan. That is why
it is also called Dhruva (~) or steadfast. Even Siddha status is also called
Dhruva. One has to understand the exact point of view in each case, with
which it is said so.
Acharya have very intense a_
n d great sympathy for all Jeev. To those
who are worried and are afraid, they say, "Don't be worried, right now you
better learn all these things; then these impressions (~) will remain
permanent in future as well" . To those Jeevwho are content and happy.
with these Sanskarof Dnyan Paryay, they say "Your fallacious Sanskarof
:Aithyatva are also there since time immemorable. And to get rid of them
and to evolve Karya .of Samyak Darshan, you will have to do unique
unprecedented unparallal marathon efforts i.e. Apurva Purushartha (~

~)".
We have discussed two Abhav out of the four Abhav namely
Pragbhav and Pradhvansabryav. In next letter we will ~iscuss
Anyonyabhav (~)and Atyantabhav (~).
Jai Jinendra.
Your

Mom.
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Four Abhav - Part II
Letter 5

20th April, 2001

Dear Reena & Mona,
Blessings & Best Wishes.
Dear, both of you have said that "Since there is 'Abhav' of our
childhood we feel really sorry; and since there is 'Abhav'ofboth your's and
dad's at our this house of inlaws we on and off shed tears". And further you
have asked us, "Do you feel bad about ourAbhav in our house at Sion?
Don't you miss us in that house?"
But let me tell you, if you keep on thinking about the Abhav of these
worldly things then you are indulging in Kashaya and in the end you
_become miserable and unhappy. On the other hand once you understand
and realise the exact nature of all the four Abhav as per the scriptures,
then - Veetaragata is evolved and starts getting strengthened and this
anxiety withers away. You experience peace and are content. This is the
speciality of Jain Siddhant. Once you gain real Dnyan of them, then you
become introspective, all your facu lties turn towards your own soul, and
moreover, at the same time you gain more and more peace, contentment
in your worldly life.
In this worldly life we are disturbed by Abhav and we are all the time
restless. Abhav of money or riches, Abhav of respect, honour which we
expect from others or society, Abhav of beauty, that of healthy body,
Abhavof offspring or children, Abhavof one's husband or wife as the case
may be, Abhav of job or business, good house, car etc. and so many
others like these. We constantly keep on thinking about these and loose
our peace of mind and happiness.
But all these things are Para, they are only co-existence i.e. Sanyog

(~) . Till today we believed these co-existence as our own wealth. This
co-existence which is momentary, which will last for a short time, can not
be our true wealth. Each substance is in itself full of riches of its own infinite
attributes. This wealth exists permanently, from time immemorable till
eternity. Even if we have the so called external wealth, wh ich exists for
some time, what good is it for us? In fact there is Abhav of these other
substances (Para Dravya) in 'me' or Jeev. So how can we be considered
great or wealthy because of these things?
Let us discuss today what kind of Abhav all these th ings have in each
other.
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Abhav of the present Paryay of one Pudgal substance into the
present Paryay of some other Pudgal substance is Anyonyabhav
(~). Anyonya Abhav meansAbhav in each other. Here also only
the present Paryayis being discussed. But this Abhavis applicable in case
of present Paryayof Pudga/substances only. It is not applicable in Paryay
of any other substance.
While discussing Karan Karya Vyavastha we have seen that Karya
or Paryay is a state of Dravya or a substance. It exists by itself. It is it's own
existence i.e. Asti. And the same Paryayis non existent in the form of any
other Paryay. It is it's Nasti or non existence. During the discussion about
Pragbhav and Pradhvansabhav we had discussed about Abhav i.e. Nasti
of the present Paryay of any substance in past and future Paryay of the
same substance.
Here we are discussing about Abhav of present Paryay of two
different Pudgal substances in each other, which is Anyonyabhav.
Each substance is Karta of it's own Paryay and Paryay is its Karya or
Karma. Substance or Dravya has Karta-Karma Sambandha (qmf-d
~) with its own Paryay.
Dravya always exists in its own Swachatushtaya, and its Paryay also
stays in the same Dravya, in the same Kshetra, for one Samay only. Each
Paryay has its entity i.e. Asti (a:ITT<f) in itself and has its non-entity i.e. Nasti
(~) or Abhav in any other Paryay.
Out of all the six substances, Jeev, Dharma, Adharma, Akash and
Kaai are Aroopi substances. Only Pudgal substance is Roopi substance
which can be perceived through senses. But the senses also can not know
the Paramanu. It can know only Skandha which are combination of infinite
Paramanu. And these Skandha are also called Pudgal by us in ordinary
language. In fact Skandha is a Paryayof Pudga/substance. It is known as
Saman Jatiya Dravya Paryay ( m ~ S::OQQ4f4). It is a bondage of
many similar Dravya namely Pudgal.
These Skandha keep on uniting and separating or scattering . They
do so with their own ability and eligibility. The Paryay in each Paramanu of
these Skandha takes place by itself and because of its own eligibility. But
despite this being the real state of affairs as it exists, those Jeev who are
ignorant about Karan Karya Vyavastha, and have no knowledge about
Nimitta Naimittik Sambandha feel and believe that a Paryay of one Pudgal
takes place because of some otherPudgal Skandha, which in itself is a
Paryay. In scriptures also there are many instances or examples
describing Nimitta Naimittik Sambandha in order to let you know or explain
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the nature of Nimitta. For example, The structure of body is formed
because of Naam Karma (-;mr 'Cfilf) . Because of Sata-Asata Vedaniya
(~-arnrar ~) Karma Jeev experiences happiness or unhappiness
from the circumstances taking place around it.
In order to understand the correct and proper meaning of these
statements, today we will discuss abou·t Anyonyabhav. And after a few
days I will tell you in detail about subjects like, 'What is Nimitta?' 'What is
Nimitta-Naimittik Sambandha?' 'And how it takes place?' etc.
From Anyonyabhav we realise that one Pudgal Skandha has its
Abhav in any other Pudgal Skandha. Let us take an example to explain it.
Hand is a Pudgal Skandha, pen is another Pudgal Skandha, ink is a
third one, whereas paper is a totally different Skandha. All these Skandha
have Anyonyabhav in each other. There is non existence, Nasti of them in
each other. They have their own Asti or existence in themselves. And if
they do not exist at any other place or thing how can they do Karya of that
other thing? Scriptures say that one Dravya can not even touch other
Dravya. If I tell you that while walking feet do not touch the earth, you may
say, "do you think that we are fools? You may tell us any such thing but we
will not believe only because you tell us so, unless it is correctly and
properly proved."
My dear ones, we are not talking here in our daily worldly language or
way of sayings. We are talking about and in the language of Jinagam or
Adhyatma (~) . We have seen so many times before that each
substance has its own Swachatushtaya. H has its own Swadravya,
Swakshetra, Swakaa/ and Swabhav. No substance can leave its own
Swachatushtaya and enter into Parachatushtaya i.e. Swachatushtaya of
any other substance. This fact, in the language of the scripture is stated by
saying that one substance can not even touch any other substance.
In our daily wordly life, we see that the roof of our house is held in its
place with the support of the walls, the table in the room is standing with
the support of the floor, the papers are resting on it with the help of the
table top, Chapati is being rolled with the help of the rolling platform and
rolling pin. But Acharya negate all these statements. They state that it is
not happening that way. They say that all these things are different
Skandha, they a'.e all Paryay of Pudgal substances. They have their
Abhav in each other i.e. they have Anyonyabhav in each other.
The Karya of Chapati being rolled is taking place in that Chapati
itself. And at that time the platform below it is doing its Karya of being
steady and firm below that Chapati, by being in itself. The movement in the
rolling pin is taking place in itself. And the Karya of movement of hands
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holding the rolling pin is taking place in hanc;ls themselves. And there is
Abhav of all these Katya in each of these substances in each other. That
is, all these present Paryay of all these Pudgal substances have
Anyonyabhav in each other.
We always feel that by moving our lips , tongue, vocal chords we can
make sound, talk, sing etc. But think for yourself; body is Ahar Vargana
and words are Bhasha Vargana. Both these have Anyonyabhav in each
other. Then how can it be possible that Karya of one of these will be done
· by another or with the help of other one? They have Abhav in each other.
They don't do any Karya of each other. And when we see this fact that one
Pudgal Dravya can not do Karya of another Pudgal Dravya, then it is
obvious that it is never possible at any time at any cost for Jeev Dravya to
do any Karya of these Pudgal Dravya.
We think that because of the medicine we take our sickness is cured.
Sickness is a state of body. Body is a Pudgal Skandha. And medicine is
another Pudgal Skandha. They have Anyonyabhav in each other. I am
reminded of an incident, because of the mention of medicine. You are
aware that both me and your daddy had taken Swadhyay camps at Pune
number-of times. There even the small children have become fluent in the
language of philosophy. Even in daily life also they think and talk in terms
of philosophy. In the beginning their mothers started complaining, "they
are refusing to take medicines, by saying that medicines are just Nimitfa
and nothing actually happens by that Nimitta. They keep ·On preaching
even the visitors that one substance can not do anything of any other
substance. By teaching philosophy to them you have created new
problems for us. And it is becoming more difficult for ·us. Now it is your
responsibility to solve these difficulties and problems".
At that time children were explained these things very clearly. In fact
it was necessary to let their mothers know things in proper perspective.
Tell me; now you are mother of two children each. When they started
walking, in intial days they used to fall every now and then as they could
not keep their' balance; but they would keep on trying again and again. Did
you stop them from trying or dissuade them from walking? No, is it not?
Because you knew that this child who is trying hard now will, in next few
days, start walking properly. Similarly, those who have started studying
philosophy will have some confusion in the beginning; they, out of sheer
over enthusiasm, start telling some things to others; but only for that sake
we can not keep them away from this process of learning philosophy.
Though there is Anyonyabhav in present Paryay of different Pudgal
substances, we find ·Nimitta Naimitfik relation between them. Whenever
there is some Karya taking place, every time there you will find presence of
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some Nimitta. But even Nimitta per say does not do anything in Karya. We
do not want to negate existence of Nimitta itself, but we have to strike away
the belief that the Karya takes place because of Nimitta. There are always
proper Nimitta present when Karya is taking place. If we do not accept the
presence of Nimitta then our Dnyan itself will be proved as false or
falracious and if we believe that Karya takes place because of Nimitta then
our Shraddha proves to be fallacious. I will be ~iscussing this subject later.
When we read in scriptures that as a fruit of your Punya Karma or
pious Karma, you get wealth, good and favourable situations and relations
in life, that time it is a lso necessary to know that according to scriptures th!s
is a statement of Nimitta. Punya Karma is Karman Vargana, and other
external favourable objects is Ahar Vargana. There is Anyonyabhav of
both of them in each other.
Here we have seen some examples of Skandha which were very
gross or coarse. In fact within one Skandha present Paryay of each
Paramanu has Anyonyabhav with all the present Paryay of all the other
Paramanu of the same Skandha. We had discussed about the Bandha
{bondage) of Paramanu earlier. This bondage or Bandha takes place due
to difference of degrees of dryness or greasyness which are Paryay of
Sparsha attribute of Pudgal Paramanu.
A dry Paramanu gets bonded with another dry Paramanu having
difference of dryness of two degrees which is known as Guna or with an
greasy Paramanu having difference of two degrees of greasiness.
Similarly a Snigdha or greasy Paramanu also gets bonded with either
greasy or dry Paramanu, if there is difference of two degrees. And they
form a Bandha. As soon as such a Bandha is created Paramanu with less
degree of dryness or greasiness, as the case may be acquire same
degree of dryness or greasiness.as held by the other Paramanu which has
more degree of dryness or greasiness.
Now somebody may say that the Paramanu having less dryness
became Paramanu of more drynes only because they were bonded with
the Paramanu having more of dryness degree.
But once you know the true nature of Anyonyabhav, then you realise
that since each Paryay of each Paramanu has its Abhav in all the Paryay
of all other Paramanu, then the dryness or greasiness of the attribute of
Sparsh (touch) can not increase because of other Paramanu.

Atyantabhav There is absence i. e. Abhav of any substance in all the other
substances, at all the time, past, present and future. This Abhav is known
as Atyantabhav. This Abhav is apnli,..<>hle to all the six Dravya.
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Each Dravya has its independent existence. It exists in its own
Swachatushtaya. Each Dravya has its Asti in itself and has Nasti (Abhav)
in all the other Dravya.
Here we are discussing the Abhav in Dravya itself and not Abhav in
Paryay. A Jeev has its Abhav in all the other Jeev Dravya as well as all the
other five kinds of Dravya. Each Pudgal Paramanu has Abhav in all the
other Pudgal Paramanu and all the other five Dravya as well. That is it has
Atyantabhav in them. Each Kaai Dravya has Abhav in all the other Kaai
Dravya and also in all the other five Dravya. Dharma Dravya has. Abhav in
all other five Dravya, Adharma Dravya has Abhav in all other five Dravya.
And Akash Dravya also has Abhav in all the other five Dravya.
You may question me by saying that all the other five Dravya exist in
Akash Dravya. They are existing in Lokakash. Akash Dravya has given
Avagahan for all of them. They are conglomerated in Akash Dravya which
is all pervading by nature and still you say,"Akash Dravya has Abhav in all
other substances?"
Yes. That is exactly what I am stating. When two or more Dravra
exist in one Kshetra or space points they are known as having
Ekkshetravgah (~) Sambandha ('tj'W). And despite tmis
Swachatushtaya of each substance remains different from each other. Still
their own existence remains separate from the other one. Light passes
through and through glass. Yet the existence of glass is separate and that
of light is also separate. Even if a piece of cloth is immersed in water and is
wet, the existence of water is separate and existence of cloth is also
separate.
Akash Dravya is Anant Pradeshi. Lokakash is its infinitely smallest
. part. All the other five substances exist in it by their Ekkshetravgah
Sambandha. And still Akash Dravya has Atyantabhav in all the other five
Dravya.

Each Dravya has Abhavin all other Dravya. In that case how can any
Dravya make change, help, affect or do Karya of any other Dravya?
Suppose a person is being tried on the charge of murdering another
person. And during the proceedings of the case if he proves that he was
not present at the place where murder took place, but was busy in a
meeting in some other city; and brings forward many witnesses to prove it,
then he is freed from the charge of murder. He is not punished because
there was his Abhav at that place, at that time.
Similarly since any Dravya has Atyantabhavin all the other Dravya, it
can never, at any time, do Karya or Paryayof any other substance. It is just
impossible.
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At all the time we do wish to do some Karya or other. In fact, since
time immemorable we have been longing to do some Karya of Para or
other substances. We have the belief that we can do and undo things in
some other substance other than one's own self. We think that we are
Karta of many things happening around us. But no one can do Karya of
other substance even for a moment or one Samay. Even then this Jeev
because of fallacious belief i.e. Mithyatva believes that he can do so. Each
Karya of each Samay in each substance takes place in that substance
itself and takes place because of the intrinsic capacity and eligibility of that
substance. But the ignorant Jeevthinks that he is the Karta of that Karya.
By now you must have realised and understood the nature of four
Abhav. Let us once again repeat and reconfirm it. Atyantabhav is in all the
six Dravya between themselves or between each other. It tells you Abhav
of one Dravya in all the other Dravya.
Pragbhav and Pradhvansabhav also tell us about Abhav of present
Paryay of all the six Dravya into their past and future Paryay respectively.
Anyonyabhavtells us about the Abhavof present Paryayof a Pudgal
Dravya into the present Paryay of other Pudgal Dravya.

Can you tell me now, on which Dravya all the four Abhav are
applicable? Why are you taking so much time thinking? All these Abhav
are applicable to Pudgal Dravya only.
Now let us see what problems or fallacies will arise if we do not
believe and accept these four Abhav.
(1) If we do not accept Pragbhav it will mean any Karya is going on
since time immemorable.
(2) If we do not accept Pradhvansabhavthen it will mean that a Karya
will go on eternally in future.
(3) If we do not accept Anyonyabhav then it will mean that a Paryay
or Karya of one Pudgal substance can happen or exist in any Paryay in
some other Pudgal substance; and thereby total Vastu Vyavastha will
collapse.
(4) And finally, If we do not accept Atyantabhav, the separate
individual existence of each Dravya will cease to be there. When one or
more substances start amalgamating with another substance, at the end
the very separate existence of six substances will no more be there and it
will lead to the end of this cosmos.
You may say that "you have already said and explained what will
happen or what would be the loss by negating the existence of these
Abhav. But is there any specific gain or advantage by accepting these
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Abhav?"

· Let us see what is the advantage in terms of Dharma by knowing and
accepting these Abhav. Because our main aim is to evolve Dharma; i.e.
evolving Samyaktva, Veetaragata and start on the path of Moksha.
(1) By knowing and understanding Pragbhav, we know that though
Jeev has since time immemorable been evolving new passions,
ignorance, and Mithyatva through new Paryay at each Samay and has
never evolved Dharma or Veetaragata, even then in this present Paryay
he can evolve Dharma by his own new efforts. i.e. Purushartha, because
there is Abhav of his present Paryay in his past Paryay.
(2) Once you understand Pradhvansabhavyou realise that though in
present Paryay one is not able to evolve Dharma, even then in his future
Paryay he can eliminate Adharma, and with his new effort can evolve
Dharma. Because there is Abhav of his present Paryay in his future
Paryay.
(3) By understanding Anyonyabhav we know that a present Paryay
of one Pudgal Dravya can not affect, help or meddle in to any other present
Paryay, of any other Pudgal Dravya. And that Paryay of any Pudgal
Dravya which can not do anything to Paryay of any other Pudgal Dravya
though they are both of same nature i.e. Pudgal, how can it do something
to the Paryay of Jeev substance? How is it possible that it can make any
J eev happy or unhappy?
(4) Once you know Atyantabhavyou understand Vastu Vyavastha of
the whole cosmos. Out of infinite Dravya of this cosmos each Dravya has
its existence as itself and has its negation or non existence as any other
Dravya. To evolve its own l<arya or Paryay it does not need any help,
motivation or assistance from any other Dravya.
The description which we read in the scriptures, about the ability or
nonability of doing anything by one substance to another is a statement of
Nimitta. And when we understand nature of Atyantabhav, then our
attention gets diverted from all the other Para Padartha and gets
concentrated on our own eternal Swapadartha or Swa Dravya. And in our
Paryay evolution of Dharma i.e. Veetaragata starts, we achieve Samyak
Darshan.
After this detailed discussion of all four Abhav to judge how far you
have understood and digested this, I am giving below some questions and
their answers. Don't just read them as stated by me. I want you to do some
mental exercise. First read a q·uestion only, then try to find out its answer
by yourself and then compare the answer you have evolved by yourself
with the answer given by me. And see whether they match. In this way you
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will have a healthy habit and practice to think on your own and find out right
a nswers to any query or problem.
I Question : If you have three different vessels. One contains milk,
the other contains curd and the third contains butter milk. Now tell me what
kind of Abhav do each one has? And in all how many Abhav are there
existing in them?

Answer: Since all of them are Paryayof Pudgal substance and they
are existing at this present moment, they have Anyonyabhav in each
other.
Each Paramanu of these Pudgal substances have Atyantabhav in all
the other Paramanu; and all these present Paryayhave Pragbhav in all the
past Paryay and Pradhvansabhav in all the future Paryay of the same
substance.
II Question : Bhagwan Mahavir has Keva/ Dnyan as his present
Paryay. State Pragbhav and Pradhvansabhav of this present Paryay.

Answer : Bhagwan Mahavir attained Arahant status in the first
Samay of 13th Gunasthan, and his Keva/ Dnyan was evolved. Before that
till the end of 12th Gunasthan he had Mali Dnyan, Shruta Dnyan, Avadhi
Dnyan and Manah Paryay Dnyan (from 6th Gunasthan till 12th
Gunasthan). Now Keva/ Dnyan is evolving from the first Samay of the 13th
Gunasthan and since then is continuously evolving in all the Samaytill this
present Samay. Therefore the present Paryay of Keva/ Dnyan has
Pragbhav in all the earlier Paryay of Keva/ Dnyan which evolved from the
moment he achieved Arahant status till Paryay of the immediate past
Samay, as well as the past Paryayof his Dnyan attribute before attainment
of Arahant status.
And the Abhav of the present Paryay of Keva / Dnyan which exists in
all the future infinite Paryay of Keva / Dnyan is Pradhvansabhav.
Ill Question : The roof has the support of the walls and the walls in
turn have the support of floor. Is it a correct or true statement of facts as
they exist?

Answer: No, it is not correct statement. Because the roof, the walls
and the floor have Anyonyabhav in each other. Since they have their own
separate existence and their own Swachatushtaya. Therefore each
substance has support of its own Kshetra. Here you have to bear in mind
that the concept of 'support' which we have in ordinary language, (now in
this case, support of walls to the roof) is not the correct expression of facts
as they exist. The existence of the roof above the walls or that of walls on
the ground is not due to its physical support to the other but each of them
exist due to intrinsic 'support' of its own Kshetra.
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IV Question : What kind of Abhav Tejas body and Karman body
have in each other?
Answer : Tejas body and Karman body have Anyonyabhav in each
other because they are present Paryay of Pudgal substances.
V Question : What kind of Abhav the following things have and
why? (1) Wish or desire and speech. (2) Spectacles, eyes and knowledge
(3) Body and clothes. (4) Body and Jeev.
Answer : (1) There is Atyantabhav in desire and speech. Because
desire is Vibhav Paryay of the Charitra attribute of Jeev and words or
speech is the Paryay of Pudgal. So both are Paryay of two different
substances.

(2) There is Anyonyabhav of spectacles and eyes in each other.
Because both are present Paryay of Pudgal substances. And these
both and Dnyan (knowledge) have Atyantabhav in each other since Dnyan
is a Paryayof Dnyan attribute of Jeevsubstance. And yet ignorant people
believe that I gain knowledge because of or through eyes and spectacles.
(3) There is Anyonyabhav of body and clothes in each other.
Because body is one Pudgal Skandha and clothes are another Pudgal
Skandha.
(4) There is Atyantabhav in body and Jeev. Because they are two
different substances. In fact each Paramanu in body is a separate
substance. And there is Atyantabhav of each of them among themselves
as well as them and Jeev substance.
And ignorant Jeev, because of his ignorance about these things
considers this body itself as himself and identifies himself with it. And then
because of the clothes wear or the precious ornaments and riches he has,
considers himself as rich and great and has oneness and affection with
them. As he considers that he is the Karta of the activities of the body and
other things and he is the enjoyer of the things and facilities he possesses
because of them, and thereby has the belief that he is the Karta and
enjoyer of other Pudgal substances. By having these fallacious beliefs and
strengthening them throughout the life, he is constantly having wrong
belief, knowledge and conduct. He remains ignorant throughout his life.
VI Question : If one firmly believes that the potter created the
earthen pot with the help of the wheel, stick etc., then which Abhav is he
denying?
Answer : There is Anyonyabhavbetween the body of the potter, the
pot, wheel, stick etc. And there is Atyantabhavbetween Jeevof the potter
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and all the above things. The statement that potter made the pot with the
help of his tools is a statement of Nimitta i.e. Upchar. If one considers that
to be a statement of fact then one is denying the existence of
Anyonyabhav and Atyantabhav.
VII Question : What wou ld be the problem or difficulty if we believe
that Keva/ Dnyan evolves because of the withering away of four
Ghatikarma?
Answer : Karma is Paryay of Pudgal and Keva/ Dnyan is Paryay of
Jeev. And each Paryay takes place in its own Dravya. Therefore there is
Atyantabhav of Pudgal and Jeev in each other. Jeev by experiencing his
own Swabhav remains absorbed in Shuddhopayog and then Keva / Dnyan
evolves. And at that time Ghatikarma totally wither away by themselves.

Just in order to make us realise and understand the status and
stages of Karma (Nimitta) it is stated in the scriptures that Arahant
Bhagwan by destroying four Ghatikarma evolved and acquired Anant
Chatushtaya such as Keva/ Dnyan. It is our duty and responsibility to know
the exact meaning and crux i.e. exact hidden meaning of the statement in
the scriptures. Otherwise if we get the wrong knowledge and
understanding of the scriptures, then instead of enlighting us it will act as
an instrument of our doom.
VIII Question : Why Jeev can not talk language? At least the words
come through our mouth, is it not?
Answer : Jeev and words (which is Pudga~ have Atyantabhav in
each other. And Jeev can not do any Karya of Pudgal. Mouth and words
have Anyonyabhav. Because they are two different Skandha and are
present Paryay of Pudgal substance.
IX Question : Keva/ Dnyan can not be evolved in Pancham Kaai.
Because in this Kaai Jeevdo not have Vajra Vrushabh Narach Sanhanan.
Which Abhav is denied by the above statement?
Answer : In fact this is a rule (theory) of Karananuyoga. But if we do
not understand it in its proper perspectives; if we do not understand that it
is a Nimitta Kathan or a statement of Nimitta and take it to be a Nischay
Kathan i.e. statement of fact, then it may be said that we have not
understood and accepted Atyantabhav properly.
Pancham Kaai is a Vyavaharkaal; that is, it is a Paryay of Kaai
Oravya; which exists in Kaai Dravya and Keva/ Onyan is a Paryay of .
Dnyan attribute in Jeev.

Similarly Vajra Vrushabh Narach Sanhanan is a specific kind of body
which is the strongest. That is, its bones, the coverings over the bones and
their joints are of the strongest possible kind. So you see that these are all
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Paryay of Pudgal substance. There is Atyantabhav between all the three
above Dravya namely Kaai, Jeev and Pudgal.

Here again you may counter question me that, "We had heard in
Karananuyoga that this body called Vajra Vrushabh Narach Sanhanan is
obtained because of the Vajra Vrushabh Narach Sanhanan Naam Karma.
Now tell us is it not so or true?"
Yes, whatever you have heard is correct. But here again it is the
statement of Nimitta and not Nischay Kathan. Because there is
Anyonyabhav in Naam Karma and body, which are present Paryay of two
different Pudgal substances.
X Question : The flag flies due to wind, is it not true?
Answer : There is Anyonyabhav between wind and the flag . Flag
flies due to its own Kriyavati Shakti.
XI Question : Ghatikarma and Aghatikarma exist together at the
same time with one another. So there is no Abhav in them? And they
entangle Jeev in this worldly affairs. Is it not so?
Answer : Ghatikarma and Aghatikarma are both present Paryay of
Pudgal. They have Anyonyabhav in each other. The sub-divisions of both
of them are as follows - Dnyanavaran, Darshana varan, Mohaniya and
Antaraya are Ghatikarma. And Vedaniya, Ayu, Naam and Gotra are
Aghatikarma. Even between themselves they have Anyonyabhav in each
other. If we split them further there are innumerable types. And all of them
have Anyonyabhav in each other.

There is Atyantabhav between Jeev and all these Karma. Now think
for yourself. If they have this Abhav how is it possible or true to say that
Karma entangle Jeev in these worldly affairs?
XII Question : Though soul or Atma does not hold bread or Chapati
by itself, at least the hand holds it; is it not a fact?
Answer : There is Anyonyabha v between hand and Chapati. If we
accept that Chapati is held by hand then it means that we are not
accepting Anyonyabhav.
XIII Question : In the statement, "I ate Chapati" , which Abhav is
denied?
Answer : I am Jeev Dravya and Chapati is Pudgal Skandha. They
have Atyantabhav in each other. So the statement or belief that Jeev eats
Chapati is fallacious.
XIV Question : If not by me then at least my body ate Chapati, is it
not true?
Answer : If we believe that this body is mine or part of me then we
are denying Atyantabhav between Jeev substance and body which is
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Pudgal substance. And further there is Anyonyabhav between Chapati
and body as well. And we will be denying that as well.
XV Question : If we say that I did not eat Chapati or food, and further
not even the body ate or consumed food/Chapati, then where did Chapati
go? What happened to our belief that I consumed all the food in life till
today?

Answer : Neither Jeev nor body eats Chapati or food. The
Paramanu of food by their own Kriyavati Shakti shift from one place to
another place. Jeev only knows these things. At that time the activities of
the body like chewing, swallowing etc. are taking place in the body by
itself. And the activity of being pieces of Chapati, getting into small powder
or paste into the mouth all these occur due to capability or elig ibility of
Chapati i.e. Pudgal itself.
Once you know and accept all the Abhav in their true and proper
perspective, what will happen to your earlier beliefs? Those fallacious
beliefs will no more exist. There will be proper and correct understanding
and knowledge of principles which will lead to Samyaktva.
Now here you are confronted with three different things. Firstly your
question was what happened about the Chapatis you ate? This is the time
where one has to decide what is the most important thing about which you
should think of or worry about :
One, are you worried about the Chapatis? Secondly, about your
belief that you ate all those Chapatis, because you accepted that belief to
be true or lastly and to my mind which is most important, are you worried
about your own self? Here you have to ·really decide by yourself about this.
XVI Question : We rever and honour Siddhakshetra (~)
because Jeev achieved Mo/:(sha from Siddhakshetra, is it not true?
Answer : Siddhakshetra denotes a sphere or space of Akash
Dravya. And Moksha is a Paryay of Jeev which is in Jeev Dravya itself.
There is no such place which is called Moksha where Jeevgoes. There is
Atyantabhav between Jeev Dravya and Akash Dravya. In fact Paryay of
Moksha evolves in Swakshetra of Jeev himself. But from the point of view
of Sanyog or co_-existence the area or space of Akash Dravya where in
Jeev evolves Moksha Paryay, that place is called as Siddhakshetra. But
this again is a Upchar or Vyavahar Kathan.
But while revering or honouring Siddhakshetra if we do understand
the real process through which Jeev evolves Moksha, then only our
revering is really fruitful.
XVII Question : Will it not always be fruitful! and beneficial to pray,
honour God through our mind, speech and body?
Answer : Mind is an activity or Karya of Mano Vargana. Speech is a
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Karya of Bhasha Vargana and actions of body a_re the Karya of Ahar
Vargana. A!I of them have Anyonyabhav in each other. And Jeev and they
have Atyantabhavin each other. To believe that by doing or happening the
Karya of these Para Dravya, we pray or honour God is wrong. To know
and understand the true nature of God through his own Swabhav i.e. his
Dravya, Guna and Paryay and then to immerse in one's own true nature,
which is identical with the nature of Bhagwan is true praying and honouring
of God.
XVIII Question : In the statement, "I take medicines to maintain my
youth". Which Abhav are denied?
Answer : I am a Jeev Dravya. Youth is a Paryay of the body and
medicines are Paryay of Pudgal. Jeev, youth and medicines have
Atyantabhav in each other. And youth and medicines have Anyonyabhav
in each other.
So we are denying these Abhav in the above statement.
XIX Question : If we believe that water gets heated because of fire
and the car runs because of petrol which Abhavwe are denying? Answer : We are denying Anyonyabhav. Because between water
and fire and between car and petrol there is Anyonyabhav. It is O.K. to
state these things as a Nimitta Kathan. But to believe it to be a Nischay or
state of fact is wrong.
XX Question : Is it true that we earn money or riches through our
efforts and these riches give us pleasure and happiness?
Answer: There is no attribute of pleasure or Sukh in money. It is an
attribute of Jeev. Money and Jeev have Atyantabhav in each other. Muni
who do not have any worldly possession are enjoying abundant pleasure
i.e. Prachur Sukh (~ ~)and Arahant and Siddha are Anant Sukhi
(at4d~&I) or are enjoying infinite Bliss. Therefore to believe that one can
get pleasure from any other Para Dravya is wrong and fallacious. Even
from the point of view of Nimitta it is a wrong s.tatement. Efforts is a Karya
of body. Money and efforts have Anyonyabhav in each other. Jeev and
body and Jeev and money have Atyantabhav in each other.
XXI Question : Is it not true that we are acquiring riches and are
having favourable and beneficial circumstances because our Sata
Vedaniya Karma are evolving or bearing their fruits?
Answer : Karma is not your activity or Karya. There is Atyantabhav
between Karma and you. Karma, riches, and circumstances have
Anyonyabhav in each other. Now one who considers favourable
circumstances as good or beneficial, in turn believes that Punya Karma to
be good, because these circumstances are there as a fruitation of Punya
Karma. But even Punya Karma is a Bandha or bondage as a ll Karma,
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whether Pu.nya or Papa, are bondage. So if you believe that Karma i.e.
bondage and its fruits are good and are interested in doing good Karma
then you are believing and are interested in the concept of Sanyog or
circumstances. If one believes that evolving of Karma or fruitation of
Karma is good and thereby believes that Karma Bandha of some pious
Karma (Punya Karma) is good. One who is interested in Bandha and its
fruits can never have real interest in true Dharma, Moksha Marga and
Moksha. He is not interested in his own true self. This is his fallacious
belief about Bandha Tattva as well as all seven Tattva i.e. fundamental
Principles.
Look at this letter, while I was engrossed in asking you questions one
after another, I did not realise that the letter is getting so lengthy. Even then
I can not refrain myself from asking you this final question XXll Question : Tell me, which Abhav exists between Chaitanya

(~) and Jeev?

Answer : There is no Abhav between these two. Chaitanya i.e.,
Dnyan and Darshan, is Bhav or attribute of Jeev. It is his Swabhav. There
is Nitya Tadatmya Sambandha between Jeev and Chaitanya. There can
not be any possibility. of having any Abhav between them.

See, this whole subject of Abhav is very interesting. This knowledge
of Abhav is really useful in getting rid of many misconceptions and
fallacious beliefs a Jeev has. Usually we communicate or teach through
the medium of language. But the language or words themselves are
Upcharor a medium of expression which can not truely express the exact
state of facts as they exist. That is why while explaining some things and
especially about the exact nature of Vastu Vyavastha, it is mainly
explained with reference to Nimitta. But despite that we have to realise,
understand and believe through our attribute of knowledge the state of
facts as it exists.
We have been discussing the benefits of knowing the exact nature of
Abhav. By knowing them we understand Vastu Vya vastha. We know
exactly as to where Karya takes place and where it does not.
Once we understand and know Abhav then our faith and Dnyan
Upayog turn towards our Swabhav which is in existence for ever, we
establish our oneness with it, we start experiencing ourselves as
Chaitanya itself and become Dnyata- Drishta in real true sense.
Further discussion in my next letter.
Jai Jinendra.
Your
Mom.
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Nimitta
Letter 6

1st May, 2001 .

Dear Reena & Mona,
Blessings & Best Wishes.
I know that you are quite eager to know the mystery of Karan Karya
Vyavastha.
Karya means Paryay. We have already learned that specific Karya
i.e. Parinaman of any attribute is called Paryay. All the six substances like
Jeev, Pudgal have infinite attributes in each of them. In each of those
attributes its own Karya is taking place at each Samay. And that Karya
takes place within that attribute by its own intrinsic capacity or ability and
as per the eligibility of the specific Paryay of each particular Samay. While
learning about the attributes of the substances, we have seen that each
substance has an intrinsic capacity to do its own Karya or manifestation
which is known as Vastutva attribute.

Substance does its own Karya. That is its own ability and capacity.
Because this capacity of manifestation is existing in the substance itself.
This is known as Upadan Karan.
But that Dravya which itself does not manifest this particular Karya
but which is considered to be the favourable cause of this Karya is called
Nimitta Karan.
This definition of Nimitta should be learned by heart. By and large
people have this misconception that Karya takes place because of Nimffta.
Because they do not properly know the exact nature of Nimitta as
explained in the scriptures.
Whenever we see a Karya taking place, or one which has already
taken place, we usually discuss the causes of that Karya, for example,
take a Karya of an earthen pot - taking shape out of the earth.
Now we start wondering or asking who made the pot ? IJYho is the
cause of making it ? And the obvious answer to it is that it is made by the
potter. In the primary class you had learned that one who makes pots is
potter, one who stiches clothes is tailor, one who makes footwear is
cobbler etc.
Acharya say that in fact they are all Nimitta. Did the potter himself
manifest or transform into pot ? No. Then he can not be Upadan -Karan or
true cause of the pot. While the pot was taking shape the potter was
considered to be helpful or favourable in the Karya of pot making. That is
why potter is Nimitta Karan of pot. And not only the potter, but the wheel on
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which the pot was taking shape, the stick with which he was revolving the
·
wheel; are all Nimitta Karan.
. Who or what transformed itself in this form of pot ? It was the earth.
That is why earth is the Upadan Karan of the pot. Earth is the Karla. And
the pot is its Karya or Karma. To express it in the proper terminology of the
scriptures, earth and pot have Karla-Karma relation between them. But
there is no Karla Karma relation between the potter and the pot. There is
Nimitta Naimittik relation between potter and pot.
Whenever a K<i1-rya is taking place, there are so many causes coming
together. Karya can not take place without Karan or cause. If we
categorise the causes or Karan, then one is Upadan Karan and other is
Nimitta Karan. Though Karya is one and the same the Karan are two. That
is why from the point of view of these different Karan, Karya is also called
or referred with different names. From the point of view or with reference
from Upadan Karan, Karya is called as Upadeya. But this is not same as
Upadeya Shraddhan which we learnt about, while 'studying seven
fundamental principles like Heya (~). Dnyeya (~), Upadeya (~)
Shraddhan. That time this word Upadeya meant "that which is worthy of
evolving or manifesting "or" worth taking resort into." Here we are calling
Karya as Upadeya.
Shrimad-Rajchandraji has said '·~ ~ ~-~ ~ W, om~~,'
i.e. whenever a particular meaning of a word is applicable, there that
particular meaning is to be considered correct or proper.
So, as I was saying, from the point of view of Upadan, Karya is called
Upadeya. And from the point of view of Nimitta same Karya is referred as
Naimittik. If we apply this on the example of the making of a pot, then
creation of the pot is Karya. Earth is its Upadan and pot is its Upadeya.
Similarly potter is its Nimitta and pot is his Naimittik. Once we start talking
in this terminology of the scriptures, you may start feeling that now we
have become a special or important student well versed in scriptures. Is it
not ? Earth and pot have Upadan Upadeya relation and potter and pot
have Nimitta Naimittik relation between them.
Upadeya in this case is pot and Naimittik also is the same pot. These
are two different names of the same Karya. And Upadan and Nimitta are
two different causes of the same Karya.
Upadan is the intrinsic ability or power and Nimitta is Para. Karya
takes place because of one's own intrinsic power. At that time Nimitta is
just present there. But Nimitta does not and can not do any change, help or
interfere in Karya.
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Dravya does tho Karya by itself in the presence of Nimitta. Upadary is
the sole or one hundred percent Karta of Karya. But whenever those
favourable things which naturally are present while Karya is taking place,
all those other things are called Nimitta.

Now you may question that if each Karya takes place because of
Upadan itself then why mention Nimitta at all ? Why should Nimitta even
be stated and explained ?
My dear there is no specific substance which can be said or pointed
out to be Nimitta. All the infinite substances in this cosmos are, at each
Samay, manifesting their Karya in the form of Paryay because of their own
intrinsic Upadan Shakti. That means each substance in this cosmos is
Upadan Karan of its own Paryay. And Paryay of those other substances
which appear or seem to be favourable for such manifestation of these
Paryay are called Nimitta. They are just present there at that time. No
substance can purposely and actively be Nimitta to any other substance.
In fact the substance itself is not a Nimitta but specific Paryay of that
substance is Nimitta. But While mentioning it in our common language we
call substance as Nimitta.
We have already learnt in the past the names of six substances and
their special attributes. Jeev Dravya, Pudgal Dravya, Dharma Dravya,
Adharma Dravya, Akash Dravya and Kaai Dravya. During the discussion
about them, in their definition itself it is said that four Dravyas namely
Dharma, Adharma, Akash and Kaai are Nimitta for Jeev and Pudgal
Dravya. Let us s~e that in detail again.
Gatihetutva which is a special attribute of Dharma Dravya and
Sthitihetutva of Adharma Dravya, show that these two substances are
Nimitta tor Jeev and Pudgal in maintaining their movement and
steadyness respectively. Just try to recollect the definitions of these two
Dravya. That which is Nimitta for movement of Jeev and Pudgal, which
they are doing through their own intrinsic ability is Dharma Dravya. And
that which is Nimitta for becoming standstill for a Jeev or Pudgal, which is
in motion, due to its own intrinsic capacity, is called Adharma Dravya. We
have learnt by heart these definitions by repeatedly memorising them. At
that time we were not knowing the importance of each word there. But now
you will realise that Jeev and Pudgal are in motion or steady due to their
own Upadan Shakti; and at that time Dharma or Adharma Dravya are
present there as a Nimitta.
Nimitta is called Upkari. To be present as a Nimitta is Upkar. It is said
in Tattvarthasutra that "'IRtf~Rt ~ ~q~4~1: ~:" "3111'11~1~
~: 1" That is Akash Dravya is Nimitta in giving accommodation to all
Dravya. This is said to be Upkar of Akash Dravya.
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Body, speech, mind, breathing, sensory pleasure or pain, birth, life,
death are all ·Upkar done by Pudgal on Jeev. That is Pudgal itself is only
Nimitta in all these things. Here you don't take the exact same meaning of
the word Upkar i.e. favour which is usually meant in our daily common
language, such as helping or favouring somebody.
Each Karya is taking place at its own Samay due to Upadan; and at
that time, the presence of Nimitta is. there, just on its own . It can not be
brought into existence there at that time by any specific effort nor can it be
prevented or removed from being there by any other effort.
There is a well known statement which goes as follows. '' Q<WilQ!h1'1
'iilctHI'(' '. It means one Jeev is Upkari in happiness, misery or sorrow,

giving ·preaching, giving birth , or death of some other Jeev. It is Nimitta in
all these things. You may say," how can one be Upkari in somebody else's
death ? It can be said to be Apkaror disfavour." It is not me who call this is
Upkar, but Acharya have said that. And we have seen a few minutes
before that the word Upkar means Nimitta here, and not favour. It is not
meant here that Jeev should help each other or do something good to
each other. But just as all the other Dravya are Nimitta in any Karya of a
Jeev, one Jeev can be a Nimitta to any other Jeev.
But this never means that one Dravya can do activity or Karya of
other Dravya, or even help in other's Karya. Upkaror Nimitta only denotes
the natural presence or presence without any effort or help of that
substance. That is the factual situation and does not mean anything else.
Kaai Dravya is Nimitta in the manifestation or modification of all
Dravya. This really means that each substance manifests by its own
capacity which is Upadan Shakti; and Kaai Dravya is a Nimitta in that
manifestation. Kaai Dravya by itself is not the cause of that manifestation.
It does not in any way make it happen.

All these Siddhant i.e. established principles are to be applied to and
established on our own Atma. Because the main purpose of all this study
or Swadhyay is to know the nature of Atma. Karya or manifestation in the
fo rm of Paryay of infinite attributes like Dnyan, Darshan, Charitra etc. is
continuously going on. Who is the cause of this? Who will be helpful to us
in· this Karya ? Or who will create problems and hindrances in this ? We
have to think about these questions and doubts.
The activity of knowing, which is the Karya of our Dnyan attribute is
continuously going on. Each one of us realises this continuous activity of
knowing. But till today this ignorant Jeev has believed that because there
is a particular thing present and existing before it, he is having Dnyan of it;
or he knows it. One has this erronious belief that Dnyan or knowledge
takes place because of Dnyeya.
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Each Paryay of Dnyan is the activity of Dnyan attribute. It's Karla is
Dnyan attribute. It is Upadan Karan. Nothing else except Dnyan attribute is
Upadan Karan of this Dnyan Paryay. But one has to cross check, whether
.we really believe it to be so.
"Because I have a book in front of me I got knowledge". "Dnyan took
place because of Gurt.l'. "It was possible because there was light in the
room. Otherwise how was it possible in darkness ?" "I came to know that
Guiab Jamun is sweet because I put it in my mouth." "Since I started
wearing spectacles I could read and then I got knowledge". These are the
usual beliefs of most of the people.
You may argue that, "we do see all these things happening in our
daily life, so we will definitely believe them. Then why are you denying
them ? Why are you not accepting them to be so ? Did you realise the
sweetness of Guiab Jamun without tasting them ? You always say and
maintain that Poojya Shri Kanaji Swami has really obliged you. You got
this path of salvation because of his preachings".
Dear ones, bear in mind again this fact that we are not denying the
way of saying or Upchar Kathan. We are denying or negating wrong belief.
Usually, these statements are made with reference to or from the point of
view of Nimitta, but in reality Karya is taking place because of Upadan. And
if we make a statement of Nimitta with bearing in mind the above fact, then
the statement and the belief both are correct and proper. But to believe
Nimitta and not Upadan to be Karla of any Karya is Mithyatva.
I was fortunate that I had got such Guru that is teacher in this field of
knowledge that he repeatedly told us, "all this knowledge you are acquiring
is only because of your own Upadan. These preachings or sermons are
Karya of Bhasha Vargana. I am not its Karta'. This Guru constantly
preached for forty five years that, ''O my disciples, Dnyan never takes
place because of Guru. Get rid of your view point which always looks at
Nimitta. Decide by yourself with conviction that you are Swayam Siddha
Paramatma i.e. by your own nature as an existence you are Paramatma.
You are Paramatma by your ownself."
One who feels that Guru has done great obligation or favour to him is
a real and true disciple.
Even you keep on telling to me, "mother we are really obliged by you.
You brought us up since our childhood, took such a good care that we
were never subjected to any unhappiness or misery in our life, and now by
giving us this preaching of trl!e religion or Jain philosophy, are making us
worthy and capable of art of true and properly living this life and get on the
path of true salvation." My dear, to remember and verbally express the
obligations done to us by others is expressing your gratitude towards that
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person. By that it does not mean that your real belief is wrong or fallacious.
Though many a times we feel that the statements made by Dnyani or
Samyak Drishtri person and Adnyani or a Mithya Drishti are similar but
there is vast difference in their true meaning or point of view behind the
statement and their real belief about the true nature of facts. Dnyani
believes Nimitta as· only an instrumental cause where as Adnyani
considers Nimitta as Karla.
For example, somebody may say or maintain that he has grown a
mango tree by giving it water, fertilizer etc. But think, did he grow that tree
without sowing a seed ? Did the tree grow out of a seed of mango or just
out of any other seed? Of course he had to have a seed of mango to have
or grow mango tree. Each seed has its intrinsic capacity to grow into that
particular type of tree. Take another example. If we belive that student
acquired knowledge because of teacher, then all the students in his class
should have same level of knowledge. But in fact it does not happen so.
Some students pass in 1st class, some barely pass or some even fail.
Any particular thing is called Nimitta only when there is Karya taking
place. When there is no Karya happening, then why should there be any
Nimitta ? and about what ? If there is no tree coming out from a seed ·then
water, sunrays, fertilizer etc. can not be Nimitta. Because there is no Karya
taking place about which they can be Nimitta. If a student acquires some
knowledge then only it can be said that the teacher is responsible for that
knowledge. This responsibility or he being a cause of that knowledge is
only Upchar. To say that one substance does some Karya of some other
substance is only Upchar Kathan. In fact, it is not a statement of fact. And
if one happens to read such a statement then one should be able to realise
and understand the true meaning of it; and not just go by the words used
there.
The whole of Karma Siddhant is explained in terms of Nimitta. "Jeev
has acquired or bonded Karma." "Arahant acquired Anant Chatushtaya by
annihilating four Ghati Karma." "And by annihilating eight Karma Jeev
acquires Siddha status." We read these and many such other statements
in Jinagam. But if one does not understand the real hidden meaning
behind them and takes them at their face value, then one's fallacious belief
that Karya takes place because of Nimitta is strengthened.
The true and exact meaning of the above statement is as follows : When Jeev himself manifests in his Paryay in the form of Kashaya like
affection or attachment, hatred, lust etc. then Karman Vargana on their
own manifest themselves in the form of Karma and attach or add to the
priorly existing Karma. A Bandha is created. And when Jeevby immersing
himself into his own pure soul acquires Anant Dnyan, Anant Darshan,
Anant Sukh and Anant Virya and t>_ecomes Arahant Paramatma then at
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that time four Ghati Karma wither away by their owri capacity and eligibility.
And when Jeev acquires Moksha in the form of total pure state of the soul
then all the Karma totally wither away.
If you remember forever and at all the times the basic Siddhant of
Jinagam, namely, "One Dravya or substance can not do Karya of any
oth&. substance, can not either improve it or spoil it" then you will
understand and properly realise the meaning and mystery of Jinagam.
Most of the statements of Jinagam are in this fashion, the statements
of Upchar. Because there you are given knowledge about Nimitta. The
existence of Nimitta is being established there. And if one does not
understand the real meaning behind the mystery of the statement there,
despite reading the scriptures one's fallacious belief and attitude about
Nimitta is strengthened instead of getting rid of it. Let us see how it takes
place, with the help of some examples.
Bhagwan Mahavir acquired Keva/ Dnyan. Then Samavasharan was
created. And the Bhavya Jeev started gathering there daily to listen to the
preachings (Upadesh). But till first 66 days there was no divine sound
(Oivyadhvani f~&:lf.:t) emerging . Indra through his Avadhi Dnyan knew
that lndrabhuti, who himself was Vaidik Sadhu, was capable of
understanding Divyadhvani fully. Then Indra asked him some questions
. from Jain philosophy. And since lndrabhuti did not know the answers to
·them came in Samavasharan to discuss about them with Indra's Guru
Bhagwan Mahavir. lndrabhuti, Vayubhuti, Agnibhuti came to
Samavasharan along with their five hundred disciples each. Just by seeing
the Manasthambh their ego withered away. And they took vow of Muni,
i.e. became Monks in front of Bhagwan Mahavir. Then the Oivyadhvani
emerged.

Now people who believe that Karya takes place because of Nimitta,
take this example and say that because there was no Nimitta, Divyadhvani
did not emerge. The moment Nimitta arrived or was presented, because of
it Divyadhvani emerged .
Bhasha Vargana is in nature lifeless or without any Chetana in it. It
does not have knowledge or power to know that once the Ganadhara are
pre.s ent only then it should express itself in the form of words. That is why
think for yourself, how far is it proper to say that "Divyadhvani emerged
because of Ganadhars presence?"

Here manifestation of Bhasha Vargana in the form of words is the
Karya which took place. Its Upadan Karan is Bhasha Vargana.
In fact, there are more than one Nimitta to Karya. It is said '~
~ <mTCi, ~ ~ ~ ~ fcNlr ~". It means 0 Bhagwan, as and
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when the Bhavya Jeev have emergence of their great fortune or when
their fruitation of Punya takes place and at the same time because of your
Vachanyoga as a Nimitta Divyadhvani emerges. And by listening to it the
fallacious beliefs wither away.
This shows that the presence of Ganadharwas not the only Nimitta.
· In that Vachanyoga of Tirthankar was also Nimitta in emergence of
Divyadhvani. This Vachanyoga is because of the fruitation of Naam
Karma. With the mentioning of Karma, I am reminded of another example.
A person gets angry. Why does he get anger ? Because children
were doing mischief and lot of noise. Now, this is Nimitta. In fact Upadan
Karan of anger is the person's Charitra attribute. It is Vibhav Paryay of
Charitra attribute. Here since you have studied Karananuyoga you may
say that, is it not a fact that anger was due to the fruitation of Krodh Karma?
But fruitation of Karma is also a Nimitta and not Karla. Karma and Jeev are
two different substances. They have Atyantabhav in each other. So how
can one substance do Karya of other substance ? When Jeev becomes
angry at that time Krodh Karma emerges or has its fruitation.
Now should we be angry with the children or Karma ? Dear ones, till
today this Jeev has been doing the same mistake. By believing that Karya
takes place because of Nimitta; or in other words, one gets angry because
of somebody or something else, this belief leads to a chain of reactions in
the form of anger, hatred etc. The noise by the children, problems with the
neighbour and such other irritants, these are all external reasons. They
may be different each time. They are known as external Nimitta or
Bahirang Nimitta (~ f.ril:ffi). But at each such time there is always
fruitation of Krodh Karma. That is a Nimitta which, as a rule, is present
every time when there is anger. So it is called as internal or Antarang
Nimitta ( ara-tiT f.mffi) .
Now let us apply and establish this principle of Upadan and Nimitta
on the Karya of Samyak Darshan. Since you are eager to acquire Samyak
Darshan, I am purposely taking the same example. Karya here is Samyak
Darshan. And Upadan karan of this Karya is Shraddha attribute of Jeev.
Because Shraddha attribute manifests itself in its Paryay in the form of
Samyak Darshan. At that time, withering away of Darshan Mohaniya
Karma, i.e. Kshaya (~). or its getting inactive or suppressed i.e.
Upasham (~); or partial withering and partial supressing i.e.
Kshayopashama (~) takes place. Alongwith that Upasham or
Anuday i.e. non fruitation of Anantanubandhi Kashaya also takes place.
Since these Nimitta as a rule are present while acquiring Samyak
Darshan, they are called Antarang Nimitta (ara-tir f.tfl:ffl).
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Each Jee.v acquires Deshana from Dev, Guru or Shastra
(scriptures). Deshana means the preachings of knowledge about the true
nature of our Atma and the process through which it can be acquired. And
this preaching has to be acquired from Atmadnyani Jeev. Here again you
have to bear in mind that Dev, Guru or Shastra th rough whom one gets this
Deshana are only Nimitta. That is why it is Bahirang Nimitta.
Samyak Darshan can be evolved only after one gets Deshana and
then grasps its exact true sense and establishes it within himself. It is
called Deshana Labdhi.

When a Jeev who has Deshana Labdhi turns his total attention
inwards, starts introspecting and gets immersed in himself because of
certain other Karan like sight of idol of Jinendra, severe pain experienced
in Narak, or death of a person, then these Nimitta are also called Bahirang
Nimitta.
Now you may start wondering .that scriptures say that Kshayik
Samyak Darshan can be acquired or evolved only in the vicinity of
Thirthankar or Kevali. That means Tirthankar is the cause or Karan of the
Karya of Kshayik Samyak Darshan. Here let me explain you the nature of
Kshayik Samyak Darshan, in case you have forgotten it or has slipped out
of your mind.
Samyak Darshan which evolves after total withering away of
Mithyatva i.e. Darshan Mohaniya Karma is called Kshayik Samyak
Darshan. Now, coming back to our original argument, after remembering
the rule about presence of Tirthankaras Karan of it, and another statement
saying because in this present Pancham Kaai Kevali Bhagwan are not
present Kshayik Samyak Darshan does not evolve in any Jeev, you may
still argue that Karya is taking place because of Nimitta.

Let me explain you this. Karya of Kshayik Samyak Darshan takes
place in Shraddha attribute of Jeev. At one stage when intensity of
Vishuddha Parinam is at the maximum or at peak. i.e. it has Karan
Parinam; and through this Karan Parinam and total steadfastness in one's
own true nature, Jeev evolves Kshayik Samyak Darshan. Shraddha
attribute is its Upadan Karan. In that, withering away of seven Karma,
(Three Darshan Mohaniya and four Anantanubhandhi namely Krodh,
Maan, Maya and Lobh) is Antarang Nimitta and being in vicinity of
Tirthankar is Bahirang Nimitta. If Tirthankar were to be the cause or were
\to give away Kshayik Samyak Darshan to one Jeev, then all the Jeev
~hould have received or evolved that. It can never happen that Veetaragi
Bhagwan will favour one disciple or worshiper and leave aside others.
.
Kshayik Samyak Darshan is not evolved just while worshiping
T.irthankar and listening to their preachings but it takes place when one's
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attention is completely diverted from outwardly things and is steadfast in
one's own Shuddha Atma.
Though Nimitta is divided or catagorised as Antarang and Bahirang,
ultimately it is only a Nimitta. It really does not mean that one Nimitta is
stronger or more important and the other one is less. Nimitta are divided
from another point of view as well. (1) Prerak Nimitta
"f.mffi) and
(2) Udasin Nimitta (~ f.rilrn).

(m

Those substances which are 'lchhawan' (with wish) and 'Kriyawan'
(active) are called Prerak Nimitta. And those Dravya which are without
lchha Shakti i.e. desire and those who are inactive (Nishkriya I ~) are
called Udasin Nimitta. Movement of its own Pradesh and changing from
one Kshetra or area to another Kshetra is called Kriya. This Kriya or
activity takes place only in Jeev and Pudgal substances. Because they
have Kriyavati Shakti. And since Dharma, Adharma, Akash and Kaai do
not have Kriyavati Shakti are steady since time immemorable and will be
so forever or they are Nishkriya, these Dravya are called Udasin Nimitta.
As Jeev is lchhawan (with desire) and Kriyawan it is Prerak Nimitta.
Similarly Pudgal is Kriya wan. That is why it is also called Prerak Nimitta.
For example teachers teaching students are lchhawan, that is why they
are Prerak Nimitta and while the flag is fluttering the wind is active, so it is
called Prerak Nimitta. Whether the Nimitta is Prerak or Udasin it does not
in any way help in Karya of any other substance (Para Dravya.) Both of
them have same position so far as Karya is concerned. Though they are
named as Prerak and Udasin in order to distinguish one from the other,
both of them are Udasin or inactive so for as Karya of other substance·is
concerned. In scriptures it is stated that, 'every Dravya is Udasin Nimitta
like Dharma Dravya.'
· vou may say that since we are denying Nimitta so vehemently, why
talk about it at a ll? Why do we have to learn about its nature? Why should
we discuss which Nimitta is present in which Karya? It will be just enough
to say that Karya takes place because of Upadan.
Now listen again very carefully. Nowhere we are denying the
existence of Nimitta. We are denying the belief that it is active in Karya. We
are negating the faith that Ka-tya in another substance takes place
because of Nimitta. The existence of Nimitta is certain . But it does not in
any way help, affect, have its impact, or change, even slightly, in Karya of
any other substance. Whenever there is Karya taking place there are
always two causes present. Ona is Upadan Karan and another is Nimitta
Karan. And since Nimitta is also present, it is always mentioned.
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We are always aware of Karya taking place because it is explicit and
can be perceived. But Upadan Shakti is subtle or inexplicit, and is not
easily perceived. And the presence of Nimitta is always seen or perceived.
That is why it is falsely presumed that Karya is done by Nimitta. If we do not
accept the very existence of Nimitta then Dnyan "Y_ill be false or wrong. And
at the same time if we believe that Karya takes place because of Nimitta
then our Shraddha will become fallacious.
Till as such time one keeps on believing that Karya takes place
because of Nimitta, his attention will always be at Nimitta, and he will
always keep on looking at others, or at Karma with the hope of help in his
own Karya. He will never give away importance of other substances or
Para Padartha. And in turn never direct his own attention and his Dnyan
towards his own self.
I am Karta of other substances or I am doing things for my children or
my family, doing my business, is the general belief. And till one 'has this
lallacious belief one will never get rid of the wrong impression of being
'Doer' of other things. (Kartutva Buddhi Cfl~i'Clgf~). While one has egoistic
feeling of being Karta of other things and has anxiety of doing these things,
Jeev can never have tensionless blissful experience of one's own
Shuddha Atma. Only that person who understands and accepts the infinite
independence of each substance and Karya, will be able to immerse in his
own Swayam Siddha nature. His Karya of Samyak Darshan will evolve
effortlessly. He wi ll not, have even the anxiety of evolving this Karya as it
will evolve on its own.
Again you may have further query. "If Upadan exists since time
immemorable; and if our Jeev substance and Shraddha attribute have its
own capacity, then why Karya of Samyak Darshan has not taken place till
today ? Is it not so because there was no Nimitta present? Now that we
have got instigation because of your preachings we will definitely be
successful. Is it not so?"
Here, still you are believing or thinking Nimitta as the deciding factor
or cause of time when the Karya will take place. And that is why this
confusion is there. You still do not know the different types of Upadan.
Once you learn that you will realise that though Shraddha attribute is
existing since time immemorable, the Niyamak Upadan which decides
when Karya is going to take place is present in Dravya itself.
We will b.e discussing all these types of Upadan Karan later.
Jai Jinendra.
Your
Mom.
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Nimitta - Naimittik Relation
11th May, 2001.

Letter?
Dear Reena & Mona,
Blessings & Best Wishes.

Dear, while discussing Karan in Karan Karya Vyavastha, we are
learning about Nimitta Karan and Upadan Karan. Wrong or fallacious
Dnyan about Karan is one of the characters or symptoms of Mithya Dnyan.
It is called Karan Viparitata (qjRUf fctQ-0ddl). $ince time immemorable this
ignorant Jeev has believed that one substance is the Karta of a Karya of
some another substance. Despite the fact that Vastu Vyavastha or the
existence of various substances in this cosmos is totally independent,
because of fallacious belief and Dnyan Jeev has been considering Para
Dravya or one substance being Karta of Karya of another substance. And
because of such Viparitata or fallacies in belief and knowledge Jeev
always e-volves Kashaya like Raag, Dvesh etc., and keeps on
continuously entangled in this cycle of birth and death.
Even after studying Jinagam, because he has not got the right and
proper perspective of the things as they exist, Jeev has always looked at
Nimitta as the cause or Karta of all the Karya taking place. He tries to put
forward his belief by saying that, in any Karya other substances are Karta
even in the form of a Nimitta, and gives different arguments in support of it.
It is nothing but exposition of his Mithya Buddhi in various different garbs or
forms. It takes great courage to accept that all the beliefs one had been
holding and was advocating to others through one's sermons and
preachings were wrong or fallacious. Very few people can do that!
That without the presence of which a Karya does not take place, but
which does not do any Karya is Nimitta.
And because of this situation i.e. its presence in each Karya ordinary
people feel that Nimitta is the Karta of a Karya. With the help of preachings
from a Dnyani Jeev one realises the existence and importance of Upadan
Shakti, and gets rid of his fallacious belief that Nimitta is the cause of each
Karya. Now listen carefully, here even in this situation preachings by
Dnyani is also just a Nimitta. The real cause of it is the eligibility of that
J eev to evolve the proper Paryay. We will discuss in detail this concept of
e ligibility or Yogyata later.
Pandit Banarasidas says,

"~m~~, ~f-mffilR~

,,,

which means "Upadan is Swa and Nimitta is Para."
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Here the word Para is used and not 'Paradravya'. If one observes
minutely, then this Para is of two types - .
(1) Paryay of Para Dravya or
(2) Paryay of some other attribute of the same Dravya.
We have already seen the examples of Paryay of other substances.
You also know the Paryayot other attributes in a substance. But we will try
to understand once again with reference to the discussion about Nimitta.
Just try to remember the definitions of various common attributes.
Each of these definitions starts with the words,
~ ~ if'
(~it')'' . Which means - "that Shakti by virtue of which," - for ~xample
the definition of Vastutva Guna as studied by us in our earlier book, Jain
Tattva Parichay is as follows. The energy that causes the Arthakriya
karitva (aMfd i<tllc:fllR(Cl) within the substance is called Vastutva Guna. Now
let us see at this definition in the light of our present discussion. The word
'causes' in this would translate as Karan which is synonym to Nimitta.

''m •

Each substance has infinite attributes, and each attribute does its
own Karya. And in this Karya, the Vastutva attribute of that substance is
always there as Nimitta. In fact to be very specific, manifestation of
Vastutva attribute is the Nimitta. Karya of each Guna or attribute is
continuously going on. And in this continuous process of Karya of each
Guna, Dravyatva attribute is Nimitta. Each substance and all its attributes
exist forever. And for this existence Astitva attribute of each of those
substances is Nimitta.
One substance is never a Karta of other substance. This is a very
gross statement. In fact one attribute in a substance also can not do Karya
of any other attribute of the same substance; further than that even each
Paryayevolves in its own Samay due to its own eligibility ( Yogyata-~.
Then you may start wondering and ask, " if such is the case, should
we start looking for Nimitta in each Karya or not? Should we take notice of
them and assert them or just leave them ?"
Let me tell you here, that you can not find Nimitta, by looking out for
them . Because there is no specific substance called Nimitta. It is a Paryay
of a substance. Even if you are able to decide about and find Para Dravya
in a Karya, you can not evolve a specific Paryay in that substance. And
look here, Karya is of only one Samay. In all the infinite attributes of each
Dravya, there is some specific Karya taking place at each Samay in each
attribute continuously. In that case which Nimitta of which Karya of which
attribute are you going to find out? We are not able to understand and
realise the Karya of one Samay through our Kshayopasham Dnyan. When
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we refer to any activity as Karya in our common language it is always a
very gross statement.
In our daily life, I say, 'I moved my finger'. In this case, there are
infinite Pudgal Paramanuin a finger. In each of these Paramanuthe Karya
of movement or changing its Kshetra i.e. Kshetra Kshetrantar (~)
took place due to Upadan Shakti of that each Paramanu, which is
independent in itself. In this Karya, Dharma Dravya is its Antarang or
Niyamroop Nimitta. 'Niyamroop Nimitta' means that which is definitely
present whenever that particular Karya is taking place. On this you may
say, "the movement of finger took place only when I wished it to be
moved. I can move my finger as and whe·n I want to." Now tell me, if a
person is suffering from paralysis why can he not move his finger, inspite
he wishes to do so ? On that your answer would be that his body and
nerves or nervous system does not have capacity or eligibility to do so.
Yes, you are right. And Jinagam also tells you exactly the sanie thing. The
finger moves only when it has its own eligibility to move and if does not
have that eligibility, it does not move. So the movement takes place due to
its own eligibility and not because of wishes of'Jeev.
Dravya which manifests itself does not require or even expect any
help from any other Dravya.

Fingers or limbs of a person suffering from parkinsonism keep on
moving against his wishes. In fact he gets fed up of those movements. This
proves that any action or Karya of body does not take place and nor does
it stop from taking place by the wish of Jeev.
Many of the actions of body as well·as of Jeev have Nimitta Naimittik
Sambandha. Such as walking, talking, laughing, consumption of food,
fasting etc. And Jeevtill today has considered all these actions as his own .
The word Sambandha denotes or shows two different things. And
Nimitta, in fact means that which is not the Karta of Naimittik Karya taking
place. Nimitta Naimittik Sambandha, Dnyeya-Dnyayak Sambandha, EkKshetravgah Sambandha, Sanyog Sambandha, all these denote and
make us realise the existence of two different things or substances. But
instead of realising this, Jeev keeps on saying that at least there is this
Sambandha between the two. Jeev is always looking out for and giving
importance to this Sambandha to prove oneness or dependence of two
different things, rather than indicating them as two separate entities as
they exist and thereby keeps on strengthening his Ekatva Buddhi
(oneness) and Mamatva Buddhi (mineness) with these Para Padartha.
Since time immemorable this Jeev has interest i~ getting some kind of
Sambandha or connection with Para Dravya.
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Just as in case of manifestations of one attribute of a substance other
attributes of the same substance are Nimitta without any special Oi
specific efforts, similarly, in any Karya of one substance, other substances
can effortlessly become Nimitta to that Karya. Just by one's wishing that a
particular thing or person to be a Nimitta in any Karya, it can not become
one. But whenever a Karya takes place, we see or realise that in that
Karya a specific substance happens to be a Nimitta. Let us take an
example.
Marichi was son of Bharat Chakravarti, who in turn was son of
Vrishabhdev. Now this Marichi, whose grandfather
was himself
Tirthankar, and whose father was Chakravarti and Kshayik Samyak
Drishti, took Digambar Muni Diksha, without Samyaktva. Now here there
were all most ideal and important Nimitta present, but despite that he did
not attain Samyak Darshan. That Karya of attaining Samyak Darshan did
not take place despite the presence of all those Nimitta.
Not only that but in fact he established 363 false and maliciously
wrong sects. Here it is not proper even to say that Nimitta were present,
because that Karya of Samyak Darshan did not take place. That same
Jeev after many lives took birth of a lion. And when he met two Muni
possessing Charan Riddhi, they imparted the preaching and after listening
to them while he was immersed in his own pure soul, he attained Samyak
Darshan.
When that Jeev had his el igibility to attain Samyak Darshan, Nimitta
presented itself on its own . The feeling Munis had at that momer,it to impart
their knowledge to th is soul was due to their intrinsic eligibility or Upadan
Shakti, and at the same time it happened to be Nimitta to the lion. Nimitta
Naimittik Sambandha is always so natural or without any specific effort or
intention. We realise this when we read many stories in Prathamanuyoga.
The other question or doubt was whether any bad or unfavourable
incident could be avoided or prevented from happen ing by removing
Nimitta. To clarify this we will see the famous story from Harivansha Puran.
TirthankarNeminath had said that Dwaraka city will burn down in a big fire
after twelve years. And Nimitta to that incident would be as follows. Yadav
princes will harrass Dwipayan Muni while they are in intoxicated conditions
due to consumption of alcohol. And Muni will get agitated because of that.
In his anger due to inauscpicious Tejas body emerging from .his body will
burn the city as well as burn him.
Those who had total faith in Sarvadnya and believed in Krama
Baddha Paryay lost interest in this worldly life and they undertook
Mahavrata or Anuvrata renouncing this worldly life. Some others attained
Samyaktva. Those others who did not have total faith in Sarvadnya tried to
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avert the incident by clamping total prohibition of alcohol. They threw away
all the things which were used in manufacturing it. And Dwipayan Muni
himself went away from Dwaraka city presuming that once he, who would
be the main cause of burning the city is not present there, the incident will
automatically be averted.
As the time passed, it was almost 12 years when he came back to
Dwaraka. He miscalculated the time passed, as he forgot to calculate,
'Adhik Mass' or the extra month which occurs in our Indian calendar. So he
actually came back before 12 years had completed. While the princes of
the city had gone on a picnic in the forest drank water from a lake. But
since all the material of alcohol making was thrown in that lake the whole
lake got fermented and the water turned into alcohol itself. Due to that all
the princes got intoxicated. While returning to the city they came accross
Dwipayan Muni, and in that condition they pelted stones at him calling him
to be a person who was supposed to have burnt their city. With this
treatment Muni got very angry and the inauspicious Tejas body came out
from his body, burnt the whole city, came back to him and he was also
killed by it. This is known as Tejas Samudghat.
Here all those efforts and actions which were to prevent the
unfortunate incident of burning of Dwaraka city actually proved to be
Nimitta, after the passage of time. It is said. '·~ ~ ~ ~
"'lfql'IOQl'll' '. But beware! After reading this don't put all the blame on Karma
and fate and be passive. By reading all the detail description of Karma in
the scriptures, and about its Nimitta-Naimittik Sambandha with Jeev, he
usually leaves all the things at the hands of Karma. He considers Karma to
be Karta of many things such as, 'Karma makes one angry or passionate,
it gives one pleasure or pain, puts us in different situations creating
opportunities or hindrances'. And by accepting these things to be true Jeev
considers himself as helpless or weak.
Pt. Todarmalji has said, -" If Karma on its own by its own efforts could
harm Swabhav of any Jeev and I or would be providing external
belongings for it, then Karma has to have both sentience or consciousness
and strength to do these things. But we don't find that in Karma. Only
natural and effortless Nimitta-Naimittik Sambandha is seen between
Karma and Jeev. When the time of fruitation of those Karma is ripe, that
time Jeev on his own manifests not according to his Swabhav but his
Vibhav. And at the same time other substances present themselves in the
surrounding and they are seen by this Jeev as belonging to him."
"Just as the legendary pair of indian bird Chakwa and Chakwi get
separated at the sunset and get united at the sunrise. They are not
separated by force by anyone else at the sunset and not brought together
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by someone out of pity. They by themselves separate and the sunset
becomes Nimitta and similarly they get united in the morning where
sunrise becomes another Nimitta. So here the separation and coming
together have only Nimitta-Naimittik Sambandha with sunset and sunrise
respectively. Similarly Karma and Jeevhave Nimitta Naimittik Sambandha
with each other."
Acharya Amrutchandra, in his commentary book Tattva Pradeepika
on Pravachansar says, "Substance is fully competent and self sufficient
with its internal infinite Shakti. That is why it is capable of doing its own
Karya, by converting itself in Six Karak. Nothing else or no outside thing
can help it. That is why a person who wishes to attain Keva/ Dnyan, should
not become dependent on any other thing apart from himself by expecting
its help in attaining his goal."
The outside other things means Dev, Shastra, Guru, Karma and
other favourable things or time etc. In the earlier para the words 'six Kara!<
have appeared. We will discuss them in detail later. It is necessary to
discuss them while learning Karan.
Amrutchandra Acharya at the end of his commentary - 'Atmakhyati-'
says -"Oh people, you who are engrossed in this worldly life, don't rejoice
by false pride that this commentary is written by Amrutchandra Soori. This
is a formation of words which took place because of the words
themselves".
You may think that all this is written for the sake of saying. One who
still has the belief that he is the true Karla of others things i.e. who has
Kartutva Buddhi in himself, can not really accept a statement by someone
else, who has written it with his sincerity. I want to tell you here, that once
a person has knowledge of Vastu Swaroop and Tattvas, and has attained
Samyak Darshan constantly perceives Karya of all other substances
taking place on their own and he is constantly experiencing the separate
individual existence of himself independent of all the other substances.
Jeev who accepts and grasps preachings of Dnyani with open and
clear conscience, who has total faith with clear definite understanding that
the preachings of Jinendra Bhagwan are true and really beneficial to him
and then with that belief and faith does his own Tattva Nirnay, attains
Samyak Darshan in no time and progresses on the path of Moksha. It is
very evident that for him attainment of Moksha is not very far.

Now you may question and argue that if Nimitta does not do anything
in any Karya, tr.en why is it preached that one should always get rid of
Kudev, Kuguru and'Kushastra?
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Whenever you come across or listen to these statements like, 'do
this' or 'it should be done this way', consider those to be statements of
Upadesh or preaching. Even in Charananuyoga you will find statement in
such fashion. But it does not mean that in Charananuyoga Nimitta is
considered to be Karla. When we are taught Siddhant i.e. established
principles, it is always stated as the things as they exist or Yathartha
Vastusthiti
Cf~~ra). And Tattva Nirnay is obtained only with the
help of or on the basis of these Siddhant. But the language of preaching _
which stimulates you to attain that is always in this fashion (i.e. do thi&,_ or
this should be done this way etc).

<•

Jeev who has attained Samyak Darshan definitely has knowledge
and realisation with faith of true nature of Dev, Shastra and Guru. He has
the knowledge and firm faith about Heya, Dneya and Upadeya nature of
seven Prayojanbhoot Tattva i.e. he knows which of them are to be
renounced or left away, which are worthy of knowing and which others are
worth manifesting or taking resort into. In order to attain Samyak Darshan
a Jeev has to have reached a capacity to realise the nature of Kudev,
Kuguru and Kushashtra and shed the feeling of respect and honour
towards them. This is a fact or established principle. Here is a statement
which shows that for Karya of attaintment of Samyak Darshan, having faith
in true Dev, true Guru and true Shastra is the particular Nimitta. But since
ordinary worldly Jeevin primary stage understand and follow the language
of Upadesh, they are asked to leave aside or reject Kudeva, Kuguru etc.

We doctors instruct the patients about, the type of medicine and the
way of taking it, such as one medicine is to be consumed, other to be
applied externally on the body etc. In fact many a times it is written on the
package 'To be used externally'. The patient must have at least that much
knowledge or awareness that the medicine which is said to be applied
externally should not be taken orally. Otherwise it will be disastrous.
Similarly in case of the language used in Dravyanuyoga and
Charananuyoga we will have to be careful and use our judgement and
discriminate the true meaning of these statements from the one appears to
be on the face.
In the books on Charananuyoga there are preachings (Upadesh) or
instructions about behaviour of Muni and Shravak. It is not the idea behind
these statements to create or enhance their oneness with the body or
identify themselves as a physical body. In fact these preachings are
imparted to those Jeevwho have already attained Samyak Darshan, those
who have already lost their oneness with the body i.e. Ekatva Buddhi.·
Path of salvation is attained only by concentration and steadyness in one's
own soul. And progress on the path is also attained as that steadyness
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increases. But at ·the same time these Jeev naturally and without any
conscious efforts have Shubha Bhav and they follow the life style which is
proper or worthy of a Muni. The increasing steadfastness of a Jeev in his
own soul and he having more and more intense Shubha Bhav have a
Nimitta Naimittik Sambandha. And this is effortless and natural.
Nimitta is only coexisting with any Karya. It is an indicator or only
denotes and tells you about a Karya taking place. That Jeev which has
attained a stage of a Shravak and has attained partial Veetaragata and by
eliminating two quadruplets of passions or Kashaya, does automatically
follow or takes up Anuvrata. And that Jeev who has attained Muni stage
and has eliminated three quadruplets of Kashaya has automatically
started practising Mahavrata i.e. 28 Mulguna, and his behaviour is in
accordance with them.

By observing the· explicit physical behaviour and appearance of a
Shravak, Muni or Bhagwan we can imagine their status. Those who claim
that they are Muni I Acharya, and at the same time they have external
possessions like clothes, utensils and other belongings they can never be
considered as true Muni. And at the same time only because someone is
not having any clothes and is skyclad does not necessarily mean that he
has really Veetaragata worthy of a Muni. One who is really a Muni does
have that stage of Veetaragata internally and externally must be following
28 Mulguna. In such a case along with attainment of Veetaragata, there is
always existence of proper Shubha Bhav by way of Nimitta and externally
suitable behaviour which is also Nimitta is always present. This is the
natural effortless Nimitta-Naimittik Sambandha.
When we have a wound we do apply medicine and bandage over it.
Karya of healing of that wound is taking place in the body itself. The
dressing or bandage over it does not heal it. But it is there to protect it from
external infection and further injury from outside. Similarly a Jeev has
suitable and proper external behaviour particular to a stage or status he
has attained. Here your usual query would be, 'then why are you imparting
this Upadesh? Why this Swadhyay through these letters?' I always
remember an answer given by Shri Kanaji Swami to this query. He used to
say, 'who is doing this Upadesh?'
~?)

(Cfilur

Formation of words is taking place because of Upadan Shakti of
those Paramanu. And in this Karya there are many different Nimitta. v·ou
and others for whom this is being written are Nimitta to this Karya. At the
same time the feeling comes from within automatically without efforts. That
is also a Nimitta. I am aware that this is Shubha Bhav rising in me; instead
I should be more and more steadfastly immersed in my own true self. And
I am also aware that I am not having any thoughts or wish to discuss with
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you about your worldly family life like children,your other belongings or
possessions like clothes, ornaments etc. In fact this Shubha Bhav of
imparting this knowledge to others is also called Shubha Aparadh i.e.
pious fault.
Somebody erects temples, some others publish scriptu"res,
somebody gives donations for such things or somebody helps in
spreading Jain philosophy. In ·such ·cases we do praise them for doing
these things. At that time the person doing it and also one who is praising
him should always be aware that all these t~ings ar~ taking place because
of the eligibility of the respective Paramanu"in each of the Karya. And he is
not Karla of these things.
I

After listening to this discussion about Mmitta you will. start
questioning by asking, 'Should we give donations to such causes or not?
Should we r.iotat lea~t enjoy the pleasure of preparing and eating sweets?'
See, here again you are still stuck up in that same old misconception. One
has to accept any Nimitta in the form Nimitta only. Don't ever accept or
even consider it to be Karla. Nimitta always naturally, effortlessly' exists as
and when a particular Karya is takin·g place. There is no need or it is not
possible, to remove or do away with anything; nor can anything to be
brought abo'tit by specific efforts in any Kaiya.
Since time immemorable Jeev has this misconception that, 'I am
Karla of other substances or Karya of any other substances'. And he does
not stop there. He also further thinks that he is the enjoyer of those things.
I will tell you a simple way to find out whether we are Karla of any particular
Karya. The manifestation of the. existing Shakti i.e. capacity in any
particular attribute is called Paryay. This Paryay is called Karya by us. This
means that any Karya is in accordance with that particular attribute or
G_una. Now when we consider ourselves Karla of a particular Karya, just
try to find out whether our own attributes are manifested in that Karya. You
are pcoud that you are making very good· Chapatis. Do these Chapatis
manifest any of your attributes like, Dnyan, Darshan, Shraddha, Charitra·
etc.? It never happens. Then be sure that it is not your Karya.
Jeev not only considered himself to be Karla of any Karya, but also
believed that he is Bhokta or enjoyer of other substances and their Karya.
He considers Pudgalto be the object of his enjoyment. Since he considers
himself to be Bhokta of Pudgal substances, he thinks or questions that,
though he is not Karla of any sweetmeat prepared at lea~t is he not Bhokta
of that, once it is made? He thinks that he is enjoying the taste of that arid
is pleased or happy.by doing so. Now just think clearly and deeply, which
of the attributes of that sweet did enter in Jeev? Did any of the attributes of
touch, taste, smell, colour enter into Jeev? Does t~at sweet have the
attribute of pleasure or happiness which is manifested itself in Jeev?
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Jeev understood the taste of the sweet through his attribute of
knowledge. Did that Dnyan attribute manifest or modify itself into the form
of taste? Did it modify into any other attribute like smell, colour, touch etc.?
Had it happened that way Dnyan would have converted itself into Achetan
or without Chetana i.e. consciousness. While knowing or understanding
the nature of the sweet, Dnyan remained in its own Swachatushtaya in the
form of Dnayn itself. That sweet was Onyeya of Dnyan attribute of Jeev
and as Dnyeya remained in its own Swachatushtaya as sweet itself. If any
attribute can not do Karya or modification of entering from one substance
to another substance, then one substance can not be Karta or Bhokta of
any other substance.

The reflection of a fire in the mirror is the status or Paryay of that
mirror. Actually the fire does not enter the mirror. The attributes of fire
remained in fire and the attributes of mirror were in the mirror all the time.
In the same way Dnyan also while knowing any Dnyeya always remains as
Dnyan itself. It knows all the attributes and their manifestations in Dnyeya
through its own Shakti or capability. It never turns into or takes form of
Dnyeya. This ignorant Jeev considers Dnyeya as a part of himself i.e.
Ekatva Buddhi. He considers Dnyeya as his own possession i.e. Mamatva
Buddhi. He considers himself to be Karta of Dnyeya i.e. Kartutva Buddhi.
And also considers that he is the enjoyer of Dnyeya i.e. Bhoktrutva Buddhi.
And by doing all these things his own Mithyatva or fallacious belief
continues.
Jeev considered himself to be Karta of Karma and Nokarma i.e.
body, mind, speech etc. because he does not realise the Nimitta-Naimittik
relation between himself and these other things. And thereby believed this
relation of Karta and Karma with them. Karman Vargana on their own
manifest themselves in the form of Karma. And the passions like lust,
affection, aversion, anger of a Jeev are there in the form of Nimitta. This
manifestation of Karman Vargana takes place due to their own Upadan
Shakti and eligibility at that particular Samay. Jeev is not even in slightest
way their Karta. Only because passions of Jeev are present there at that
time as a Nimitta, ignorant people falsely believe that Jeev bonded that
Karma. And same in the case with Nokarma.

Always remember one basic rule. Karta is always of one's own Bhav
or Paryay. Nothing can be a Karta or Bhokta of any Paryay of any other
substance; though it can be a Nimitta to that Paryay. Since passions and
affections are Vibhavof Jeev Dravya, from that point of view Jeevcan be
said to be Karta of Raag Bhav. But it can never be the Karta of Karma-.
Similarly Jeevcan be said to be Bhokta of pleasure and pain or happiness
and sorrow, but it can never be Bhokta of Karma or any other substance.
Karma and Nokarma like body, mind, speech come into same
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Kshetra or space with Jeev. But Jeev considers himself Karta, Bhokta of
things like wife, son, relatives, or inanimate things like house, wealth, etc.
which are totally separate from him. Ignorant Jeevhas fallacious belief that
these things give him pleasure. But many a times these things are seen to
be Nimitta tor unhappiness of Jeev as w~ll.

It is not our aim or motive to establish relation or Sambandha with
Para by learning this Nimitta Naimittik Sambandha. In fact the only and
most important aim in this is to learn Bhed Vidnyan i.e. the separate and
independent existence of Swa and Para. Atma or Soul is Dnyan or
Chaitanya, and its manifestation or Karya never leaves its own nature of
being Chaitanya i.e. Chaitanya Swabhav. Atma is Karta and Bhokta of his
own Paryay. It is never Karta or Bhokta of any other substance or their
Paryay.
This i_s the way that each Karya takes place through or because of
Upadan Shakti which is existing in each substance where in that Karya is
taking place. And along with that Nimitta is always present there naturally
or without a_ny specific efforts. And by understanding and realising this
state of facts as it exists i.e. Vastu Vyavastha, and thereby establishing
and confirming with clear understanding the principles of this Vyavastha
~. Jeev becomes at peace with himself.
After: understanding the discussion about the different types of
Upadan Karan, I hope, your other doubts and queries about Karan-Karya
will also be clarified and answered.
Rest in my next letter.
Jai Jinendra.
Your

Mom.
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Upadan Karan
Letters

22nd May, 2001

Dear Reena & Mona,
Blessings & Best Wishes.
We are learning about Karan Karya · Vyavastha with the help of
Jinagam. We are discu: iJu~he concept of Karan. In scriptures it is said
'. It means any Karya takes place
in
that 'ct: i~Oll'Jfctl!ltf<fR
~
'
accordance with and following the Karan for that Karya. The nature of
Karya taking place is determined by the Karan of that Karya. Whenever a
Karya is taking place many different Karan come together. And we have to
decide that which is the main true Karan of that Karya i.e. which is the
Karta and which others are Nimitta, i.e. which are the favourable situations
to the Karya,
Acharya Amrutchandra in his commentary 'Atmakhyati' says, "that
which manifests is said to be Karta, manifestation itself is said to be Karma
or Karya and that actUal pro_cess of modification i.e. Kriya (~) all these
three things in fact I in reality are one and same thing. As an entity i.e.
Vastu they are only one. But to classify them in these three different forms
or by names is only Upchar i.e. way of saying. And from this to know that
one substance does Karya of some other substance is Mithya Dnyan. To
consider that Jeev does Karya of Pudgal such as body or Karma is Mithya
Dnyan. To believe in this fashion is MithyaDarshan. There can not even
be an Upchar of being Karta-Karma relationship between two different
substances."
Some one may say that two different Dravya may come together and
jointly do a Karya. Is it not so that a Karya takes place by Upadan and
Nimitta coming together ? On that Acharya says, "Two different Dravya
can never manifest jointly; they can not evolve one Paryay or Karya
together. There is never one Karya taking place by two Dravya coming
together."
One may raise a doubt and ask that is it not possible that Jeev
Dravya can do two Karya together, viz one Karya of evolving passions, like
attachments, aversions, and at the same time Karya of Karma Bandha. Is
it not true? But this is also impossible. Manifestations of Jeev Dravya are
Chaitanyaroop i.e. in the form of sentience, and that of Pudgal is Jadroop
(~) or physical, without any Chetana. Jeev has its manifestations in
the form of Jeev Bhav. It may be Swabhavroop i.e in its pure
Chetanaswaroop or Vibhavroop i.e. impure like Raag, Dvesh, Moha etc ..
At that time Pudgal Dravya.manifests itself in the form of material Karma
(Jad Karma) like Dnyanavaran.
Acharya further says," Since time immemorable, Jeevwith fallacious
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belief has always considered Jeevto be Karta of any Karma. He considers
that his phase of being in human form or Tiryanch or Dev form to be
himself. In other words he identifies himself with these different forms,
which are in reality truitation of Karma. And though this ignorance is there
since time immemorable, there is no reason to despair. Once Jeev
becomes aware of his Swabhav, which is pure Dnyan itself, then this Jeev
can attain Samyaktva in one Antarmuhurta only."
Till as such time Jeev keeps on believing that Karya takes place
because of Nimitta and he can not evolve a Karya because Nimitta is not
present, his belief and Dnyan or knowledge will be concentrating on the
other substances or Para. It will never turn away from them and
concentrate on himself or his true nature.
Each Dravya of all the existing infinite Dravya in this cosmos has its
own Upadan Shakti present in itself. And Karya of each of them is being
evolved due to that Shakti within it. It has been taking place since time
immemorable and will continue to take place till infinity. Manifestation of
each of all the infinite attributes in each Dravya is taking place.within that
attribute and due to its own Upadan Shakti.
Whether it is the minutest substance like Kaalanu and Paramanu,
which are Ek Pradeshi or it is Akash Dravya which is Anant Pradeshi, each
Dravya is self sufficient and complete in all respects. It does not need help
of any other substance for its eternal existence and its manifestation or
Karya taking place at each and every Samay. Each is full of its own Shakti
or capacity. In each of them there is this infinite capacity, eligibility or
richness. Each substance in itself is 'lshwar' i.e. God. This is the
supremacy or sovereignity of all the things or substances in this cosmos.
But to believe that there is only one lshwaror God or Supreme Sovereign
Power which is spread in the whole cosmos is wrong. It shows, indicates
one's ignorance.
This ignorant world considered lshwar to be Karta of all the other
things/substances. lshwar is believed to be Greater (Karta), Protector
(Dharta) and Destroyer (Harta) of this world. There is no such lshwar in
existence. There is not any Dravya existing which can do Karya of any one
else; or which can do good or harm, do help or destroy anything or anyone
else.
Karya, i.e. manifestation in the form of Paryay of each substance
takes place due to its intrinsic capacity. This is known as Upadan Karan.
We do see Karya taking place, at the same time we are aware of Nimitta
Karan of that Karya, but we were never aware of Upadan Shakti. Since it is
not visible or explicitly perceived; it is wrong to believe that it does not ,
exist.
In your student life many a times when you were in laboratory you
have observed things under microscope. We see only a spot of blood
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spread on a piece of glass by our naked eyes. But when you see it under
microscope you can see different parts such as red blood cells, white
blood cells etc. and their minute structures. Similarly we are not able to
fully understand, grasp the exact nature of the things as they exist in our
general knowledge. For that one has to study the scriptures or Agam, told
to us by Keva/ Dnyani as they have known through their Keva/ Dnyan.
Then with that vision of Agam we are able to see these things very clearly.
In Pravanchansar it is said that all the living creatures in this world
around us are having sensory organs to perceive or know i.e. they have
lndriya Chakshu (~ ~). Dev are having Avadhi Chakshu (~ ~)
i.e. they acquire knowledge through Avadhi Dnyan. Sadhu have Agam
Chakshu (3Tf1ll{ ~). It means they acquire knowledge through Agam or
scriptures. And Kevali Bhagwan have Sarvatha Chakshu (wfur ~).They
perceive and know through all the Atma Pradesh i.e. they have Keva/
Dnyan. They are Sarvadnya. While learning science in a laboratory we
never maintain that we will believe only those things which I am able to
perceive through my naked eyes. In fact we are always enthusiastic in
knowing more things in detail and thereby broadening our range of
knowledge by observing things under microscope.
Similarly by gaining knowledge through reading and studying
scriptures about this universe, six substances, Prayojanbhoot seven
fundamental principles, Karan Karya Vyavastha and many more things
regarding these, we become aware and then know of the true state of facts
as they exist i.e. Vastu Vyavastha. We see very clearly the true nature of
our own self. And only when we do not have any doubts about our true
nature and also about the path leading to its experience and have become
clearly aware of it, then only we can realy concentrate and get totally
engrossed into our own true nature (Swa Swaroop); and thereby
experience the Shuddhatmanubhuti or Samyak Darshan.
The real meaning of Agam or scriptures is to be understood in
accordance with the statement from Agam itself. The meaning should be
coherent with all the other statements and should not contradict with each
other. You can not say, "I think so" and try to apply one's own opinions and
conjunctions to it. In school when we solve a problem from our maths book
we tally our answers with those given at the end of the book. And if it does
not, we do try to solve the problem again and again. We do take help from
our friends and teachers.
Similarly Siddhant from Agam are to be understood as they are
stated. If we are not able to grasp their real true meaning and if they are not
in accordance with the decisions made by us with our own intellect, then
we have to ask about it to other knowledgeable teacher or other
Swadhyayi like us. And will have to reconsider, rethink, till we get exact
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meaning and come to the decision as stated in the scriptures.
We always try to find out the reasons or Karan of any incident that
takes place in our life. And most of the time what we are looking at are
Nimitta, and that too only Bahirang Nimitta. Because we do not know and
are not even aware of Upadan Karan. We do not understand and realise
Antarang Nimitta such as evolution and fruitation of Karma etc. When one
hears about the death of a person usually he asks the questions such as
what happened or what was the reason of his death ? And thereafter a
continuous series of questions and answers, starts. Usually, it goes on as
this- 'What was the sickness?', 'Who was the doctor treating him?' 'In
which hospital he was admitted?,'' What were the medicines prescribed?'
etc. If the person has died in an accident, 'How did the accident take
place?' 'Who was driving the car?' 'Did it dash against some other car?'
etc. This is how the life in general and the behaviour of people in it goes on.
But you can see how much anxiety and stress or unhappiness is behind it.
On the top of that one gets advice and opinions such as, 'you should
not have consulted that doctor' or 'this particular medicine should have
been given', or 'the treatment was not started in time' etc. And because of
this our unhappiness and anxiety increases. But once you know the real
true reason then the anxiety diminishes and grief lowers down. Even in this
unhappy situation one's balance of mind is not disturbed.
Jeev takes and stays in a particular phase or his Paryay due to his
own eligibility, and the change in that Paryay also takes place because of
his own eligibility as well. This is Upadan- Yogyata of that Jeev. Such as a
Jeevgoes from Manushya Paryayor human phase and enters Dev Paryay
or Dev phase. This is due to Upadan - Yogyata of that Jeev. At that
moment human Ayu Karma withers and comes to an end. And in the very
next moment Ayu Karma of new phase starts evolving. This Ayu Karma is
bonded in one's earlier phase of life. And one can not do any change in this
present Ayu.
To say this with respect of Nimitta, till as such time Ayu Karma is
having its fruitation, death can not occur. And once the present Ayu Karma
has ceased then Jeevcan not be in this phase even for one more Samay.
In Samaysar it is said, "O Jeev, you can not give Ayu to other Jeev
nor can you take away Ayu from others. Then how far is the belief and
egoistic notion that ' I can save someone else or kill somebody' is proper ?"
While discussin~ or listening to the discussion about Upadan many a
people have this doubt in their mind, 'Upadan is ever present in any
substance; but Karya took place only when Nimitta presented itself there.
Is it not so? The beans were there stored in a jar and nothing happened to
them. But only when they were kept submerged in water for few hours,
then only they were sprouted. Je~'' has attribute of Shraddha since time
immemorable. But it turned to this path of salvation and achieved Samyak
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Darshan only after he got Upadesh of this path or·nad Deshar1a Labdhi. Is it
not so f'
This misunderstanding takes place only because we do not have
proper knowledge of Upadan and its types. For that we will try to know and
understand names and nature of different types of Upadan.
There are two types of Upadan. (1) Trikali Upadan (~ ~)
and (2) Kshanik Upadan (~ ~).
The substance or an attribute which manifests itself into its Paryay
i.e. Karya, that substance or the attribute is called as ' Trikali Upadan' of
that Karya. That substance has at all the times, this Shakti i.e. capacity to
manifest itself into that particular Paryay. And at the same time along with
this capacity there is 'Kshanik Upadan', which determines which Karya will
take place at what particular time. This is also known as Niyamak (f.Rmrcn)
of the Karya i.e. deciding factor of a Karya. The word Kshanik means just
tor a moment or fo r one Samay. There are two different types of this as
well.
Anantarpurva Kshanavarti Paryay (~~~) It means
the Paryay which was existing immediately prior to the present
Samay.
(2) Eligibility of that Paryay at that particular Samay.
Whenever a Karya takes place, the earlier Paryay withers away and
Karya or that particular Paryay at that particular moment, which we are
considering as present Karya, takes place.
Suppose in a particular substance Paryay nos. 101, 102, 103 .... 109,
11 O are taking place in that sequence. When the particular Karya of say
110th Paryay takes place, in that Karya the attribute of the substance is
Trikali Upadan ; and Kshanik Upadan is of two types.
(1) Withering away of 109th Paryay is Karan and evolving of 110th
Paryay is Karya. This is called as Kshanik Upadan Karan in the form of
withering away of Anantarpurva Kshanavarti Paryay.
But no Paryay can evolve from any other Paryay. Because a Paryay
which itself is withering away, how can another Paryay be evolved from its
Abhav? Paryay always evolves in Dravya.
In Kartikeyanupreksha scripture it is said that substance in the form
of Anantarpurva Parinam is Karan and the same substance in the form of
Anantaruttar Parinam is Karya itself. Anantarpurva means earlier Paryay.
Paryay that has taken place without having any gap between that and
present Paryay is Anantarpurva Paryay.
An (3H) • Antar (~) means no-distance or gap.
(2) Karya took place because of the eligibility and capacity of that
particular Paryay. It is known as Kshanik Upadan Karan in the form of
eligibility of that Paryay of that particular Samay.

(1)
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Paryayno. 110 follows Paryay 109. i.e. It took place following Paryay
109. Again Paryay 109 took place following Paryay 108 and so on.
A particular Paryay evolves at a particular moment due to its own
eligibility. But it also takes place by withering away of the particular earlier
Paryay. It means that earlier Paryay is also predecided. And the one
before that as well and so on. In other words there is a sequence of one
Paryay withering away and the evolvement of the next one and withering
away of that and evolution of the next one. And this sequence of many
such Paryayconstitutes a particular Karya at a particular moment. It is also
called Vidhi (fcmi). The evolution of Karya takes place through this specific
system and process. This is called 'Purushartha'.
110th Paryay evolved at a particular time; and not only that, but it
evolved in a particular fashion or through a particular process. And the
sequence of continuous Paryay before that is Karan in it. Samyak Darshan
is attained or evolved at a specific time. But before that there is a specific
predestined predetermined sequence of Paryay. The steadily increasing
pure Parinam evolving before that is known as Karan Labdhi \C6<'!1<"1f<ll!I).
Samyaktva is always preceeded by Karan Labdhi. In this there are three
Karan.
Addhakaran (~:qj'(UT),
Apurvakaran (31'£ciC6(Ui)
and
Anivruttikaran (atf.:i<';!focti<OI). They have also fixed sequence in this order
as they are mentioned.
Jeev attaining Karan Labdhi attains four other Labdhi before that.
Tbeir sequence is as follows :- (1) Kshayopasham Labdhi (~H114~1q<"lf<il!I)
(2) Vishuddhi Labdhi (fql(jfog:{Ylf<ll!I) (3) Oeshana Labdhi (~~141Hf<il!I) and
(4) Prayogya Labdhi (Slil!"11t1Hf<il!I) . Karan Labdhi is attained only after
these four Labdhi. But people who believe that Niyati or particular moment
is the only deciding factor in evolvement of any Karya, always believe and
say that Karya of Samyak Darshan will take place at the particular time or
Samay destined for that. And they do not consider that before this takes
place the other Labdhi which we have seen here have also to evolve.
In Kshanik Upadan Karan both the things are included; namely
withering away of Anantarpurva Kshanavarti Paryay, and the eligibility of
the particular Paryayto evolve at that particular Samay which is Karan and
actual evolution of that Paryay which is Karya. Understand this very
carefully. Here the eligibility of evolving at the particular Samay is called
Karan and the Paryay itself is called Karya.
Each Paryay has in itself eligibility to evolve at a specific Samay.
That eligibility is not created by some body else, and it does not change
due to external circumstances. Each Paryay in the continuous flow or
sequence of Paryay which are evolving in each substance without any
beginning or an end evolves at its own specific Samay due to its intrinsic
eligibility. In Pravanchansar it is called as Janmakshan (~)or specific
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moment of birth of that Paryay. That is why this Upadan Karan is called
'Samartha Upadan Karan'(m :aq1<;HCfii{Oi) i.e. 'capable Upadan Karan'.
Trikali Upadan is existing at all the time. If we consider that to be Samartha
Karan, then a specific Karya has to evolve at all the time. But it does not
happen that way.
We can define Samartha Upadan Karan as follows. 'That without
which Karya can not take place and because of whose presence Karya
does take place is called Samartha Upadan Karan.'
Samartha Upadan is definitely the entity which makes Paryay to
evolve ('\if.1C6). Because of it same Karya takes place of which that
Samartha Upadan Karan is Karan. And any other Nimitta which is present
there at that Samay, does not have capacity or potentiality to evolve that
Karya. But as it is an indicator of the Karya which is taking place due to its
Upadan it is called Nimitta.
In other words this means that Trikali Upadan is not Niyamak Karan
of a Karya, but Kshanik Upadan is the only Niyamak Karan of a Karya. And
due to this Niyamak Karan itself a specific Karya takes place with certainty.
Then the question a•ises, " If this is the state of facts, where is the
necessity of mentioning and learning about Trlkali Upadan?"
Upadan is intrinsic capacity i.e. Nija Shakti (R\Jl~lf(kl). This capacity
is of two types, Dravya Shakti and Paryay Shakti. Dravya Shakti denotes
or indicates which specific Karya will take place in which specific Dravya.
The manifestations or Paryay of attributes of Shraddha, Dnyan, Sukh can
take place or evolve in Jeev Dravya and not in any other Dravya.
That is why the Upadan Karan of those Paryay or Karya is Jeev
Dravya. This is called Dravya Shakti.
And that which denotes or decides which Karya will take place at
which specific Samay is Paryay Shakti. This is Niyamak of time. Paryay
Shakti is the withering away of Anantarpurva Kshanavarti Paryay and
eligibility of the Paryay to evolve at that Samay. And both these together
are called Kshanik Upadan. This is the Niyamak of Karya.
If we have to mention both Trikali Upadan and Kshanik Upadan in
one phrase we can call it, "Dravya Shaktipossessing Paryay Shakti' . If we
have to mention Nimitta also along with it, we can say, "Dravyashakti
possessing particular Paryay Shakti along with Nimifta". Nimitta is also
called 'Sahakari Karan' because it coexists with the particular Karya.
In scriptures like 'Tattvartha Rajvartik ' this is discussed in details.
Here we can again consider the example of an earthen pot evolving out of
the clay. In this, clay is Trikali Upadan Karan. Kshanik Upadan is that of
clay which is about to manifest itself in the form of the pot. The stick or the
wheel, the efforts of the potter are all Nimitta. Only a specific type of clay
can be transformed into a pot. We can not make a pot out of clay in the
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form of sand. That is why day is Upadan and the stick, wheel etc. are all
Nimitta.
This is the discussion about Trikali Upadan. Now let us see which are
Kshanik Upadan. Clay mixed with water, its lump all th~se manifestations
of clay are not Kshanik Upadan of the pot. But only that clay which is about
to transform itself in the form of the pot in the very next Samay is the
Kshanik Upadan. And the wheel, the stick with which the wheel is moved
and the potter himself are considered to be its Nimitta, only while this
Karya namely manifestation of pot is taking place. In other words though
these things are existing at all other times they are Nimitta while the Karya
is taking place; and not at any other time. If somebody says Karya takes
place because of Upadan only and at that time presence of Nimitta is not
at all necessary then that is also wrong .
Whenever a specific Karya is taking place there is Dravya Shakti
possessing particular Paryay Shakti, and at the same time Nimitta
favourable to that Karya is always found to be present there as a rule. It is
never possible that Nischay Upadan is there and no Nimitta is found at that
time.
During this discussion we learnt or saw that Trikali Upadan is
deciding factor of Swabhavor basic ability of a substance and its attribute.
It determines which Karya can take place in which substance and more so
in which particular attribute of that substance. Anantarpurva Kshanavarti ,
Paryay, which is a type of Kshanik Upadan Karan is the deciding factor of
the process of Karya taking place. It is known as Vidhi (fufu') o~
Purushartha (~). And another type of Kshanik Upadan namely
eligibility of Paryay manifesting at that Samay is the deciding factor of the
time and Karya.
Whenever Karya takes place it happens due to Upadan and at that
time presence of Nimitta is very natural or without any effort. One does not
have to keep on looking out for Nimitta. We need not get anxious and
worried as to how the Nimitta will be available at that time . Karya does not
take place because of or in accordance with Nimitta. But when a Karya
takes place other things are called Nimitta according to that Karya. Karya
is always of one Samay and at that time some Paryay of some other
substance is there as a Nimitta. And that Paryay is also of one Samay.
From this it is evident that Nimitta - Naimittik relation is always between
two specific Paryayof two substances, and that too is for one Samay only.
One specific incident can be a Nimitta to various different Karya
taking place in different Jeev. A body of a woman lying at a place can
evolve different emotions in different Jeev. Some one will feel pity towards
it, some other will have passion of lust, looking at that same body. If that
Nimitta was the cause of the Kaiya of each Jeev then every one should
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have same feelings. But it r.ever happens in that way.
Pt. Todarmalji says that, Para Dravya does not disturb or spoil our
feeling and create passions. Whenever we have passions Para Dravya is
only external Nimitta. To blame Para Dravya in this fashion is Mithya Bhav
or Mithyatva.
Nimitta does not forcefully do anything in Upadan and similarly
Upadan also does not forcefully gather or avoid Nimitta. The relation
between the two is very natural and comes about without any effort from
anything.
Not only Para Dravya does not do or does not have any part in
Swabhav Paryay of Jeev, but even in Vibhav Paryay of Jeev its
participation is negated. True Dev, Guru or Shastra do not give us
Samyaktva. But even then the Real Right Belief about them is called
Samyak Darshan. Because unless one knows the true nature of them,
unless one definitely concludes about the true nature of Vastu Swaroop,
one does not know the path of salvation and start progressing on it.
Jeev which has intense urge to know one's own Atma easily finds
knowledgeable Guru or Satpurush. And through the preachings of that
Satpurush Jeev realises that he is real Dnyani. And then he is sure within
himself that through the preachings of this Satpurush he will get the
knowledge of Right path. But one should not get anxious or worried,
thinking that he is not finding such a Dnyani person. Once his own ability
increases then he can identify a Dnyani person as a Dnyani. He may be
knowing that person even before that as a ordinary person in any other
capacity or relation. But he knows or realises him as Dnyani only after his
own capacity increases to that level.
In the book 'Nimitta Upadan' Dr.Hukamchandji Bharill says, "When a
Jeevcomes to a stage where he is about to achieve Moksha or salvation in
near future, then automatically he has interest in knowing his Atma, and
this interest in turn inspires him to search for Bhagwan Atma and
enlightened persons who have evolved Dnyan of the true nature of Atma.
And while being in the company or constant touch with such a person his
interest in Atma gets extraordinary power or intensity. And all his attention
in the form of study or learning, his thoughts and his mind get diverted from
the other things. i.e. Para to his own self. The intensity of the interest and
strength of this Purushartha not only diverts his attention towards his pwn
Swabhav, but it also diverts his Paryay of Dnyan attribute and
concentration towards his own Atma. This natural and effortless coming
together of Nimitta and Upadan creates a strong and firm foundation to
achieve Samyak Darshan, while going from Deshana Labdhi to Karan
Labdhi."
Despite such effortless togetherness of Nimitta and Upadan, two
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different substances manifest or modify in themselves due to their own
ability. Though passions like attachments, hatred, lust etc. are Nimitta to
the bonding of Karma which is Pudgal, here the Shatkarak (t:l{CfllVll) of
Paryay of Jeev are different and independent and Shatkarak of Paryay of
Pudgal in the form of Karma are independent.
Don't be confused or worried by reading these new names and
terminologies. I am aware that in this discussion of different types and sub
types of Upadan you may get confused by listening to new terminologies.
We will discuss Shaktarak in our next letter.
But before that the discussion we had about Nimitta Upadan and
applied that to the example of clay and pot made out of it, now you try to
apply the same to various other examples such as in making Chapati ,
making of gold necklace and evolving of Divyadhvani etc .. Let me tell you
we were taught this subject by Pt. Kailashchandji from Bulandshahar in
1976. And he used to give us homework. We would do it at night till almost
2.00 a.m. Because he used to conduct classes throughout the day in three
sessions. And this was going on, not for 4-5 days or few weeks, but it went
on continuously for three months. This is how we learnt at that time. That
time household duties, medical practice, both of you were too young and
were to be looked after, there were always 20-25 people at home to be
cared for, and kitchen to be run for all these people. But by doing all these
things everybody in the house including your grand parents, your uncles
and aunts used to attend these lectures with great enthusiasm . Similarly if
you show your enthusiasm in learning these things, my enthusiasm will be
more and more in teaching you.
I used to teach in our class, with the help of the book, "Nimittopadan"
for one and half hour daily recently. I am sending a set of 12 audio
cassettes of 90 minutes each of these lectures to both of you. Listen to
them very carefully. Since the subject is explained there in more details
and repeatedly with the help of different examples, you will be able to
grasp it perfectly. This topic is very important for the correct and proper
understanding and coming to correct conclusion about the Tattva i.e.
Tattva Nirnay.
I am confident that once you understand the correct nature of Nimitta
and Upadan, the discussion about five Samavay, Shatkarak etc. in next
letters will be easily followed by you.
With Best Wishes.
Jai Jinendra.
Your

Mom.
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Shatkarak
Letter 9

2nd June, 2001

Dear Reena & Mona,
Blessings & Best Wishes.
While discussing Karan Karya Vyavastha, we have learnt in details
the Nimitta and Upadan Karan. Usually we see a Karya taking place but
since we do not have correct knowledge about the real cause, or who is
the Karak of that Karya some people consider lshwar, or some others
consider fate and others consider Nimitta to be Karan of any Karya.
Thereby with the feeling and imagining that they are all governed by these,
consider themselves to be mere puppets in their hands. And while trying to
gain certain things or avoid some others which they think to be Nimitta,
they are continuously indulging in the constant chain of passions l_ike
attachments and aversions. All these things lead to the perpetual cycle of
birth and death.
Till today we found four Karan of any Karya namely - (1) Nimitta
Karan (2) Trikali Upadan Karan (3) Anantarpurva Kshanavarti Paryayroop
Kshanik Upadan Karan and (4) Yogyataroop Kshanik Upadan Karan of
that Paryay at that particular Samay. These Karan are also called Karak.
In Jinavani all the discriptions or preachings are done in two different
types or styles. (1) Aupacharik Kathan (aflQillRq) ~ and (2) Yathartha
Kathan of Vastusthiti. In other words (1) statements describing things in
daily practical language and (2) statements about things as they are or as
they exist.

Aupacharik Kathan is a statement for the sake of it or just to indicate
a situation. In reality it may not be as it is stated. This is also known as
Vyavahar Kathan. The other type of statement is Yathartha Kathan or
Nischay Kathan. At times the point or subject which is most important or
prominent in the present discussion is called Nischay and the other
secondary subject is called Vyavahar.
Don't get confused by reading the discussion about Nischay and
Vyavahar in this present topic of Karak. We are just mentioning and
discussing it to the point which is necessary for the present subject. And
then we w ill go on with our main topic.
In Moksha Marga Prakashak it is said, "That which is important or
. main topic is Nischay and that which is secondary or less important is
Vyavahar."
When we read a statement that Karya takes place by Nimitta, we
should be aware that this is Upcharor Vyavahar Kathan. As against that,
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Karan No.(2) we have seen earlier namely Trikali Upadan Karan is the
Karta of a Karya is a statement of Nischay.

Now when we will compare between Karan No.2. and No.3 then the
statement that Trikali Upadan is Karta .becomes Vyavahar Kathan and to
state that Anantarpurva Kshanavarti Paryayroop Kshanik Upadan is Karta
will be a Nischay Kathan. And now you must have already realised the
next step. That is, when we are comparing Karan No. 3 with Karan No. 4,
to call Anantarpurva Kshanavarti Paryayroop Kshanik Upadan to be a
Karta is Vyavahar Kathan and to call Kshanik Upadan in the form of
eligibility of the Paryay of that particular Samay to be the Karta is Nischay
Kathan.
You will realise one thing from the above discussion, that while
learning and understanding the nature of Nimitta we address it as Karan.
But when we wanted to divert our attention from Nimitta in order to free
ourselves from entanglement with Nimitta and establish its different
existence as Para Dravya from the Karya, we are told that Karya takes
place because of Trikali Upadan. But to make one aware as to which
Karya takes place when and the process of it taking place a person is told
about the Vidhi or the process i.e. Purushartha and eligibility of Paryay of
that Samay as Karan of that Karya. And thereby our ignorance about the
Karan is cleared.
Withering away of the earlier Paryay and the eligibility of the Paryay
of the same present Samay, these both Kshanik Upadan are existing in
this present one Samay. Because of this fact our attention is diverted from
those Paryay in the past as well as those future Paryay which are yet to
come and we realise that the eligibility of this present Paryay in this very
Samay is the true Karta of the Karya taking _place at this present Samay.
In fact the four Karan which we discussed now are called Karta
Karak. l can visualise the next question coming from you. You may ask," If
these are Karta Karak, are there any other types of Karak? If so what are
they? And at the same time better let us know their definitions as well."
We have already seen that Karya means Paryay, status, or stage,
manifestation, Kriya. That which is creator of Kriya or the actual
manifestation, or that which evolves or produces Karya is called Karak.
Only that which is in some form or other Prayojak or helpful cause in any
Karya is called Karak. And nothing else can be said to be so.
With reference to any Karya six basic questions may arise. And in the
answers to these six questions, we find six Karak. They are - (1) Who did
the Karya? - Karta (cnol) did (2) What Karya was done? - Karma (qj1f). •
(3) Karya was done with which instruments or facilities ? - Karan ('Cfi'm)
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(4) For whom the Karya was done? - Sampradan (~). (5) Karya was
done or evolved out of what ? - Apadan (~) and (6) With whose
support this Karya was done ? - Adhikaran (~) .
From this one realises that there are six types of Karak namely : (1) Karta (2) Karma (3) Karan (4) Sampradan (5) Apadan and
(6) Adhikaran.
These can be described in the form of six questions. (1) Who ?
(subject) (2) What? (Object) (3) With what? (tools or instruments) (4) For
whom? (5) Out of what? (basic substance) and (6) With whose support?
Now let us see the definitions of these six Karak (1)

Karta Karak - That which manifests itself independently on its own is
Karta.

(2)

The manifestation evolved by the Karla is called Karma or actual
Karya.

(3)

The best tools for the Karya or manifestation is called Karan.

(4)

That to whom Karya is presented I given is called Sampradan.

(5)

That everlasting permaMnt substance through which Karya ·is
evolved is called Apadan.

(6)

That with whose support Karya is done is called Adhikaran.

In commentary of Panchastikaay Gatha 62 it is stated that in each
Paryay of each substance all these six Karak exist together. Jeev and
Padgal substances manifest themselves in the form of either Swabhav or
Vibhav Paryay. In these manifestations, Paryay has its own six Karak
present in itself. Those Paryay don't need help from any Nimitta or any
other Karak from outside.
To let us understand as to what or which things are Nimitta.
Scriptures call substances other than the substance in which Karya is
taking place or different Nimitta as Karak as well. Here we have to
definitely bear in mind that these are Vyavahar Karak.
Let us take the example of pot and potter we have seen earlier. There
potter is Karta, the pot is Karma or object, the wheel, the stick etc. is Karan
or instrument, the pot was made for the person storing water, so that
person is Sampradan. Next the soil was taken from the basket in which it
was stored, so the basket becomes Apadan and the floor on which all
these things were resting i.e. the floor was the support for making pot,
therefore it is Adhikaran.
Let us take one more example. I was preparing Ladoo (a sweet). So
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I am Karta. Your son Rohit asked me, "Grandma, what are you doing?"
I told him, "Ladoo", which is Karma. Next question was "with what?"
The answer was "with the spoon and other utensils". So they are Karan.
"For whom are you making them ?" For you, Rohan, Riya and Soham. All
these grand children are Sampradan. "Out of what are you doing them ?''.
"I am taking out floor from the tin in which it is kept". So the tin becomes
Apadan. And last question was "What is this in which you are preparing
them?". " I am preparing them in a Thali". So that Thaliis Adhikaran.
In these examples each Karak is a seperate thing. That is why they
can be called Bhinna Karak (N;:f ~). Bhinna means 'seperate' or 'other
than'. Here Karta is one thing, Karma is another, Karan is third thing,
Sampradan is one more seperate thing and lastly Apadan and Adhikaran
are also two seperate things other than the earlier four things. And despite
that they are not real Karak of the Karya of making pot or Ladoo. That is
why they are Vyavahar Karak.
In the explanation on Gatha 16 of Pravachansar it is said, "In reality
or as the state of facts exist, one substance can never be a Karla of any
other substance. That is why these six Vyavahar Karak are in fact false or
not true. To mention them as Karak is only Aupacharik Kathan i.e. for the
sake of saying it. In reality, as a Nischay, no one substance can have
relation of being a Karak with any other substance."
Here it is obvious to have the next _question in one's mind. 'If
Vyavahar Karak are not true Karak then which are the real true Karak? or
which are Nischay Karak ?' Let us apply this query to our famous example
of making of pot.
The clay in itself independently manifests in the form of a pot. So clay
is Karla. Pot is a Karma; in other words pot is clay in another form. So clay
itself is Karma, clay transformed itself in the form of pot through its own
Parinaman Swabhav or its natural power I capacity to manifest. That is
why it is its own Karan. Clay did transform in the form of pot for its own
sake, so it is its Sampradan as well. Further clay on its own, from within got
rid of its stage of a lump of clay and transformed into a pot, and at the same
time its true nature of being clay remained intact, that is why clay is itself
Apadan. And lastly the whole process of clay transforming or manifesting
itself in pot took place with the support of its own. So it is its own Adhil<aran.
In this way all the six Karak, in reality are existing in the substance.
And they belong to the substance itself. These are Abhinna Karak (~
~). A - Bhinna i.e. not separate. In reality one substance can not help
any other substance. Substance itself does Karya. The Karya also is in the
form of its own manifestation , it is done by itself without any other external
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instrument, for its own sake, from within itself, and by the support also from
itself. And that is why these Nischay Karak are the ultimate true Karak.
Each ·substance is complete and independent in itself and has infinite
capacity or Shakti in itself. And because of this Shakti substance itself
becomes its own six Karak and is capable of doing its own Karya. In doing
that no other external thing can be of even slightest help.
These six Karak are existing in each Samay. What are these Karak?
Are they substances, attributes or Paryay? These six Karak are common
attributes present in all the substances. They are present in Jeev, Pudga/,
Dharma, Adharma, Akash, and Kaai. Samaysar scripture describes 47
Shakti of Atma. There also these six Shakti namely Kanru Shakti, Karma
Shakti, Karan Shakti, Sampradan Shakti, Apadan Shakti and Adhikaran
Shakti are mentioned.
Six Karak are attributes, and their manifestations are also
continuously going on as in case of any other attribute. While a substance
is evolving its Paryay, each attribute of the substance manifests at each
$amay in the form of its own Paryay. And these Paryay vary each time.
Similarly the Paryay of Karak attribute also vary in ~ach different Paryay of
'the substance. Therefore it is said that six Karak of each Paryay are
seperate and independent and they vary. Many a people have this doubt
or question namely, 'If a substance is pure or Shuddha at all the times,
forever, then how can its Paryay become impure ?' This can be
understood now. Since each Paryay has its own independent six Karak it
manifests as per the eligibility I Yogyata of that particular Paryay of that
particular Samay. So whether a particular Paryay is Shuddha i.e. Swabhav
Paryay or Ashuddha i. e. Vibhav Paryay is determined by the six Karak of
that particular Paryay itself.
But Jeev evolves attachment or aversion about some other
substance because he believes that substance is responsible for so called
good or bad things happening in his life. In fact these passions of
. attachments or aversion arise because of their own six Karak and not due
to any other Para Padanha i.e. substance. Also it does not happen
because of the fruitation of Charitra Mohaniya Karma. Because Karma is a
Paryay of Pudgal and passion is Paryay of Jeev. Though there is Nimitta
Naimittik relation between the two, there is no Kana Karma relation.
In Samaysar Kalash 49 it is said that unless there is Vyapya - Vyapak
relation there can not be Kana Karma relation. Don't get worried by these
new names. Let us understand their meaning. ·
That which is spread or which pervades throughout in all its
manifestations is Vyapak. And a specific manifestation is its Vyapya. That
means substance is Vyapak and its Paryay is its Vyapya. Clay is Vyapak
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and the pot and all other manifestations are Vyapya. Since Paryay is a
5tate of the substance and either can not be considered as a seperate
entity from the other one, substance spreads or pervades in Paryay and in
turn Paryay is pervaded by the substance. In this way Vyapya - Vyapak
relation exists in one inseperable existence of substance and its Paryay;
And this relation never exists in two different substances.
Karta Karma relation can exist only where this Vyapya Vyapakstatus
or relation exists. Without Vyapya Vyapak relation, Karta Karma relation
can not be there.
Pudgalsubstance is Vyapak in its own Paryayand Jeevis Vyapakin
its own Paryay. But a stage where Jeev is Vyapak and body is its Vyapya
can never happen. No substance can ever leave its own Chatushtaya and
enter Chatushtaya of any other substance. It can not spread or pervade in
Para Dravya, Para Kshetra, Para Kaai and Para Bhav. That is why, 'I' or
Jeev substance is not Karta of any thing else. ' I ' am not anybody else'.s
Karya as well. There is Akarya Karanatva Shakti (a!Cfil<iCfiHOl(Cf ~) in
~ach substance. Each substance is Akarya and Akaran of any other
substance.
No one is Karya of any other substance and similarly, it is not Karan
as well. It just can not be one.
'l can do something good or bad to some other substance, and some
other substance does the same to me. Because of Karma I continue to
entangle in the cycle of birth and death. I have passions li ke attachment
and aversion due to Karma.' All such beliefs are Mithyatva. It is ignorance.
Statements like, "Karya can not take place without Nimitta" or "Karya takes
place because of proper Nimitta", are statements of Vyavahar Naya or
A upacharic Kathan i.e . a way of saying. To believe that to be a Nischay
Ka than or a statem~nt of truth is also Mithyatva or ignorance.
Just as a pot can be made out of clay and no cloth or garment can be
made out of it, similarly each substance can be Karta of its own Bhav or
Paryay but it is impossible for it to become Karta of Paryay of Para Dravya
or Karya of Para Dravya. Despite this being the state of fact a person who
believes that Atma does Karya of its own and that of Pudgal as well is
Mithya Drishti.
No substance can be Karta of any other substance. All substances
manifest according to their own Swabhav. This foolish, stupid Jeev
unnecessarily has passions like attachment and aversion and becomes
anxious and unhappy.
Many a times other substances manifest themselves the way which
we wish them to do so. But even then they do not manifest in that fashion
l ·
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because of our wishes. They do so because of their own Swabhav of
manifestation. But ignorant Jeev fa!s!y believes that he has done that
Karya and thereby strengthens his fallacious belief of being Karta of Para
Dravya.
A child while holding on to an already moving cart thinks that he is
driving the cart.
Each one of us have to think and introspect as to whether we are also
having same fallacious bt;?lief.
You may say, "We are doing all sorts of work in the house from
morning till late at night and now you are saying that not even one job or
Karya is done by us ? Sweeping, cleaning, cooking, washing of linen and
utensils, looking ·after children's needs and on the top of .that our busy
profession; if we are not doing all these things then who else is doing all
that ? 0. K. if you say so, I will not do any of these jobs from tom morrow and
then let me see how do they take place ?"
O.K., have you finished your argument ? Now be little calm and
understand it clearly. How can you stop doing or get rid of doing jobs,
which in the first place you were not actually doing, in fact which you were
unable to do ? By saying that you will not do them now you are showing
your fallacious belief that you were able to do them. My dears, don't get
angry or annoyed. Since in this human phase Jeev has his Ekatvabuddhi
or oneness in this Paryayof two different kinds of substances i.e. Asaman
Jatiya Dravya Paryay (.::M'El¥U4;j!lffl~ ~ ~') , he thinks that actually he
does the activities of this body. And this belief is there since time
immemorable.
Acharya out of pity or compassion towards us are showing us the
right path of our benefit or well being by explaining us the Karan Karya
Vyavastha of all the substances in this world and the mystery lying behind
it. " I am miserable and unhappy due to my fallacious belief and passions
arising in me due to that belief. And Upadesh or preaching of Jinagam is
the only thing which will show me the right path of ultimate Bliss. No other
way can lead me to that". Have total and steady faith in this statement. If
you really accept this preaching with clear and open mind and correctly
understand the crux or vital points of that, then you will also achieve this
very simple, easy and independently achievable path.

Once you understand the mistery of Jinagam, then you will also
experience your own Dnyata Drishta Swabhav. All the jobs which you
have described above as being done by you will keep on happening. But
then you will feel that they are happening and are not being done by you.
The feeling or belief of being Karta of Para i.e. any substance other than
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your ownself will go away. You will establish oneness ih your Dnyata
Drishta Swabhav. And thereby you will achieve natural and effortless Sukh
or Bliss. Don't look at these preachings as your mother's nagging at you.
And don't just cram the terminology and definitions of the concepts told in
the scriptures, but look at these preachings as invaluable Upadesh from
Acharya given as per Divyadhvani of Sarvadnya.
The Upadesh from Acharya is sometimes given to the beginners and
at that stage it is in the form of Upcharor VyavaharKathan, which they are
able to understand as they are familier with this type of language. At some
other time it is given to make us understand and realise the nature of
Nimitta. And at times it is in the form of Nischay Kathan to discuss the true
nature of things as they exist. We have to realise this distinction and
understand the proper meaning underlying these Upadesh.
Let's come back to our original discussion and see the nature of six
Karak in detail.

Karts Karak : In Karta Karak four types of Karak namely Nimitta,
Trikali Upadan, Anantarpurva Kshanavarti Paryay and eligibility of Paryay
of that Samay are told and discussed. If somebody considers only the
eligibility of Paryay of that Samay to be Karta Karak of any Karya and
negates all other Karak then it will be wrong. Because it is the state of facts
as it exists that whenever a Karya takes place, all the four Karta Karak are
always present. And here one has to realise that true Karak i.e. Niyamak
Karta of Karya is the eligibility of Paryay of that Samay.
In the definition of Karta, the words "that which does its Karya
independently" appear. And in that the word 'independently' is the most
important word. If that word is not there then it may mean that some other
substance also is Karta of a Karya. For example - 'The Chapati was done
out of or because of the flour as well as the person preparing it', or 'the pot
was made .by the clay as well as the potter', 'words are produced by
Bhasha Vargana as well as Jeev' or 'this formation of written letters is
done by the ink as well as me.' These situations may arise.
Here you may query - "Jeev evolves Kashaya like passions of
attachments and aversions on his own without any external help from
anything else ? And it is not his Swabhav but Vibhav Paryay". This is
answered in Panchastikay as follows, "Jeev evolves Vibhav Paryay
through his Ashuddha or impure Upadan i.e. due to the eligibility of that
specific Paryay which is evolving at that particular Samay." And this is
done through six different Karak of that specific Paryay. But to emphasiz_e - the fact that this is not the Swabhav of Jeev, the Nimitta in the form of
fruitation of Dravya Karma is mentioned. Similarly Pudgal substance also
evolves in the form of Karma independently on its own and there Kashaya
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of Jeev in the form of passions like attachment and aversion are Nimitta.
When Jeev evolves Vibhav Paryay like lust, attachments, aversion
etc. due to his own eligibility, fruitation of Karma which was acquired earlier
· is Nimitta. Fruitation of Karma does not make Jeev dependent on it or the
evolvement of his passions is not subject to that fruitation. As we have
seen earlier there is only presence of Nimitta at that time.
Similarly when Karman Vargana evolves independently, by its own
eligibility, in the form of a Karma, at that time Mithyatva and passions of
Jeev are Nimitta to it. Both Jeev and Karma evolve their own Karya within
themselves. When we read in scriptures that Jeev bonded Karma or he got
rid of Karma, it is to be understood that it is a Nimitta Kathan. We have to
understand that in reality it is a statement indicating the presence of
Nimitta.
Just as due to the light coming from the sun or the moon in the
evening, the clouds in the sky acq~ire different shapes and colours, the
emergence of rainbow, the rings around moon etc. in all these formations
. Pudgal Skandha i.e. combinations of Pudgal Paramanu evolve in the form
of these different formations due to its own Shakti or capacity. No one else
can be its Karta. In the same fashion, in the presence of passions of Jeev
like attachments and aversions as a Nimitta, Pudgal substance due to its
own capability evolve in the form of various eight Karma like Dnyanavaran
etc ..
Ignorant Jeev believes that the passions evolve due to Para
Padartha i. e. other substance and Karma. But the true cause of it is his
ignorance itself. In Samaysar Natak it is said, "the disciple asks the
teacher, 'Oh Lord ! who is the main root cause of evolution of passions? Is
it Pudgal Karma ? Or is it the activity of mind and body ? Is it due to the
pleasure and pain enjoyed through our sensory organs or organs of body?
Is it the wealth we acquire or the house ?'
Guru explains, 'All the six substances manifest at all the times within
themselves and independent of anything else, and that is why no
substance can be a cause or instigator of manifestation of any other
substance. Therefore the true root cause of passions is intoxicating effect
of Mithyatva'."
And we are studying this Agam as told by Jinendra to get rid of this
Mithyatva which is there since time immemorable. It is necessary to study
and understand properly the subjects like Nimitta - Upadan, Nischay
Vyavahar, five Samavay, four Abhav, Kramabaddha Paryay, Sarvadnyata
etc. and then with their help understand and accept the fundamental state
of facts as they exist. This study is very essential to get rid of Mithyatva.
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Some one can say that an ignorant Jeevto be Karta of passions. But
Samyak Drishti Dnyani Jeev is not in true sense Karta of passions. Since
he has oneness in his Dnyata Swabhav and thereby experiences his
seperate existence other than the passions arising in him i.e. Asrava. He is
called Akarta of passions.
Now just see that here Adnyani is said to be Karta of his Vibhav. But
nobody can be Karta of Para Dravya. Scriptures have discussed Karta
Karma relation in detail at various places and stages. But there is hardly
any discussion about Bhakta Bhagya relation as compared to that. The
reason is very obvious. Where ever there is this belief of being Karta
automatically the belief of being Bhakta will always be there. Similarly
because of the principle that Jeev is not Karta of any Para Dravya it is also
established that he is not Bhakta of Para Dravya, and it is not his Bhagya.

Karma Karak : After this discussion about Karta Kara/< let us talk
about Karma Karak. In a way the word Karma is really tricky. It is used in
many ways, ~'ith many different meanings. Usually ordinary people use
this word quite often without really knowing its true meaning. It is usually
said that we should perform our Karma and never keep any expectation
about the fruits of that Karma. One's family life and the duties of that life,
honesty in your job, business or profession, helping others, all these things
are considered to be Karma. ' I am Karta of Kriya of Para Padartha, Kriya
or activities of my body, mind, etc. are my Karma,' this belief is the biggest
Mithyatva people have. But people keep on preaching such philosophy to
each other and others who listen to it also consider such Upadesh to be
very good and true.
The word Karma is used by scriptures with many different meanings
(1) Dravya Karma - Eight Karma like Dnyanavaran which are Paryay of
Pudgal namely Karman Vargana (2) Bhav Karma - Mithyatva and
passions like attachment, aversion, longing which are evolved by Jeev.
(3) Nakarma - Body, mind, speech etc. (4) Karma - means Karya i.e.
Paryay. Paryay of each substance or its attribute is its Karma. In this
d iscussion about Karma Karak this meaning mentioned at no. 4 is taken
or presumed.
We say that substance is Karta (i.e. Trikali Upadan) and Paryay is its
Karma. And now when you have learnt and underst.ood about the types of
Upadan, and who is the real Karta, then you will realise that the eligibility of
the Paryay of that particular Samay, this Kshanik Upadan Karan is Karta,
and that particular Paryay is Karma. Similarly in this fashion all the six
Karak apply to that particular Paryay. Earlier we had applied these six
Karak to Dravya; now we are applying them on Paryay. Paryay itself is
Karta, Paryay itself is Karma, Paryay itself is Karan, Paryay itself is
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Sampradan, Paryay is itself Apadan and finally Paryay is itself Adhikaran.
Now we will apply this on Atma. If you consider or take substance and
Paryay as one and insperable then six Karak of Dravya are as follows :
Atma himself is Karta of his own pure Shuddha Paryay.. Shuddha
Paryayis his Karma. Atma himself is his instrument i.e. Karan. He in a way
gifts or offers himself the Shuddha Paryay so he is Sampradan as well. He
evolves the Paryay from within himself, so he is Apadan and the
evolvement takes place with the support of himself, that is why he is also
Adhikaran.

Six Karak of Shuddha Paryay of Atma are as follows :
Shuddha Paryay itself is Karta, it is itself its Karma and Shuddhata
itself being its instrument Shuddha Paryay is Karan, since it offers itself
Shuddhata, Shuddha Paryay is Sampradan. As Shuddhata evolves from
within, Shuddha Paryay also is Apadan and finally since it is Shuddha
because of its own support it is its own Adhikaran as well.

Once one knows al.! this, his attention is diverted from all other
substances and Paryay and is concentrated on its own nature. By
continuously knowing his own Swabhav which is Dnyan, he evolves
Veetaragata in his Paryay, and experiences Bliss.

Karan Karak: There is equally large confusion about Karan Karak
i.e. the instrument of a Karya. Some time back an old man aged 87 yrs.
came to our house. He told me, "by reading your books ' Jain Tattva
Parichay' and 'Karananuyoga Parichay' I am convinced that I will get the
scientific proper guidance about the path of Atmanubhav from you. I am
sure that you have attained Atmanubhav. I am studying and practicing this,
I am trying to attain Samyak Darshan under guidance of some oAe else
since last four years. But it is all in vain ! ".
I asked him, "at least let me know in detail what efforts did you do ?"
He told me that he daily gets up early in the morning and sitting in a steady
position, concentrating his attention at the centre of his eyes as taught to
him, chants 'Om'{~) and name of Siddha for 45 minutes".
I further asked him," Uncle, you must be surely knowing the nature of
Siddha, is it not? " On that he said, " What is the necessity to know that? I
don't know their nature you see. I just want to get rid of my Mithyatva and
attain Samyaktva. We don't have Anantanubandhi because we are doing
all these pious things or Punya, so our Kashaya are already at a very low
intensity, they are no more powerful".
I realised the state in which he was, and what was his condition. In
our society there are lots of people who are very simple and gullible to
others, and also there are others who misguide and take them on wrong
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path. There after both me and your dad talked to him for almost two hours
and showed him the right way of studying and Swadhyay. And also told
him that though one has very high quality of Shubha Bhavtill the time one
does not attain Samyaktva, they are still Anantanubandhi Kashaya.
These days there are lots of fads of different types of meditation like
Preksha Dhyan, Vipashyana etc. Someone experiences that he is floating
in the sky. Some one else sees bright divine white light or some claim that
they experience Atma or Atmanubhuti with the help of classical music.
Here people not only are ignorant about the nature of the goal to be
achieved through Dhyan or meditation, but are also ignorant about the
methods and instruments i.e. Karan Karakwith the help of which that goal
can be achieved.
Atmanubhuti is a Paryay of Dnyan attribute. So its instrument or
Karan also is Dnyan Paryay itself. So it is said in the scripture that with the
help of our Dnyan Paryay as a tool we truely understand the separate
existence of Swa and Para and then understand and experience the
nature of Swa that is one's own self.
Sampradan Karak : Now let us discuss other Karak as well.
Sampradan means the Karya of Dnyan attribute which took place is given
or offered by Jeev to himself. We usually say that Guru or teacher gives
knowledge to the disciple. But that is Nimitta Kathan. There we are telling
about Nimitta. In fact the teacher can not impart Dnyan or Samyaktva to
the disciple. He can not evolve that Paryay of Dnyan in disciple. Disciple
achieves it by his own eligibility and Purushartha. Yet it is certain that the
·
presence of the teacher is there at that time.
People say that now that we have accepted some one as Guru and
he has accepted us as his disciple, we leave all the responsibility of our
well being in the hands of our Guru. We are no more worried about
ourselves. We see people giving the burden of their luggage in the hands
of a coolie at the railway station. Is it not funny and wrong to do the same
thing with Guru by shifting your own burden in his hands ?
The Upadesh about path of Salvation, i.e. Deshana Labdhi is
acquired by us through true Dev, Guru, Shastra and some Dnyani soul
who is having Atmanubhuti. It is true that one can not get it through any
one else. But all that is only Nimitta. We ourselves i.e. Jeev Dravya is its
Trikali Upadan. Path of Salvation i.e. Samyak Darshan/ Atmanubhuti is
evolved only by Purushartha and the eligibility of that Paryay at that
particular Samay.
Apadan Karak: Instead of believing that Dnyan Paryay evolves out
of Dnyan itself, Jeev believes that Dnyan comes through scriptures or
Divyadhvani. It is believing that Dnyan comes from Dnyeya. And Jeevwho
believes this, is ignorant about the state of facts as it exists. In fact all the
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three types of UpadaR are Apadan Karak. But Nimitta or Para Dravya are
not Apadan Karak. I remember an incident which took place about 19/20
year!? back. My mother took me to a person who was respected as one
who really knows Jain Dharma and follows and preaches it. My mother
was after me that I should ask him some questions. Some how I was sure
that I will not get the correct answer. But for my mother's sake I asked him,
"Please tell me how can l achieve Samyak Darshan ?"
On that he said, "O child, it is very difficult just as some one person in
thousand can pass medical exam . and become a doctor." I told him, " I
have already passed that exam. and become a doctor. Tell me about
Samyak Darshan." He said, "There is no fixed rule for that. Some one can
acquire that in a hut and some one else can get it in a palace as well." Next
moment he. addressed someone else saying, "What happened to our
advertisement in Times of India?" I understood and realised the situation.
You must have also by now realised that Samyak Darshan arises
from within your Atma or soul by totally concentrating on Atma as a goal of
your concentration.
This incident is not to critisize somebody or to brag about my own
gre.atn~ss. But you also should become very critical in accepting anyone's

statements a11d check about the validity and correctness of his preachings.
Adhikaran Karak : Each substance exists with its own support.· It is
its own Adhikaran. And instead of believing this to be the state of fact Jeev
considers the existence of the body to be the main support of his
existence. 'If there is no body where and how a Jeev can exist ? Body is
necessary to achieve Moksha Marga, is it not so? Take care of your body
properly so it can take care of your progress on the path of Dharma'.
!hese are some of the .advises given to us by people. Some people take
the. statement from the scripture namely, "unless one has 'Vajra Vrushabh
Narach Sanhanan (i.e. a body having a specific type of bones, joints and
their coverings which has great strength) one can not attain Moksha" and
then believe and propogate that Moksha can be attained only with the help
of such strong body. But do you know that Jeev which goes to the place
called seventh Narak also tias such body of Vajra Vrushabh Narach
Sanhanan ? All these statements in scripture make you aware of the
Nimitta only. They indicate the favourable situation. And in fact they are not
real Karak or originator of Kriya.

This discussion has really prolonged quite a bit. I will stop here today.
While discussing Karan the subject of five Samavay comes forward very
naturally. We will discuss them in our next letter.
Jai Jinendra.
Your
·Mom.
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Five Samavay
Letter 10

16th Jan. 2001

Dear Reena & Mona,
Blessings & Best Wishes.
Both of you had been with us in the last month for about 8 to1 Odays;
as your children had vacation. We all enjoyed the stay. You talked to us
about your life and the pleasures and problems relating to that. You were
a lso seeking our opinions and advise about these things in your daily family
life. And we did give you the appropriate advise. But along w ith these
problems of material life and our so called opinions and solutions to them,
I also imparted to you both some preaching about our Jain philosophy and
the nature of Vastu Swaroop i.e. the true nature of the things as they exist.
My dear, we consider circumstances and worldly material things as
favourable or unfavourable to us, and take pleasure in their being with us or
their acquisition and experience pain or unhappiness in loosing the same so
called favourable and dear things and having unfavourable circumstances
as the case may be. And we think these to be the ultimate or the most
important thing in our life.
But most of the people are not even aware of the fact that there is one
most important and different thing other than these things mentioned above
which knows them all and that is 'me' or ' I ' or Atma. It is most unique
extraordinary existence which can be experienced and that experience of
its existence in its pure nature gives us extrasensory and true eternal Bliss.
And instead of acquiring this ultimate pleasure which can be achieved
very easily within one self, Jeev, since time immemorable is wasting his life
in trying to change the manifestations of the substances other than himself.
Just think for yourself. Is it not a fact that because this Jeev does not
understand and realize that no substance can do any Karya of any other
substance, becomes miserable and unhappy since he has this belief of
being Karta of Para Padartha? At the same time he takes pleasure in that
fallacious belief that he can do and undo things.
Whenever a Karya takes place many factors, which are considered to
be causes of it come together. And this group of causes is called 'Samavay' . ·
In the evolution of any Karya there is group of five Karan i. e. Samavay
existing. They are called five Samavay. Here are their names:(1) Swabhav (2) Nimitta (3) Niyati (Kaai Labdhi) (4) Purushartha &.nd
(5) Bhavitavya (Honhar).
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To believe and accept that Karya takes place because of coming
together of all these causes i.e. Samavay is Anekant (~) or
Samyaktva. But to believe that Karya takes place or evolves due to some
one cause only is •Ekant ' (~) or Mithyatva .
First let us understand the meaning of these five terminologies.

(1) Swabhav: You are very well aware of the meaning of this word.
The very own Bhavor essence of each substance is its Swabhav. And every
Karya in that substance takes place according to its Swabhav. No Karya
takes place which is against or beyond the Swabhav of that substance.
Whatever may be the Paryay of a substance, the substance has the
eligibility and capacity to manifest itself into that Paryay. This is its Swabhav
or Dharma which exists in that substance. This is also known as Dravya
Shakti. In the terminology of ' Upadan' which we have learnt in last letter, it
is called ' Trikali Upadan'.
To manifest itself in the form of a pot is the Swabhavofthe clay. Jeev
substance has in its Swabhavto manifest itself in the form of Keva/ Dnyan.
Not only that but Jeev has in it Aniyat (~) Swabhav to manifest in to
Vibhav Paryay like attachments, aversions etc. Such as, coolness is the
Swabhavof water but it has also eligibility to have warmth in its Paryaywhile
it is in the contact of fire. But the body, the sensory organs or the brain do
not have the Swabhav to manifest themselves in Paryayof Dnyan. Similarly
Jeevdoes not have Swabhavto manifest in the Paryayoftouch , taste, smell
or colour or even in the form of a body. So also it does not have Swabhav
to manifest in the form of Karma.
We have seen earlier that each substance has its own Swabhav. This
is self established and intrinsic to it. It is not created by anyone else nor can
it be changed by anyone. Swabhav is without any beginning or without an
end; and it is same at all the times. It does not need any help or support from
anything else. It is totally self supporting i.e. 'Swasahay' i.e. without any
support from outside i.e. 'Asahay'. Swabhav can not be destroyed or
separated from the substance at any time.
To exist for ever and remain in existence as a substance is Swabhav
of any substance. At the same time it is also its Swabhavthat while existing,
to continuously manifest itself in a new Paryay at each Samay and exist in
that particular state of manifestation at that Samay. This is called Nitya and
Anitya Swabhav respectively. To manifest itself or to do that Karya of
manifestation as per the eligibility of Paryay of a particular Samay this
Swabhav or Kshanik Upadan exists in each substance in the form of
eligibility. This is known as Paryay Shakti.

'
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(2) Nimitta : We have already discussed in detail Nimitta Karan.
Whenever a Karya is taking place that which is thought to be a helping and
. favourable substance or circumstance, but in fact which does not manifest
itself in any form of that Karya is called Nimitta. Nimitta does not do any
change, nor does in any way help or disturb in the Karya. But at the same
time its presence there at the time of Karya taking place is imperative.
One who does not accept the existence and concept of Nimitta,
negates one of the five Samavay namely Nimitta Karan Samavay, his this
belief is false or wrong.
When the clay manifests itself due to its own Upadan in the form of a
pot, Nimitta like potter, his wheel, stick etc. are always present there.
Whenever the Karya of Samyak Darshan takes place i.e. when Jeevor his
Shraddha attribute, due to its own eligibility manifests itself in the form of
Samyak Darshan Paryay, that time the subducing or nullifying of Darshan
Mohaniya Karma is present there as Antarang Nimitta. Antarang does not
mean internal. That Nimitta which is always present as a rule is called
Antarang Nimitta. It is always there in any Jeevwhich' is evolving Samyak
Darshan.
·
Bahirang Nimitta can be different for different Jeev manifesting the
Karya of Samyak Darshan. In this, having Deshana through true Dev, Guru
or Shastra is Bahirang Nimitta. This Deshana can be acquired either in this
phase of life itself or it might have been acquired in earlier life phase. And
due to various Nimitta like Darshan of Jinbimba, Jatismaran, or very intense
and severe pain experienced in Narak phase, also immense pleasure and
riches in Swarga, Jeev can turn his attention inwards and start thinking and
realize the true nature of his Shuddhatma Swaroop i.e . his existence as a
pure soul. Then once he is totally concentrating and immersed in it he
experiences that pure existence or in other words he attains Samyak
Darshan.

When we are considering this fact from the point of view of Nimitta, we
give most importance to the Nimitta of Deshana in the Karya of Atmanubhuti.
·That is why we always remember with reverence, A tmadnyani Jeevor Guru,
and Arihant Bhagwan who is the main central source of all Deshana and
always are greatful for favour bestowed on us by them.
Whenever a situation is explained by giving importance to any one
Sama_vayout of the five Samavayor any situation is described from the point
of view of one Samavay, all others are accepted to be there, though they are
not explicitly mentioned or not given prominence. But instead of accepting
their presence, just to believe that Karya takes place because of only one
particular Samavay is Mithya Ekant (ilw:rr ~). This is known as Ekant
Vaad (~ cm::) .
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. Some people accept Nimitta as a Karta and 'think that they are not
having their work done because Nimittawas not available or present at time .
Here they become dependent on some other things, i.e. Paradhin Drishti
(~~)and some other put all the responsibility on the fate and thereby
strengthen their belief in Ekant Niyativaad (~ f·HtfdCllC!:).

(3) Kaai Labdhi (CfiTR ~):Kaai Labdhimeans the eligibility in each
substance to manifest a specific Karya at a specific predetermined Samay.
It is also called as Niyati. While discussing about Upadan, we have said that
Kshanik Upadan is determining Karan of any Karya i.e. determining the time
at which that Karya is to take place.
Each substance exists for ever. It does not have a beginning nor does
it end to exist at any time. And at each Samay it manifests its one Paryay.
Now just imagine if there is one Paryay in each Samay, then how many
Paryay each substance will have? Just think about it and then you will
definitely get an answer. Of all the three segments of Kaai namely, past
present and future there are infinite Samay and exactly that many Paryay
of each substance are evolving. This continuous flow of Paryayof substance
is going on since time immemorable and will go on endlessly. And in this,
Samay of each Paryayis definite and predetermined or it m.a y be said that
it is predetermined as to which Paryaywill evolve in each substance at any
particular Samay. This is not decided by anybody. Each substance has this
Kshanik Upadan in the form of eligibility within itself.
The eligibility of manifestation of Karya is in fact called Kaai. Swakaal
of each substance exists for ever without beginning and without end; whereas Swakaal of each Paryay is one Samay. Not only that but this Samay is
also fixed and definite. In the infinite continuous flow of these Paryay, each
Paryay is certain and fixed. It is bound by its own Samay.
On the basis of Kaai Labdhi itself we can establish the definite
existence of other Karan, at any particular Samay. We have already seen
that Nimitta is a Paryayof Para Oravya. And right now we have decided that
each Paryay of each substance manifests at its own Samay. This means
that a Nimitta of a specific Karya in a specific Samay is also fixed. No one
can change that, or even alter its course.

(4) Purusharlha (~) : Purushartha in our daily life or common
terminology means, the efforts of any Jeevfor specific Karya or activities in
his life. These activities are broadly classified as Dharma (~). Artha (~). · ·
Kaam (Cfiltf) and Moksha (~). While learning specific attributes of Jeev
(Vishesh Guna) and their Paryay, we had discussed Virya attribute. We had
seen that Purushartha is a Paryayof Virya attribute of Jeev. To manifest its
Swabhav in Paryay is the Karya of this attribute. In all the six substances
Karya in the form of manifestation of Paryay takes place as per therr own. ·
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Swabhav. Ttiat is why in all the six substances: Virya attribute and its ·
Paryay of Purushartha is evolving in each Samay. This Purushartha is
always existing in each Paryayof all the six substances as a Karan or in the
form of Karan.

While discussing Kshanik Upadan Karan in the form of withering away
of Anantarpurva Kshanavarti Paryay, we had considered this withering
away of earlier Paryay as a Karan. At each Samay withering of each earlier
Paryay and evolvement of each next Paryay as per its eligibility, this cycle
is continuously going on without any break. In this fashion that earlier Paryay
which withers away while a new Paryay is evolving, that withering Paryay
is also certain and definite.
And while discussing Karan Karya theory we can think of
Purushartha in the form of these earlier Paryay. We can establish the
existence of Purushartl)a through many stages or evolvement of earlier
Paryay occurring before Karya of Samyak Darshan. Karan Labdhi,
before that Prayogya Labdhi, before that Deshana Labdhi preceded by
Vishuddhi Labdhi and l(shayopashama Labdhi etc. are the earlier Paryay
before Samyak Darshan is attained. All the efforts done for attaining
Samyak Darshan are called Purushartha. And for attainment of Moksha
Marga, it is advised that Jeev should do all the efforts mentioned earlier
i.e. Purushartha.
In each Paryayof each Samay Purushartha Karan is always existing.
We have seen that there is Samavay of all the five Karan. The fifth Karan
is Bhavitavya (~).

(5) Bhavitavya : The literal meaning of this term is that which is
worthy or eligible to take place or happen. In each substance at any
particular Samay only that Karya can take place, which is worthy of
happening at that time and no other Karya. This is known as Bhavitavya
or Honahar(~). We have just seen while discussing Kaai Labdhithat
Kaai i.e. Samay of each Paryay is definite or certain. There it is
established that each Paryayhas its certainty of its evolving. And in each
Samay only that Paryayevolves which is worthy or eligible to take place
at that Samay and no other Paryay. This inherent characteristic of
eligibility of each Paryay is existing in that substance itself.
By measuring the length, breadth and height of any thing we see its
volume or area.Kevali Bhagwan through their divine Keva/ Dnyan not only
know that which substance is occupying how many Pradesh but also know
the exact order of continuous flow of occurring Paryay, from time
immemorable to eternity. From the point of view of Kaai, substances are
spread or existing without any beginning or an end. Kevali Bhagwan know
that flow as well. The area in which the substance is spread from the point
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of view of space is known as 'Tiryak Prachay' (~~)i.e. horizontal
expanse and the continuous flow from the point of view of l<aa/ is known as
' Urdhva Prachay'(~ ~)i.e. vertical expanse.
Just remember that from the point of view of space, each individual
Jeev, Dharma, Adharma are Asankhyat Pradeshi, and Akash substance
is Anant Pradeshi. Kaai substance is Ek Pradeshi whereas Pudga l
substance is either Ek or Bahu Pradeshi (from the point of view of
Skandha.) And despite this difference in Pradesh, their expansion from
the point of view of Kaai is same. It is Anadi Anant i.e. without the
beginning or an end. Length, breadth, and height are three d imensions
and Kaai is the fourth one. Usually we determine the expanse of a thing
in relation to first three dimensions. In the same fashion if we try to
determine the expanse from Kaai point of view it is Anadi Anant. These
days even the scientists have accepted Kaai as a fourth dimension.
In this above discussion we have seen the nature of five Karan or
Samavay namely Swabhav, Nimitta, Purushartha, Kaai Labdhi and
Bhavitavya.
Whenever a Karya is taking place all these five Karan are always
present. No Karya can take place without Karan. The type of Karya taking
place is always in accordance with the type of Karan. Nature of a Karya is
in accordance with Swabhav, Purushartha, Kaai Labdhi, Bhavitavya and
Nimitta.
You may have many doubts and q ueries once you have understood
the names and nature of five Samavay. First thing you may ask 'If we want
to do a specific Karya where do we look for this group of five Samavay or
Karan, which will be of the type of Karya we want to do? Or if at that time our
Kaai Labdhi is not appropriate or available? Further, we may not know what
is our Bhavitavya? If our Bhavitavya is predetermined in this fashion where
is the necessity of doing Purushartha or again, even if we do Purushartha
if there is no Nimitta present or available at the time, what is the use of that
Purushartha ?'
Such questions arise in one's mind because he has not really understood
and taken cognizance of the secret of Karan Karya Vyavastha. And Jeev
becomes anxious about acquiring right type of Karan.
Dear, remember one thing very clearly and keep it in mind all the time
that study of Tattva Dnyanor basic principles of Jainism removes all anxiety.
Once you know the exact true nature of five Samavay infinite anxiety withers
--- away. In each Paryay, its own five Samavaycome together on their own. No
one else can gather them and bring them together.
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There are infinite attributes in each substance ..And at each Samay,
each attribute is manifesting its new Paryaycontinuously and permanently.
These Paryaydo not manifest as per our wish, but are. evolving according
to definite, predetermined Vastu Vyavastha. "Had I done a thing in this way
at this time, then this thing had or had not happened ". This possibility of if
andthen is never possible in definite Vastu Vyavasthawhich is predetermined.
Here everything is certain and predetermined. Karan is certain or definite
1
1
and so is Karya definite to take place. Then the question arises as to what
1 is there to be done. Since everything is already predecided nothing else is
' to be done.
While discussing in this letter about Kaai Labdh(and Bhavitavya
Karan, we saw that each Paryay has a definite Samay of its manifestation
which is also known as its Birth moment. It cannot be earlier or later than that
Samay. Along with that it is also certain as to which Paryaywill take place.
i In this eternal flow of Paryay it is decided that each Paryaywill occur due to
its own eligibility. This Paryay Shaktior its own nature to manifest according
to its eligibility is ever existing in each substance as its own. It is not created
new every now and then.

I

Not only the present one Paryay is predetermined but Paryay prior to
this present one with whose withering away the new present Paryayevolves
is also definite. All the Paryayprevious to this are also certain. This is known
as Vidhi (fcri!r) or Prakriya (~)i.e. specific process or Purushartha. From
this it is established that Purushartha is also certain.

Swabhavof each substance is same or without any change, at all the
times. And that is also certain and definite. Now one may ask, "Swabhav,
Purushartha, Kaai Labdhi and Bhavitavya are all certain and definite. But
at least Nimitta a re found only when we look for them and we can get those
Nimitta which are needed by us. Is it not so?". This may be a query or
counter question from someone. The explanation to this is that Nimitta is a
Paryayof Para Dravya i.e., some other substance; i.e. it is a Karya of some
other substance. And that will also occur according to the Swabhav,
Purushartha, Kaai Labdhi and Bhavitavya of that substance. This again is
also definite or predetermined. Now how can someone else create Paryay
of that substance? So it is proved that a Nimitta of a particular Karya is also
definite.
This is all a self governed automatic system. By knowing the
essence of Karan Karya Vyavastha, we acquire the knowledge of
independent existence of each substance . Our wrong beliefs are
cieared; the anxiety withers away. And as we get rid of the notion of
being Karta of Para Padartha, i.e. Kartutva Buddhi, naturally and
without any specific efforts our attention is diverted from Paryay and our
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belief of being Karta of that Paryay. It gets concentrated in our own
Swabhav. In other words Sam yak Purushartha starts, Karya of Samyak
Darshan is evolved. When all the Paryay and their sequence is certain
then five Samavay must also be certain. Is it not? Once you have proper
correct knowledge of all these things, then we also understand Krama
Baddha Paryayas well. We know its exact true nature and many doubts
about it are cleared.
When these five Samavayare found in all the Ajeevsubstances, how
can it be that Jeevbe so dependent on something else that he has to search
for these five Samavay to evolve any Karya?.
Whenever a specific Karya is to take place all the five Samavay are
readily and easily gather together there. And when that Karya is not going
to take place they are not found there. Adnyani or ignorant Jeev who has
this false pride of. Kartutva Buddhi has this fallacious belief that only if he
does a Karya it takes place, otherwise it does not take place. This is Viparit
or Mithya Buddhi.
In our da.ily life we constantly experience this but are not ready to
accept it. We are all the time struggling to achieve some specific favourable
things or circumstances. We think that some things are not available to us
because there is not enough money with us. But when it happens that
despite having enough money we do not get that thing, we are sorry and
miserable. At such time if we remember the established principles of
Jinagam, then our anxiety starts diminishing.
Acharya Kartikeya in his book 'Kartikeyanupreksha' says, "Jinendra
Bhagwan knows as a certainty that a specific Jeev is to take birth or die at
a particular place, at a particular time and in a particular fashion. And the
same Jeevdoes take birth or die at that very specific place, at that particular
time and in that very fashion as known by Bhagwan. There even Indra or
Jinendra is also not able to avoid that from taking place. And one who
understands all the substances and their all the Paryay in this specific way
is a Samyak Drishti Jeev, and one who doubts it is a Mithya Drishti."
In Jainendra Siddhant Kesha, the author says, "A Karya or a Paryay,
which is going to take place at a particular time, in a particular fashion, in
whichever Kshetra, in whichever substance and due to whichever Nimitta,
always takes place through that particular Nimitta, in that particular substance,
in that very Kshetra and at that certain time, in that specific fashion itself."
Just see that in this statement Dravya, Kshetra, Kaai, Bhavand Nimitta
all these are estab li shed as predetermined. We can establish
Swachatushtaya of any substance in these five Samavay. Let us see how
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it can be done.
In Swabhav Samavay, Dravya and its Kshetra are included. In
Kaai Labdhi, Kaai is included. In Bhavitavya, the Karya which is eligible
or destined to occur or evolve, and in Purushartha withering away of
imm~diate prior Paryay is included. Both these are also known as Bhav
or Parinam. And in Nimitta, Paryay of another substance or Para
Oravya is included . In this way the Swa as well as Para is established.In Swathe four Samavay of Swabhav, Purus/:lartha, Kaai Labdhi and
Bhavitavya and in Para, Nimitta Samavay is present.
If you want to apply these Samavayfrom point of view of Upadan and
Nimitta, it can be done as this- Swabhavis Trikali Upadan, Purushartha is
Kshanik Upadan in the form of withering away of Anantarpurva Kshanavarti
Paryay. And Kaai Labdhi and Bhavitavya is Kshanik Upadan in the form of
the eligibility of that specific Paryay. Lastly Nimitta is already established ~s
Nimitta in any Karya.
Now can you distinguish these Samavay as to Dravya and Paryay?
Swabhavis Dravya and Purushartha, Kaai Labdhi, Bhavitavya and Nimitta
are all Paryay..
Is it .not wonderful?·Through the Siddhant or ·r aitva which we_ have
learnt we can find out so much about many more things, once we start
thinking and analysing. We can understand things as they exis(or as they
are in their real and proper perspective i.e..Yathartha.
Have you heard about Five Bhav? Parinamik Bhav ( q1f<u 11fi:ir.ti oqrq),
Aupashamik Bhav (&iQ~IMr.ti mq), Kshayopashamik Bhav (~14)1 Q~1Mr.ti
mer), Kshayik Bhav(~ mq) and Audayik Bhav(~ mq). These are
exclusive and special Bhav of Jeev s·ubstance. These are not fouhd in any
other substance. Out of these, Parinamik.Bhav is Swabhav and other four
Bhav are in the form of Paryay or Karya.
Swabhav exists for ever. It does not need Nimitta. But in any 'Karya,
Nimitta can be always seen as present there. In these tout Bhavwh ich are
· in the form of Paryayof Jeev Dravya, we can see a specific state of Karma
in the form of Nimitta. And to denote that and make us understand that
Nimitta, these Bhav are named according to the particular state of that
Karma:
At the time of that Bhav of Jeev when Karma is in Upasham state or
dormant or nonactive state that Bhav is called 'Aupashamik Bhav' e.g.
Upasham Samyaktva.
Where Jeev has Mithyatva and passions like attachments and.
aversions in his· Bhav, that time fruitation of Karma is present as a Nimitta
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and that Bhav is called 'Audayik Bhav'. Whenever Nimitta in the form
of Kshayopasham of Karma are present, that time Bhav of Jeev are
called 'Kshayopashamik Bhav.' Here Kshayopasham means fruitation
of Karma is not totally dormant or inactive nor it is totally active in its full
intensity. But its fruitation is in a mild form. e.g . Kshayopasham Dnyan
or Kshayopasham Samyaktva.
Those Bhav wherein Karma is withering away totally are called
'Kshayik Bhav'.
But Parinamik Bhavof Jeevis not any Karya or in other words it is not
a Paryay of any attribute of Jeev. So there is no question of any Nimitta in
this Bhav. This Bhav is eternal Swabhavof Jeevwhich does not have any
beginning nor does it have any end.
When Paryayof Dnyan attribute of Jeevbecomes one with this eternal
steadfast Parinamik Bhav of Jeev and thereby gets totally immersed in
knowing it, then it manifests itself in its Swabhav and never in its Vibhav.
That is Jeevattains Atmanubhutior Samyak Darshan. He experiences extra
sensory Bliss.
Pt. Todarmalji in 'Moksha Marga Prakashak' has discussed these five
Samavay very nicely. He says "The usual question is that whether the true path of Moksha is
acquired according to Bhavitavya when Kaai Labdhi Samavayoccurs? Or
.when Nimitta ·lik~ . Upasham of Mohaniya Karma or else when one does
some efforts tft~Ligh his Purushartha? Now let us know that if it is due to
the first two then 'why are you preaching all this? And if it happens due to
Purushartha, then of all the people who have listened to the preachings only
few can attain it, not others. W~_y_ does it happen this way?
The explanation of this is that whenever a Karya takes place, there are
so many Karan seen there. Whenever Moksha is attained or its path is
acquired then all the Karan are present; and when it is not acquired then all
of them are not present" .
He further says, "The Samay in which Karya takes place is Kaai
Labdhi . The Karya taking place is Bhavitavya, and Nimitta is Upasham of
Karma of which Jeev can never be a Karta as they are Paryay of other
substance. Purushartha or doing efforts in the form of Purushartha is the
Karya of Atma. That is why Jeev is always preached to do Purushartha.
That Jeev which does right and proper efforts, according to Upadesh
as told by Jinendra his Karya will always definitely evolve. One who goes on
the path of Moksha, through Purushartha will always get all the other Karan
on ~heir ~wn . One who does not; will never get them."
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Here while accepting the existence and necessity of the other four
Samavay, Purushartha is given prominance and others are considered
secondary. This preaching gives the Jeev of this world the stimulation to
follow the right path of Moksha through Purushartha. A proper and detailed
discussion about Karan Karya Vyavastha is done in Jinagam. And though
it is said in Jinagam, in reality it is a state of fact that this Vyavastha exists
inherently in all the substances. Sarvadnya Bhagwan have understood its
existence and the nature and told it through Jinagam.
At some points in scriptures you get statements which are from the
point of view of Kaai Labdhi as the main Samavay. e.g. Jeev achieves
Samyak Darshan when Kaai Labdhi emerges. There also the existence of
all the five Samavay is presumed and accepted but one of them is given
prominance and the whole discussion is carried on from its point of view. If
one does not have the skill of understanding the exact meaning and
connotation of the statements in the scriptures then even after studying
them one still propagates and strengthens one's Mithyatva.
I am sure that after the discussion of five Samavay you have
understood the independent existence of six substances and similar
existence of Paryaywhich are also independent of anything else, their
effortless evolvement on their own and the predetermined sequence.
This is nothing but Karan Karya Vyavastha as we have stated earlier.
We will discuss more in my next letter.
Jai Jinendra.
Your,

Mom.

;
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Some attributes (Shakti) regarding
Karan Karya
Letter11

26th June, 2001

Dear Reena & Mona,
Blessings & Best Wishes.
I am pleased to hear from you both that because of the discussion we
had in our last letters about five Samavay, your anxiety and agony of your
mind is gone and you feel confident now.
In fact, problems in our daily life go on; difficulties sometime small and
some others seeming ly big ones do come. In such times if one is not aware
of the basic philosophical state of facts and is not steadfast and certain about
the nature of this philosoph!cal principles, then he suffers from agony and
trauma. He cannot see any proper and safe way to get out of such difficult
situations and thereby evolves anger and unhappiness.
Due to such intense Kashay sqme such Karma are bonded that in
future, Jeevonce again is confronted with the adverse circumstances at the
time of theirfruitation. Some other Jeev gets delighted as he gets favourable
circumstances, and he keeps on having the ignorance that he is the enjoyer
of these circumstances( Bhakta Buddh1). And through the manifestation of
.greed, ego, happiness and pleasure, he also gets bonded with Karma. The
only way to get out of these Karma Bandh is to achieve Samyak Darshan
i.e. Tattvartha Shraddhan. While trying to know and understand the Vastu
Swaroop, through Agam as told by Jinendra, we are discussing the Karan
of Karya i.e. manifestation of all the six substances. Each substance is
independent and it does manifest its Paryay independently on its own. It
cannot do any Karya of any other substance.
The belief that 'lshwar' does all the activities of this Universe both living
as well as non living is fallacious. Each substance has many Shakti (~)
with regard to Karan Karya. Each substance is full of infinite Shakti. In the
book Jain Tattva Parichay while discussing common attributes of substances
we had discussed in detail Vastutva and Dravyatva attribute. Each substance
has this attribute of Vastutva. It is natural Swabhavof each substance, that
it does its own Prayojanbhoot Karya i.e. manifestation of different Paryay,
through its Swabhav. Substance is always evolving and withering away in
the form of these Paryay. This Swabhav is its Vastutva attribute.
It is also its Swabhav in the form of Dravyatva attribute. It means that
the substance keeps on continuously manifesting itself by keeping intact its
own nature constantly throughout these manifestations.
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Each substance has Utpad Vyay Dhruvatva Shakti. Because of this
Shaktisubstance is evolving, withering away and having steady existence.
Because of this Shakti, withering away of prior Paryay, manifestation or
evolution of present Paryay and steadfast constant nature of the substance
is maintained. It is the nature of each substance to manifest itself
independently and on its own without any help from anything else.
It never happens that a particular Karya of a substance did not take
place, because Nimitta was not present. At any moment whichever Paryay
is to manifest i.e. if its Honharor Bhavitavya is there, then that type of Nimitta
is always present there naturally at that time. It is not that Karya took place
because Nimitta was present, nor does a Karya take place without Nimitta
being present there. The natural and effortless presence of Nimitta in any
Karya is a natural wonderful law of nature. This is the beauty of independent
and effortless nature of Karan Karya Vyavastha.
There are so many Shakti in each substance which are capable of
doing a Karya.
Due to Kriya Shakti a substance manifests according to its own
Shatkarak. Karta, Karma, Karan, Sampradan,Apadan and Adhikaran are
these Shatkarak. And there are six Shaktiby these names. We have already
discussed them earlier.
Each substance has one Parinam Shakti('Q'fturrn~). It is Swabhav
of substance that due to its own nature it is always steadfast in itself as a
substance and at the same time it is also its nature (Swabhav) to evolve and
wither away in the form of its manifestation.
Combined of all these three things namely Utpad i.e. evolution, Vyay
i.e. withering and Dhruvata i.e. steadfastness is its Astitva nature or its
Swabhav. All these three things are not due to Para or Nimitta, but due to
its own Swabhav. This is what is established by this Parinam Shakti.
There is another Shakti in each substance which is called 'Akarya
Karanatva Shakti' (3!CfilqCfl1<01t€4 ~).A substance is not a Karya of any
other substance, nor it is a Karan of any other substance. In case of
attributes of the substance also, an attribute is not a Karya nor it is Karan for
the Karya of anything else. Similarly each Paryayis also not Karan or Karya
of anything else. This being Swabhavof substance, each Paryayof its each
attribute is its own Karyaand its own Karan as well. In fact to say that Paryay
is a Karya of substance is also a matter of saying or a way of saying. Because
each Paryay evolves or manifests independently due to its own ability to
evolve. It is neither a Karan nor a Karya of anything else.
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Paryay of Samyak Darshan is not brought about because of Upasham
etc.of any Karma. Similarly this Paryay also does not do anything in that
Karma as well. 'One substance does Karya of any other substance' this can
never be a Jain Siddhant or principle .
Just see here through Akarya Karan Shakti we are negating the
possibility of a substance being a Karya or Karan of Para Padartha or other
substance, and not that of doing its own Karya. Substance and Paryay do
their Karya independently within themselves, by themselves, and not that of
Para Dravya. With this statement the assertion and negation both are
established and proved. This is establishment of Anekantstatus or Swabhav
of substance, which states seemingly contradictory qualities of assertion
and negation in the same s ubstance: Here what one has to bear in mind is
that the assertion or the negation is from two different perspectives or points
of view.
Now let us see the nature of s ix Shakti like Bhav Shakti, Abhav Shakti
etc. Since all these Shakti are common Shakti they are found in all the
substances.

(1) Bhav Shakti (mer~) : Due to this Bhav Shakti a substance
always has in it the presence of the present status. It is the capacity of this
Shaktithat due to it, substance always has in it the present status or present
Paryay. It has not to be brought about or done a new by some special effort.
(2) Abhav Shakti (aNlCi ~) : Due to Abhav Shakti there can not
be any other status.of existence in a substance at any moment, other than
the present one or present Paryay. Here not only there is absence of any
Paryayof other substance, but also there is absence of earlier Paryayor any
future Paryay of the same substance at present Samay.
(3) Bhav Abhav Shakti (mer 3fflTCf ~) .: Because of this Bhav
Abhav Shakti, there is absence of present Paryay in next Samay. There
present Paryaywithers away. One does not have to worry about getting rid
of the present Paryay. At the same time to wish and try to hold on the present
Paryayfor longer time than the present Samay is also useless. One should
not worry that since the ignorance and Mithyatva of this Jeev is there since
time immemorable, it may not go away. Jeev Dravya has in himself, the
ability to get rid of that within himself.
(4) Abhav Bhav Shakti (arqyq mCf ~) : That Paryayof future which
is not present in the present Samay or whose absence is there at the present
Samay will evolve or manifest in the next Samay. This capacity in each
substance is Abhav Bha v Shakti.
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. Due to this Shaktiwithering away of the present Paryay in next Samay
and manifestation or evolvment of the next Paryay in that Samay takes
place.

(5) Bhav Bhav Shakti ('q'Tq 'q1q . . - ) : Paryaywhich is going to take
place, will take place. This is Bhav Bhav Shakti. Because of this Shaktithe
Paryaywhich is going to take place at a particular Samay, that Paryay itself
will occur at that ~amay and none other will evolve.
(6) Abhav Abhav Shakti (aNTC:f aNTCI" ~) : The Paryaywhich is not
to take place will not occur. This is Abhav Abhav Shakti.
Swabhav of substance is so unique and wonderful. To manifest at
each Samay is its Swabhav. Paryay is its present status. It exists in the
present Samay in that form. And it does not need even slightest help from
anything else to be in this present status. And even if some one wants to
help, it is just not possible.
Once one understands and realises this independent self
reliant, effortless and definite existence of each Paryay of each substance,
in each Samay, then his infinite anxiety diminishes and he experiences
peace of mind.
By giving up the anxiety or worry about the Parinaman of other
substances as well our own; by diverting our attention from Paryay by
accepting our steadfast Swabhav which remains so at all the times as our
own, and totally concentrating on it, Paryay starts manifesting in the form
of our own Swabhav i.e. we attain Samyak Darshan.
Dnyan is eternally in each Samay manifesting itself in the form of
knowing in its Paryay. There is no possibility of manifesting, changing,
keeping it going on or destroying any Paryayof one's own or that of any other
substance. Once one realises that though Paryayis of one Samayonly, and
it withers away, 'I' myself am steadfastly existing forever, then Paryay of
Dnyan attribute stops knowing other Paryayand keeps on knowing eternally
steadfast pure Atma. One gets his identity established in this pure Atma.
This is Samyak Darshan, the first step of Dharma.
After discussing in all these details about Karan Karya, let us discuss
about Karan Paramatma (CfiroJT tromm) and Karya Paramatma (Clil'¢
· · lRlffiql). In scriptures one finds so many new phrases like this. But if we do
1
not understand its correct meaning many confusions arise.
We come across so many people who start the study of Jinagam with
great enthusiasm. They start reading scriptures. But shortly as they do not
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understand real meaning and the hidden truth behind it, their enthu~lasm
diminishes and they leave aside the study or Swadhyay. And instead of
realising one's own true nature by doing regular Swadhyay, they find it easy
to practise certain rituals like doing Puja, giving alms, fasting or visiting holy
places etc. Other people around them also start praising them for these
actions.Then that Jeev is pleased with himself and has false pride and
satisfaction that he is a religious person.
But in fact real' Dharma ' of Atma is in Atma itself and knowing the real
nature of Atma is real religion .
Study of Jinagam is not a very difficult thing. If you start learning it in
a proper method and start learning each principle step by step then it
becomes easy to understand. These principles are in fact very logical and
interesting. The subtle details, rules or laws, and the principles which stand
correctly on the principles of logic are really enjoyable to learn. It creates
more and more interest in you to study further. At the same time your
knowledge gets sharpened and your intellect gets richer and matured . We
start wondering as to why and how we were not able to get this easily
available wonderful and complete knowledge about our own true nature.
We were talking about Karan Paramatma and Karya Parmatma. You
will say that, 'we are not aware of these types of Paramatma. We know Sakal
Paramatma i.e. Paramatma with Kai i.e. body. They are Arahant Bhagwan.
And Nikal Paramatma i.e. those without body. They are Siddha Bhagwan.
These are not the types which you are thinking or aware of. Just read
this carefully. To manifest, the status of Paramatma in Paryayi.e. the status
of Arahantor Siddha status are Karya Paramatma.This status or Paryayor
Karya is not evolved out of any outside thing or from the withering away of
Karma or from any Nimitta, but it evolves through its eligibility to evolve from
Upadan. And this Upadan Karan of this Paryay in the form of Paramatma
status is Karan Paramatma. If it is stated with reference to five Samavay,
then Swabhav Samavay is Karan Paramatma a nd with the reference to
Nimitta-Upadan, Upadan is Karan Paramatma.
Eternal Swabhavof Jeev, which is Dnyayak Bhavor in other words his
nature of being knower i.e. his 'Param Parinamik Bhav' is constant and
steadfast pure state of soul. That means every Jeev by Swabhav is Karan
Paramatma.
But don't get excited just by listening to th e statement that 'I' am also
Karan Paramatma by my own Swabhav. Because Karan can be
mentioned or stated only when there is Karya taking place. If there is no
Karya has taken place how can there be a Karan and Karan of what? Only
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that Jeevwho has evolved the Karya of evolving the status of Paramatma,
can be called Karan Paramatma. Earlier while discussing Upadan Karan,
we have seen that eligibility of evolving a particular Paryay at a given
specific Samay is the true Karan of a Karya and Trikali Upadan is called
its Karan as Upcharor Vyavahar. And the true Karan is the only governing
factor of Karya.
Each Jeevhas within himself, Karan Paramatma in the form of Trika/i
Upadan or Param Parinamik Bhav. But only few of them have achieved the
status of being Paramatma. A Jeevwho has established himself totally and
concentrated into this real steadfast pure nature as Atma, in the other words
who has evolved this Karya through Purushartha and has achieved the
status of Paramatma only his Kshanik Upadan or the eligibility of his Paryay
at that Samay of evolving the status can be called Karan Paramatma and
that Paryay itself is called Karya Paramatma.
No other Paramatma, Kevali or Tirthankarcan be Karan of our Karya
Paramatma. But we ourselves, each one of us, are Karan Paramatma of
one's own Karya Paramatma.
The very purpose of discussing this system of Karan Karya Vyavastha
is that this Jeevsince time immemorable is entangled in this fallacious belief
or Mithyatva status and is trying to find out Karan of his own Karya in
substances other than himself. After reading the scriptures, instead of
understanding clearly and properly true meaning of those statements of
Nimitta, Jeev strengthened his view and fallacious belief that everything
depends on Nimitta. Because he has his attention towards Para Padartha,
and is more interested in them, he has remained ignorant about his own
nature as Dnyayak or Knower.
Along with Karan Paramatma and Karya Paramatma you find in
scriptures, other two terms namely Karan Samaysar (~ fiq<Qfll<) and
Karya Samaysar (~ fiq<Qfl l~).
The word Samay is used in many ways with different meanings as per
the context. Samay is a basic smallest unit of Kaai or time i.e . VyavaharKaal.
Even the scriptures are referred as Samay. Samayalso means the substance.
All the six substances are called Samay. And the most important or the most
basic of all the substances which is Jeev substance or one's own soul is
called Samaysar. That means 'I' or my own pure soul is Samaysar. The
Paryay or activity of accepting one's own pure nature or Shuddhatma, to
clearly know its nature and totally concentrating in it, is called Swa Samay
or Karya Samaysar. And the pure soul is called Karan Samaysar.
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From this discussion we realise one thing that Karan of any Karya of
each Dravya is existing in that Dravya itself. No one has to look out with
anguish to any other substance for one's Karya to take place. One should
not feel dependent on any thing else for his Karya. In the scripture Niyamsar,
Karan Niyamsarand Karya Niyamsarare discussed. You must be aware
that Niyamsar written by Kundkundacharya is most unique and important
philosophical treatise. One of the great Muni Padmaprabhamaldharidev
(~) has written an analytical commentary on that treatise.
That which is worthy of doing or practising regularly as a rule is Niyam.
That means Darshan, Dnyan and Charitra is Niyam. The word saris used
to denote correct, proper or Samyakstate and to negate Viparitor unnatural
and irregular state, Ratnatray (~) namely Samyak Darshan, Samyak
Dnyan and Samyak Charitra is Niyam. And Shubha Bhavwhich are usually
associated with this Ratnatray are also called as Vyavahar Ratnatray. But
since it is usually found in conjunction with the above Nischay R~tnatray
they are also referred as Ratnatray. But to distinguish the true i.e. Nischay
Ratnatrayfrom the Vyavahar Ratnatray, the word Saris attached to the first
one. The word Sar indicates its existence as true or proper.It is indication of
Nischay Ratnatray. And thereby it is indicated that Vyavahar Ratnatray is
not the real one. One should not believe that they are worthy of practising.
A Jeev in a Muni stage knows and has confirmed belief that these Shubha
Bhav are not worthy of practising though are just happening in their lives. In
other words though these feelings and actions being done by them they do
not possess Kartutva Buddhi in them.
True, pure, proper Ratnatray as a Niyam is the path for Salvation i.e.
Moksha Marga. It is in the real sense Karya. It is Karya Niyamsar. Now
Acharya states, what is the Karan of this Karya.
Karan is that thing through which or by taking resort of which a Karya
takes place.Just as a Karya is always taking place in the present Samay,
Karan also exists in that very present Samay.
If Karya takes place in Jeev substance then its Karan also exists in
Jeev substance itself. It does not exist in the body or the activities of the
body, such as keeping fasts, undertaking different vows etc .. When Karya
is its Swabhav Paryaythen its Karan also is in the form of Swabhav and not
Vibhav i.e. Subha Bhav of conducting or practising, fasting, rituals or vows
etc ..
The natural steadfast or Dhruva Swabhav of Jeev is called Param
Parinamik Bhav. And Shuddha Chetana Parinam or the constant steadily
existing capacity of all the infinite attributes of Jeev Dravya is Karan of the
Karya discussed above. And this capacity though is steadfast is in a way
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constantly underlying flow of Shuddha Karya. This is called Karan Niyamsar.
It is called as Karan Shuddha Paryay.
When Jeev is constantly aware of Karan Niyam and concentrating in
it then through it Karya Niyam, which is Moksha Marga is evolved. It can not
be evolved by taking resort to the other substances, even Bhagwan Arahant
or Guru or it can not be evolved through Raag or Vyavahar Ratnatray.
In the word Karan Shuddha Paryay, the word Paryaydoes not mean
manifestation or everchanging Karya. But it is everlasting constantly flowing
same Shuddha status, which is existing in each Samay and inseperable
from the substance and attributes. It is Parinamik Bhav.
And Paryay in the form of Karya is constantly evolving, withering and
ever changing Paryay.
Since time immemorable Jeev has been manifesting Vibhav Paryay.
This Vibhav Karya is not due to other substances or Karma but due to his
own ignorance. Despite the fact that in each Paryay pure Chetana Karan is
ever existing, Jeevhas not been concentrating in it or not even being aware
of its existence. Th is is a reason why Jeev is manifesting Vibhav Paryay.
Substance, attribute and Karan Shuddha Paryay are inseperable.
This is called as Karan Paramatma (ctiRUT ~). When the present
Paryaywhich is manifesting becomes one with this Karan Paramatma and
it immerses in it then Shuddha Karya evolves. One is aware of Karan. Till
as such time Jeev did not know Shuddha Karan, Shuddha Karya did not
evolve.
We call Moksha Marga to be Karan of Moksha. But it is Vyavahar or
Upchar Kathan. The basic Karan of all Shuddha Karya, right from attaining
Samyaktva till Keva/ Dnyan is this Karan Shuddha Paryay which is ever
existing in Param Parinamik Bhav. And only by taking resort to that Shuddha
Paryay, Karya evolves.
Karan in the form of Karan Shuddha Paryay is existing since time
immemorable and will be there eternally. But Karya in the form of Shuddha
Paryayevolves only when Paryaymanifests in accordance with this Karan;
when it takes resort into this Karan. Otherwise that Karan is of no use even
if it is existing.
Scriptures say,' ct11<0113fciei1f(lR ~· i.e. Karya takes place in
accordance with and following the Karan.
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Here you have to remember firmly that only by discussing Karan
Karya Vyavastha or by reading and learning by heart the principles set out
in the scriptures or learning them or teaching them, Karya of Shuddha
Paryaywill not evolve. For that one has to concentrate towards one's own
soul or Atma, and experience Karan Paramatma or Karan Shuddha Paryay
by becoming one with it. Since in the b~ginning you were not aware of
these Karan, its discussion in detail was necessary. But don't·be satisfied
and complecent in this discussion only. Know your own Kf;lran
Paramatma by turning all your concentration within your own true nature.
Before even starting to discuss with you this Karan Karya Vyavastha
in letter no 3. I had.a_ssur€1d you that I w ill let you know about the nature of
Krama Baddha Paryay. I am aware that you are also eager to learn about
this.
It w ill be easy for me now to teach you that with the help of all these
principles which we have learnt till .now.
So we will discuss it in our next letter.
Jai Jinendra.
Your,

Mom.
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Krama Baddha Paryay - Its Nature
Letter12

5th July, 2001

Dear Reena & Mona,
Blessings & Best Wishes.
From today we are going to discuss/listen to that subject about which
both of you are very keen to know - namely 'Krama Baddha Paryay '. I said
to listen because, I am sending a set of 28 audio cassettes, which contain
my discourses I had imparted to Swadhyayis based on the book on this
subject of Krama Baddha Paryay written by Dr. Hukamchandji Bharill. Do
listen to them carefully.
Firstly let us see what is Krama Baddha Paryay. Don't get worried by
confusing this to be another new kind of Paryay like Swabhav Paryay,
Vibhav Paryay etc .. This is not a Paryay in that sense, but it is the system·
of manifestations of substances. Let's see its definition.
A specific Paryay of that specific substance is to take place in that
particular Kshetra, in that particular Samay, in the presence of that specific
Nimitta, with the specific Purushartha, in that particular fashion; the very
same specific Paryayof that very specific substance does take place in that
very specific Kshetra, in that particular Samay, in the presence of that very
specific Nimitta, with that very specific Purushartha and exactly in that
particular fashion; And in none other way. This law of the Vastu Vyavastha
is called Krama Baddha Paryay.
From this definition it is realised that this is not just a law of any Karya
only, but it deals with all kinds of Karan namely Upadan-Nimitta Karan; also
Dravya, Kshetra, Kaai, Bhav, Nimitta and five Samavayand along with that
also the Karya or Paryay. All the Karan which we discussed in all the details
in last few letters and the Karya and the nature of proper, perfect Vyavastha
or system dealing with them is stated in this principle or Siddhant.
Krama means one coming after another or one thing following another
and not at once together with each other, Baddha means bound by a system
or occurring definitely as a rule in a particular fashion and Paryay means
manifestation of substance or its attributes. In 'Atmakhyati' book Krama
Baddha is said as Kramaniyamit (aiqf.t(4fqa).
The very existence of each substance in this universe is without any beginning or an end i.e. it exists forevever. This existence is in the form of
evolution, withering and at the same time everlasting or steadfast i.e-. Utpad
(~). Vyay (~) and Dhruva (Wf). In each Samay a new Paryay is
evolved, withering away of earlier Paryay is taking place and at the same
time through all this the substance remains the same in its nature.
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The question here is that, is there any specific inherent system or law
accordi ng to which this manifestation of a substance takes place or whether
we can manifest ourselves according to one's own wish?
Answer to this question is that each substance manifests itself
according to its own predetermined specific order. Each substance has its
own specific order. This order of Paryay in each Paramanu, of each Jeev
and of all the other substances is separate. That is why at any time the
Paryayof each different substance is different from that of another substance.
Just see the case of Jeev Dravya. Some Jeev are in the Paryay of
unisensory existence, some are bi-sensory or some are in five sensory
existence and some other infinite Jeev are in Siddha Paryay. Some Jeev
evolves Moksha by attaining Samyak Darshan in a very short time, where
as some other Jeev takes quite a long time to attain Moksha status after
attaining Samyak Darshan.
You know the story of king Shrenik and queen Chelana. Let me tell it
in short for those who don't know or have forgotten it. Queen Chelana was
Samyak Drishti, where as king Shrenik was Gruhit Mithyatvi Jeev. He threw
a dead serpent around the neck of Yashodhar Muni and because of that he
bonded Ayu Karma of 7th Narak. When he saw that the Muni did not even
try to get rid of the serpent thrown around his neck despite the fact that ants
were all over the body trying to eat that dead serpent. And on the top of it
Muni blessed the king, though he knew that king had tried to bother him by
placing the serpent, king realised the true Upasargajayi nature of Muni.
Thereafter the king attained the knowledge of the true nature of existence
of all the substances i.e. Vastu Swaroop and Jin Dharma while attending
Samovsharan of Mahavir Bhagwan, then he became Samyak Drishti. He
evolved Kshayik Samyaktva.
Not only that but he bonded Tirthankar Karma. His Narakayu or life
span of 7th Narakdiminished and bonded Ayuof 1st Narak. At present Jeev
of king Shrenik is in 1st Narak. After experiencing life for 84 thousand years
there, in the Utsarpini kaal ('3ffiflfoi1 qm;r) in this Bharat Kshetra he will
become 1st Tirthankar. Where as Chelana queen who had attained
Samyaktva before him will continue to be in Swarga for many more Sagar
years and be in 4th Gunasthan itself and afterwards will attain Moksha.
This goes to show that some Jeev becomes Samyak Drishti and
attains Moksha in the same span of life. And some other Jeev even after
attaining Samyaktva once again becomes Mithyatvi and thereby keeps on
rotating in this cycle of life and death for a period called 'Ardhapudgal
Paravartan (aids<;:>•i~ ~)which goes on for infinite time. And there after
once again attains Samyak Darshan, then becomes Muni and thereby after
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atime attains Moksha.
Even the external behaviours and their Raag Bhav are different from
each other. Just by looking at somebody's external behaviour we can not
decide whether he is Avirat Samyak Drishti Jeev or not. Despite being
Kshayik Samyak Drishti and who was to attain Moksha in that very phase
of life, Bharat Chakravarti instead of attending Samavasharan of Adinath
Bhagwan and listening to his Divyadhvani went away to conquer six
continents for next sixty thousand years.
His son Marichi had become Muni and used to listen to Divyadhvani
at the Samavasharan. But instead of attaining Samyaktva he deviated from
that path and went on roaming in different phases of life for nearly one
Kodakodi Sagar years to come, and while in the phase of a lion attained
Samyak Darshan. In the tenth phase there after he became 24th Tirthankar
Mahavir and attained Moksha. From these stories one thing comes out
clearly that, only because some one is practising rituals and has taken vow
to do certain things or abstain from doing some others, it is not necessary
that he is Samyak Drishti. At the same time without practising vows of a
Muni, if some one considers himself as a Munithen that is also not true. We
have already learnt the true exact nature about these things, as per the
scriptures, in our earlier book 'Karananuyoga Parichay '.
Any way we were discussing the topic that there is lot of difference
between different Paryay and the order of evolving them is different in each
Jeev. This order of Prayay is certain and predetermined. It is effortless and
natural. It is not set by somebody. All the infinite and beginningless iternal
Paryay of all the substances in this universe and their order of occurrance
i.e. Krama Baddha Paryayis known clearly by Sarvadnya Bhagwanthrough
his Keva/ Dnyan in only one Samay and at the same moment at once and
not one after another. But Keva/ Dnyani only know them. They do not set or
create those Paryay or their order. It is also not necessary that because
Keva/ Dnyani know them to be taking place in that order, the Paryay have
to manifest themselves in that fashion and order. Substances, in fact,
manifest on their own independent of anything else.
In Niyamsar book it is said ''unurr \iftcrr unurr Clil!rr' '. It means Jeevare
of different types and their Karma and Bhavare also of different nature. As
a substance all Jeev are similar. In respect of their attributes as well, they
all have infinite attributes. There are no less or more attributes in any Jeev.
But despite that if you look at a particular Paryayat a specific Samay of any
one of the infinite attributes of all Jeev, Paryay of one Jee\/ is never similar
to the Paryayof another Jeev. The order of evolving infinite Paryayof one
Jeevis not same as the order of the evolution of Paryayof another Jeev. The
order of evolving of Prayay of each substance is definite.
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Just as in a string of pearls , each pearl has its definite position in that
string and can not change its position, similarly, each Pa.ryay of each
substance takes place at its own place and time. It is its time of birth, so to
say. It does not change its order as per our wish or because we feel it should
change or by any other means. This is the state of facts as it exists i.e. Vastu
Vyavastha.

Krama Baddha Paryay is an established fundamental principle of
Vastu Vyavastha. Only because one has not understood it properly and
since till today he has considered himself as Karta of manifestations of other
substances, and has fallacious egoistic pride that one can change one's
own manifestation as per one's own wish, many people are afraid of
accepting this basic established principle .
They argue that, 'if all the things in this universe are fixed and
predetermined then what is there for us to do?' 'If things are going to take
place just in the same fashion and at the same time which is known by
Bhagwan, then what is the point in doing any efforts by us?' 'Why do you
preach to us?' 'And above all this where is the Purushartha to be done by
anybody?'
The only reason to have all these and many more such doubts and
fallacious ideas is the ignorance about this basic established principle i.e.
Siddhant. Once you have the correct proper knowledge of the Krama
Baddha Paryay, then you get rid of the fallacious belief i.e. Kartutva Buddhi
or egoistic belief of being Karta of Paryay of your own as well as other
substances and the capacity to change them at your own will. At the same
time we get rid of all the anxiety and worries arising out of this belief.
Mithyatva is withering away. To understand and know Krama Baddha
Paryay is real Purushartha. It is imperative to know that, to start the path of
salvation i.e. Moksha Marga.
Once you know this Siddhant you confirm your belief in being
Akarta. Only after that one becomes engrossed in one's own Dnyayak
Bhav and thereby evolve Atmanubhooti. Swamiji has said, 'Through
Purushartha of knowing correctly Krama Baddha Paryay through one's
own Dnyan Swabhav, his Paryayturns inwards towards one's own self,
and at that time in that Paryay all the five Samavay namely Swabhav,
_ Purushartha, Kaai Labdhi, Honhar and Nimitta are present.' He further
says,'See this fact, Purushartha also does not go away, the order of
events also does not break or change. Due to taking resort into one's
Dnyayak Swabhavtrue Purushartha takes place and Samyak Oarshan,
Dnyan and Charitra start evolving in the pure Paryay.'

Krama Baddha Paryay is not only an indicator of Kaai or Niyati
of Paryay or their sequence; but there in exact existence of Dravya,
I
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Kshetra, Kaai, , Bhav and Nimitta i.e . all the five Samavay is also
established. This Siddhantis presented at many places in Jinagam, such
as four Anuyoga (~). Bhajan (~). Stuti (~) etc ..
An ignorant Jeev who does not have correct knowledge of Krama
Baddha Paryay gets his ignorance and Mithyatva about Ekant Niyat Vaad
under the guise of Krama Baddha Paryay. The book Gommatsaar says,
"This is nothing but Ekant Niyat Vaad of a person who is living without any
restrains and is engrossed in seeking worldly pleasures."
A Jeev who does not believe in Sarvadnya, who does not establish
within himself the correct decision about one's own Dnyan Swabhav, one
who has not turned his attention inwards and got rid of all the doubts, whose
interest in Viparit Bhav has not diminished and one who keeps on
strengthening his Mithyatva by saying that things will take place as they are
bound to take place and leads careless life, is a Gruhit Mithya Drishti Jeev.
This is an established saying in scriptures.
This establishes the fact that Krama Baddha Paryayis not Ekant Niyat
Vaad i.e. a theory which says that things take place as per Niyati and Niyati
alone; but it is a theory which states and proves true Anekant. Therefore it
is 'Syadvaad '.
Many people believe that if a particular incident is destined to take
place at a particular time, then it will definitely happen, irrespective of any
Nimitta tor that incident. For example if a person is destined to die at a
particular time and whose life span is over at a specific time then he will die
at that time. The death may be due to heart attack or cancer or an accident.
Again the death may take place either in India or in America or any~here
else. This belief is totally fallacious.

Krama Baddha Paryay not only establishes about the time but also
establishes definiteness of Dravya, Kshetra, Kaai, Bhav, Purushartha,
Nimitta and Honahar. A person whose life span is over is bound to die at a
specific time, in a specific place, in a specific manner, and due to specific
Nimitta which is predestined and not in any other way or at any other time
and place and not by any other Nimitta.
In each substance one Paryay is taking place at each Samay. And
Kaai is without beginning and without end. This in fact means that just as
there are infinite Samay of past, present and future Kaai, simi larly there
are that many infinite Paryay of each substance in all these three times.
In that each Paryayof each Samay is definite and predetermined. No one
can shift any particular Paryayfrom its own Samay. It can not be brought
about earlier or later than that Samay. Because, the ignorant Jeevdoes
not realise this unchangeability of Paryay, it keeps on looking at future and
becomes impatient.
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Because of Mithyatva and Kartutva Buddhi Jeev does not have faith
in the definiteness cf Kaai and that a Paryay will take place at a specific
Samay. Some want to bring about a particular Paryay before its destined
time. Just as Marichi got angry by listening to the statement by Adinath
Bhagwan in his Divyadhvani that he will become 24th Tirthankar. And by
declaring that he will become 2nd Tirthankar, out of his fallacious, arrogant
pride established 363 false principles. Due to Mithyatva he was roaming
from one phase of life to another for nearly one Koda Kodi Sagaryears, and
thereafter became 24th Tirthankar.
Some others by listening to the prediction of an astrologer, about some
unpleasant incident in their life to occur in future, try to avoid that from
happening with all their might. Such as by listening to the prediction of
Neminath Bhagwan in his Divyadhvanithat Dwar;aka city will be destroyed
in fire after 12 years, due to Dwipayan Muni becoming its Nimitta, and Yadav
princes in their intoxicated condition will be the cause of Muni's anger etc. ,
many people tried to avoid that from happening, and did many different
efforts. But ultimately all these things developed in an orderly fashion and
ultimately that incident took place in the same fashion, at the same time. We
have discussed about this incident in our letter about Nimitta Naimittik
relation.
Leave aside about the future, but we keep on worrying and discussing
about the incidents which have already happened in the past. This is an
usual trend we see in our daily life. If one would have done this thing then
that other thing would have not taken place etc .. If one had gone to Dr. 'A'
instead of Dr. 'B' then he would have been cured and would have been still
alive etc .. We do keep on wasting our precious time in our life by such
useless imaginary things. Though each of us is certain in one's own mind
that things happened in the past can not be changed, we still keep on
wondering about them in above manner.
You know the saying, "Empty mind is a devil's castle". One who
regularly practises Swadhyaykeeps on thinking and analysing principles of
philosophy, and is trying to learn by heart thes~:Hiings has all the time
thoughts about them only. But an empty mind keeps on building castles in
the air out of its imagination. Jeev becomes anxious, tense and worried
because of them, has passions and ultimately becomes unhappy. These
Jeev keep on roaming either in the past or in future instead of living in the
present time.
Some one keeps total faith in astrologer and in order to avoid so called
unfortunate incidents going to take place in future does all sorts of things and
efforts as told by the astrologer. By going after Kudev, Kuguru, and so called
Mahant, practises sinful acts like offering life of an animal as sacrifice,
strengthens his Mithyatva. Thereby nurtures the worldly life.and death cycle.
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Those who try to change Paryayaccording to their wishes are ignorant
about Vastu Swaroop. They do not know and understand Swaroop of
Sarvadnya. They don't know Krama Baddha Paryay, they have not
understood these things by correctly establishing their true nature with the
help of their own analysing power. They have this fallacious belief i.e. Mithya
Manyata that Karya takes place because of Nimitta and if one changes
Nimitta, Karya also can be changed.
Now you may ask a question, 'then in that case are we supposed to be
just watching these things taking place in this universe?'
One needs to have great Purushartha to just keep on observing; to be
a real observer or Drishta or Dnyata. If one has all the wishes to do things
or change things that are happening, also is angry or unhappy and terrified
by them; but at the same time he feels that one should not do anything,
otherwise he would have done something and so becomes unhappy with
the feeling of being helpless. That is not the true indication of a Dnyata
Drishta. To experience oneself unhappy because of fruitations of Karma is
Karmafal Chetana. In this situation Dnyan instead of being only' knower' of
things happening in one's fife starts experiencing that Jeev is Bhakta of
Karma and thereby gets entangled in the fruitation of Karma.
In s~1ch circumstances Jeeveither becomes angry or passionate and
tries to find out some solution to the situation at hand. In fact since he is not
able to do anything about any other substance, but manifests in the form of
passions; considers these passions to be worthy of doing. This is called
Karma Chetana. Dnyan gets entangled in passions like Raag, Dvesh which
are Vibhav and experiences himself as Raagi or Dveshi. He starts
experiencing it to be his real normal nature.
In such circumstances even a Samyak Drishti Jeev, according to his
status experiences attachments and aversions due to evolvement of
Charitra Mohaniya Karma. But since he has already experienced and
understood his own true nature as Dnyata Drishta and Akarta and being
totally different and separate from these feelings, does not have any
fallacious belief that he can do anything or any Karya of other substances;
despite the fact that he gets such Bhav as described above. He has Dnyan
Chetana. He does not have Raag or Dvesh which usually arise out of
ignorance. He gets them in a mild form, but does not consider them to be his
own nature. He is always aware of his separate existence from all these
things:
.
You were asking as to whether one should just keep on observing
things and do not do anything?
One who has firmly established and understood the Krama Baddfja
Paryay and one's Sarvadnya Swabhav through it, by concentrating arid
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immersing totally in one's own true nature, his confirmation about the nature
of the state of facts or Vastu Vyavastha is correct. Just by reading about
Krama Baddha Pal}'ayfrom the scriptures one can not properly understand
its nature. To believe that things have happened as they were bound to
happen or worthy of happening and keep on just looking at them is
ignorance. Some p~ople believe that things take place as per the wish of
Bhagwan or God and some others say that Niyatior destiny is most powerful
force, all the things are under the power of destiny. Others after learning
scriptures talk in the terminology of them and say that things will happen in
Krama Baddha or predetermined order. All these people are similar to each
other. They are all Ekant Mithya Drishti.
We have already seen earlier that Krama Baddha Pal}'ay not only
denotes Niyati but all the five Samavay which are predetermined . If one's
view point accepts the existence of all the five Samavay and then in order
to emphasize one particular Karan gives it prominence and states it to be the
factor of Kal}'a taking place then it is correct or acceptable. But to believe
that a Kal}'a takes place only because of any one particular Karan itself and
to consider all other Samavayto be uncertain, variable and dependent on
some other thing is wrong.
No one, either a Dnyanior an Adnyani Jeev, can change events taking
place or circumstances. Because they are Para Dravya. Who can change
or r.e move them? But Jeev evolves Sanyogi Bhav i.e. Vibhav Bhav in the
form of Maha, Raag, Dvesh etc .. In an ignorant stage Jeev has Mithyatva
and Sanyogi Bhav in the form of Anantanubandhi (31411 lj~6\) Ka shay. But
Dnyani Jeevdo not have or evolve Mithyatva or Anantanubandhi Bhav. And
other Kashay or Raag, Dvesh also start diminishing alongwith increasing
Veetaragata.
Have you understood the difference between the two? Sanyog are
Para Dravya who have a temporary contact with Jeev tor a while. But
Sanyogi Bhav are Vibhav Pal}'ay of Jeev which arise in him by looking at
Sanyog. Here understand and remember one thing very clearly, that no
Sanyog is able to evolve Moha, Raag, Dvesh etc. in Jeev and nor can they
make Jeev happy or unhappy. But Jeev himself emagines and establishes
feeling of Sanyog being favorable or unfavourable and thereby becomes
unhappy due to evolving Moha, Raag, Dvesh etc.
One who has experienced one's own independent, natural blissful
nature or Swaroopdoes not have Mithyatva or fallacious belief that one has
happiness or otherwise because of Sanyog. He is not interested in looking
at them. Yet even a Samyak Dnyani Jeevalso keeps on doing different work
in different events of this worldly life. But even in these circumstances he
continuously has the sense of being only Dnyata or Drishta.
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Just as we do take bitter medicines, injections etc. out of compulsion
in our sickness, he goes through these motions in his span of worldly life.
From all this discussion you must. have realised how important is
understanding of this Krama Baddha Paryay.
Once you know the nature of Krama Baddha Paryay, the awe and
anxiety arising by being confronted with the different Sanyog or by seeing
different manifestation by each Jeev, are less or not as intense as otherwise
would be. And they start diminishing. The wish and efforts to change one's
own or other's Parinam go away and our attention is diverted to our own
Trikali Dnyayak Swabhav. By understanding this Krama Baddha Paryay
one's attention is diverted tro111 Paryay to Dravya. In other words one
becomes Dravya Drishti by getting rid of Paryay Buddhi. On.ce Jeev has
understood and realised Krama Baddha Paryay and one's own Sarvadnya
Swabhav then one starts experiencing one's own nature. Jeev becomes
Akarta, and ··his Kartutva Buddhi withers away. By concentrating and
immersing in one's own inward nature and totally stabilizing oneself in that
state, Sarvadnyata is achieved, Keva/ Dnyan is evolved. And all Paryay
which are Krama Baddha of the whole universe directly shine in one's own
Dnyan.
In this way it is necessary for all Jeev who are keen to know one's
own self i.e. Atmarthi (a:mimff) to understand the exact nature of Krama
Baddha Paryay and establishing it by diverting one's own attention
towards oneself.
In next letter we will discuss more about this subject.
Jai Jinendra.
Your,
Mom.
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Krama Baddha Paryay -

An Eternal Truth

Letter 13

15th July, 2001 .

Dear Reena & Mona,
Blessing & Best Wishes.
It is nice to hear from you that both of you ~re reading the discussion
on Krama Baddha Paryay and also have started listening to my cassettes
on that subject. Mona, you have asked for the exact text of Mangalacharan
in that cassette in writing from me. Dear, it is nothing but Gatha no 321 ,
322 and 323 from the scripture Kartikeyanupreksha (Cfilftt~'"'lj~S;IT). You
will learn them by heart even just by listening to them daily. But I am writing
them to you so that you will understand the words correctly.

·~ ~ ~ ~ ~ fcct;1Jio1 ~ ~ I
~ ~ ~ \ill!t err ~ m err 11 ~ ~ ~ 11
'ff nw mar ~ mir feit;r ai 01 mar ~ 1

~ ~ ~ ~
~

ii'
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~
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~

II

~~~11
~~~II

These Gathas are in Prakrut language i.e. local natural language of
common people, at that time. You must have understood the meaning of it.
If not, here it is : 'A birth or death of a person or any living being, which is to
take place at a specific time, at a specific place, in a particular fashion, and
which is all known by Jinendra Bhagwan to the exact certainty of the last
detail, it certainly takes place at the same place, at the same time and in
the exactly same fashion. Even Indra or Jinendra is not able to stop it i.e.
nobody can avoid it from happening. One who knows all the substances
and all their Paryay in this fashion i.e. one who knows that this above
principle or rule applies to all the Paryay of all the substances, is Samyak
Drishti and one who has doubts about this is Mithya Drishti. '
I remember an incident while we are talking about my cassettes . .
used to take this subject of Krama Baddha Paryay in my Swadhyay class
in th e morning from 8.30 to 10.00 daily from 20th January 200 1. We all
know that there was an earthquake on 26th January. I was conducting
class at that time. The seat on which I was sitting started shaking. We
started wondering as to what and why was it happening. At the same time
I realised th at people sitting in front of me were worried and scared. I kept
on stating about Krama Baddha Paryayby saying that see this earthquake
~ taking place he re at this time is also predetermined; it is Krama Baddha.
And all of us kept on doing Swadhyay without any hesitation or worry in a
calm peacef!.!1 manner, though the quake was on for almost two minutes
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continuously. Once you listen to the cassette for thaf day you will realise it.
Just see, once you understand the principle of Krama Baddha
Paryay, the fear of calamity or even that of death goes away. One
experiences peace without any anxiety.
To establish the principle of Krama Baddha Paryay Sarvadnyata is
stated to be most important proof. It is proved with the help of
Sarvadnyata. We have already disproved many fallacious beliefs about
Sarvadnyata.
Every body believes and accepts that nobody can change the things ·
that have already taken place. But many people cannot accept and believe
that even the things which are going to take place in future are also
predetermined, their order or sequence is fixed and nobody can change
that course. They feel that by accepting that they will be denying their own
ability ·to do things as per their wish or Purushartha. They feel they wili'
become dependent and subjected to forces beyond them, they will loose
their independence to act on their own. In fact it does not happen so.
Krama Baddha Paryaydoes not make one dependent and helpless, but in
fact it establishes infinite independence of each and all the Paryay of all
the substances.
Paryayin fact does not need help from substance itself. Each Paryay
manifests at that particular Samay, according to its own eligibility, out of its
own Shatkarak in that particular fashion; and not in any other fashion. This
is its independence and predestined way to manifest on its own without
any help or hindrance from anything else. Once we understand and accept
this definiteness we become free from any anxiety and worry. Sarvadnya
Bhagwan know all these Paryay, in each Samay all at once and clearly.
This is the magnificence of Dnyan. This is the strength of Dnyan Swabhav.

One who does not accept this strength of Dnyan, who does not
realise and accept Sarvadnyata i.e. one's own true nature of being
Sarvadnya (Sarvadnya Swaroop), his ignorance, passions, etc. never
cease to exist. Arahant and Siddha are Sarvadnya. If you don't really
understand their Sarvadnya Swaroop, and just keep on reciting their
names or Namokar Mantra and do Puja as a ritual for years together you
will not really gain anything.
In Pravachansar it is said that one who knows Arahant as Dravya, its
all attributes and all Paryay, knows his own Atma and his ignorance i.e.
Mithyatva withers away.
Those who accept and rever and pray Arahant but do not know his
true nature of being Sarvadnya, their reverance and prayers for Arahant
are useless.
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There are many statements regarding incidents which are to take
place in future in the scriptu re Prathamanuyoga. Twenty four names of
Jeev who are going to be Tirlhankar, in Utsarpini Kaai, the names of their
parents, their birth place and time where and when they will attain Nirwan
all these things are mentioned there. Not only Tirlhankar but the names of
all sixty three Sha/aka Purush (~ ~) (great persons) are also
published there. Do you know who are these Sha/aka persons ? Before
trying to know that let's get some information about Utsarpini (dffif<ion),
Avasarpini (3lct'8Non) and Kaai Chakra (Cfil("liHtl).
There is one Kalpakaal (Cfi~Cfll("I) which consists of 20 Koda Kodi
Sagaryears (chl:Sichlsl'8141( "Cl"i) out of those 1O Koda Kodi Sagaryears are
Avasarpini Kaai (i.e. downward) and 10 Koda Kodi Sagar years are
Utsarpini Kaai (upward or rising). We have learnt about the time factor of
Sagar and Kadakadi in Karananuyoga Parichay book.
There are six parts each in Utsarpini and Avasarpini Kaai
respectively. The first part of Avasarpini Kaai is known as Sushama
Sushama (~ ~). At that time, this Bharat Kshetra is Uttam
Bhogbhoomi (~ ~).
There the maximum life span of Manushya and Tiryanch phas~ is 3

Pa/ya(~) and the height is 3 Kosa (m). And at the end of that Kaai the
life is 2 Pa/ya and height is 2 Kosa. This Kaai is of 4 Kodakodi Sagar.
The second Kaai coming thereafter is called Sushama (Wflil'). At that
time this Bharat Kshetra is Madhyam Bhogbhoomi (~ ~). Here in
the beginning life span is 2 Pa/ya and at the end it is 1 Pa/ya. And the
height in the beginning is 2 Kosa and later 1 Kosa. This Kaai is of 3 Koda
Kodi Sagar years.
The third part is called Sushama Dushama (Wflil' 5'flIT). In this period
Bharat Kshetra is Jaghanya Bhogbhoomi (~ ~). Life span in the
beginning is 1 Pa/ya, and at the end it is 1 Koti Purva. Height earlier is 1
Kosa and later at the end is 500 Dhanushya (~). One Purva means
seventy lacks, fifty six thousand crores years, or in other words 84 lacks
multiplied by 84 lacs years. And, that multiplied by 1 crore is 1 Kofi Purva.
This third period is of 2 Koda Kodi Sagar years.
The fourth part is called Dushama Sushama. In this period Karmabhoomi starts. Here in the beginning life is of ·1 crore Purva years and at
the end it is 120 years. Height is 500 Dhanushya in the beginning whereas
at the end it is 7 Haat (mo). In this fourth phase Jeev start attaining
Moksha. Twenty four Tirlhankartake place in this period.
In Bhogbhoomi period Jeev cannot rise above 4th Gunasthan. After
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death all Jeev go to Dev phase only. Mithya Drishti die and become
Bhavanvasi (._,.cHCllW), Jyotishi (~) or Vyantar (~). They are
called Bhavanatrik Dev(~ ~). After death Samyak Drishti Jeev go
to 1st or 2nd heaven. These heavens are called Saudharma (~)and

Eashan(~).
Jeev from Karmabhoomi after death can go to any one of the four
phases of life. Jeev in Manushya phase can attain Moksha by doing
Purushartha. Fourth period is forty two thousand years less than 1 Koda
Kodi Sagar years.
Fifth Kaai is known as Dushama. At present in this Bharat Kshetra
Pancham Kaai is going on. Jeev born in this Kaai cannot do that
Purushartha by which he can attain Moksha. But a Jeev in male human
form can attain 7th Gunasthan by becoming Muni. This period is of
21 ,000 years. At the beginning life span is 120 years and at the later
stage is 20 years. The height is 7 haat in the beginning and is 2 haat in
the later part.
The sixth Kaai is called Dushama Dushama. This period is also of
21,000 years. In this period Dharma totally withers away. At the beginning
life is 20 years and later it is 15 years. Height is 2 haat earlier and at the
end it is 1 haat. Sometimes Sushama, Dushama is also referred as
Sukhama, Dukhama (~, ~).
In these six parts of Avasarpini Kaai we have seen that the life span
and the height of the body progressively decreases. But the funniest part is
that during these period the food intake of humans increases, that the
quantity as well as number of times a meal is taken also increases. In the
first era, every fourth day food quantity is only of the size of a small marble
or peanut. In the second era, it is taken alternate day byt the size is of the
size of a small beatle nut. In the third era the food intake is of a size of Am/a
or lime, and taken alternate day. And in the fourth era it is taken once daily.
In the fifth era we are seeing that food intake is many times in a day. In the
sixth era the tendency of Jeev is to continuously feed oneself. The food
contains fish, meat, etc.
In Utsarpini Kaai all these six eras occur in the reverse direction.
This sequence of Kaai is not set by somebody. It is a natural process.
The size and formation of Jeev and their ability and the size of the body - take place automatically according to the period going on at any time.
There is only Nimitta Naimittik Sambandha between these two namely the
Kaai going on and the phase of Jeev and his body.
At present we are in fifth era (Pancham Kaa~ of Avasarpini Kaai.
Right now Hundavasarpini period is going on. This Hundavasarpini
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<§sl<Hlf4on) Kaai comes after innumerable Avasarpini Kaai have taken
place. In comparison to other Avasarpini Kaai this is the worst or lowest
period.
In this period certain unusual incidents take place which do not occur
in other Avasarpini Kaai. e.g. In normal course Tirthankar Jeev do not
have daughters as their offspring; but King Vrishabhdev who was to
become first Tirthankar had two daughters. Again normally Chakravarti is
never defeated by anybody. But Bharat Chakravarti was defeated by his
brother Bahubali. All Tirthankar are born in Ayodhya and attain Nirvan at
Sammed Shikhar. But in this Kaai it did not happen so. In each fourth era
63 Sha/aka Purush are born . But again in this era the number was less.
Ordinarily 63 Sha/aka Purush are as follows - 24 Tirthankar, 12
Chakravarti, 9 Narayan, 9 Pratinarayan and 9 Balabhadra. But in this 4th
era Shantinath, Kunthunath and Aranath these three were Tirthankar as
well as Chakravarti. So these were 3 less Sha/aka Purush here. And again
Mahavir Tirthankar was Tripushta Narayan long ago at the time of 11th
Tirthankar. So in all out of 63 Purush 4 were less in this Kaai. There were
only 59 Sha/aka Purush in this period .
In Jinagam the names of Tirthankar and other Jeev from Bharat
Kshetra, Airavat (~) Kshetra and Videha (~) Kshetra taking place
in the past, who are in present time, as well as in future and their names in
their earlier phases of life are also mentioned. If all these were not
predetermined to happen in that specific order, how can anyone would
have known it ? The fact that these Jeev will become Tirthankar is certain;
means that they will have certain types of Bhav i.e. Shodash Karan Bhav
which are responsible for bondage of Tirthankar Prakruti are also certain.
It is also certain as to with whose vicinity i.e. by being close and being a
disciple of which Kevali or Tirthankar they will start bonding Tirthankar
Prakruti.
All the infinite Tirthankarsince time immemorable and also all infinite
Keva/iwho took place were in what phase in their earlier life, in which Bhav
they attained Samyaktva, what kind of Karma were bonded by them at that
time, and what Parinam were evolved and when did they hac;l Keva/
Dnyan, all these things are known by Sarvadnya Bhagwan very clearly in
one Samay only as if it is all happening at once, and not in a row, one after
another. If all these Paryay and their all Karan were not certain and
predetermined how even Sarvactnya could have known ? And if those
Jeev could not have known about all these infinite Paryay of all the
substances in their Dnyan, how could they have been called Sarvadnya ?
We are surprised by seeing things which occur unexpected and
suddenly. And thereby we become anxious and disturbed. But all these
incidents and the effect of them on different people is all definite. We can._.
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compare this with a reel of cine film. The sequence in which the film is shot
on a reel will be seen in that sequence only. It's order cannot be changed.
Similarly the order of all the infinite Paryay which go on from time
immemorable is definite. It does not change.
The manifestation of Paryay which seems to be disorderly or without
any reasonable connection with each other from the daily ordinary point of
view, will also be seen as systematic and orderly if we think deeply and
minutely. Just as in a drama being inacted in certain scenes the things put
on the stage are orderly, well maintained and proper whereas in certain
other scene they are disorderly, in a poor state, not of good quality etc ..
Here the proper placing, the good quality and maintainance of the things
on the stage in the first type of scene is definitely predetermined and
proper; but those things in the other scene which seem to be of bad quality
or disorderly displayed are also predetermined, proper and specifically
placed in that fashion to create the necessary atmosphere.
Just as the things placed in a scence of a palace are well placed with
a preplanning, similarly, the things like old clothes, broken utensils etc.
shown in a scence of a poor man's hut are also placed there in a
preplanned manner and are not there by chance. Similarly the Paryay of
substances which seem to be disorderly are also in fact proper and
definite.
Just as the scenes in a drama come in a sequence, one after
another, in the same way even Paryay of each substance also manifest
one after another in a sequence, and not all at a time. It is certain as to
which scence will follow which scene in a play. Similarly even in Paryay it is
predecided as to which Paryay will follow which another one. In fact the
Paryaywhich is destined to take place at a specific time, at a specific place
and in conjunction with a specific Nimitta, same Paryay will definitely tqke
place at the same time, at the same place and in conjunction with the same
predetermined Nimitta. It cannot happen in any other way. This is known
as Krama Baddha Paryay.
A spectator who has already seen a play earlier knows as to which
scence will follow after a particular scene. So also Sarvadnya Bhagwan
know the sequence of all the Paryay of all the substances.
But there is a big main difference between the two. The play is written
by the writer out of his own imagination.·He is the creator of it. But Krama
Baddha Paryay is not created by anybody. It is not created by Sarvadnya
Bhagwan as well, Sarvadnya only knows it. And through preachings they
describe Krama Baddha Paryay which is in fact the description of system
of all the status of all the things in this Universe i.e. Vastu Vyavastha. This
way through proof of the concept of Sarvadnyata we saw the nature of
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Krama Baddha Paryay and established it.

Acharya Amrutchandraji in his commentaiy on the book
Pravachansar established Krama Baddha Paryay. Let us see what he
has said. Each substance always exits in its own Swabhav. That is why
it is called Sat(~ . mt. ~~TUTtl is the Sutra from Tattvartha Sutra.
And another Sutra which explains the natu re of this Sat is ~ ~
vlcx:rqCRt "ffil_. This is also from the same scripture. The nature .of the
substance is Utpad i.e. evolution, Vyay i.e. withering away and
Dhrouvya i.e. being steadfast at all the times, all these three stages or
PaFinam exist together. What is this Parinam or Paryay is explained by
him.
Just as each substance has its own specific Kshetra or space
occupied by it and the smallest point of that Kshetra is called Pradesh.
Similarly, there is an infinite continuous Kaai which is without any
beginning or an end. The smallest portion of that continuous flow is called
Paryay or Parinam. Here Acharya is explaining the Siddhant of Paryay
with the example of Pradesh. He is proving the predetermined order of
Paryay.
Just as the system and order of Pradesh in a substance is definite
and certain; each Pradesh has separate existence separate from all other
Pradesh, its own specific place is definite; you can not change or replace
one Pradesh from its place with another one, because in that case the
Kshetra of that substance will be disturbed. Similarly in the continuous flow
of Kaai of a substance the place and order of each Prayay is certain . You
can not interexchange one Paryay with another one. That effort will disturb
the substance from the point of view of its Kaai. In such case it will cease to
be a substance. But it never happens that way.
Though ignorant Jeev because of his fallacious belief contrary to the
value of Vastu Vyavastha, tries any kind of effort to change the Paryay or
its order, it will be always useless and fruitless. The Vastu Vyavastha does
not exist according to the belief of an ignorant Jeev. It is self established
automatically g~ing on system. And its name is Krama Baddha Paryay. By
understanding this system clearly and properly one's ignorance and
worries wither away. This is the way to achieve eternal Bliss or happiness.
Krama Baddha Paryay is the basic nature or Swabhav of all the
substances. Each Jeev substance has as many Pradesh as there are in
Lokakash which are innumerable, similarly there are as many Paryay of
each substance as there are Samay of all the three Kaai namely, past,
present and future. That is from the point of view of attributes each
attribute has same number of Paryay. And each of these Paryay has its
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own particular specific Samay.
Just as on each Pradesh of this Lokakash there is one Kaalanu
located, similarly on each Samay of all the three Kaai there is one Paryay
of each Dravya or its attribute. And it is Swabhavof the substance that its
each Paryay manifests itself in its own Swa Kaai.
An ignorant Jeev who does not have the understanding· of this
Swabhav of substance, has his attention drawn to these Paryay. He
considers these as his own Swabhav, wishes to make change in them,
and gets entangled in this futile wishful thinking. He does not have his
attention drawn to his own Swabhav. He can not attain Dravya Drishtior he
does not become Samyak Drishti.
In order to gain or attain Dravya Drishti, the proper knowledge and its
experience of Dravya Swabhav i.e. Krama Baddha Paryay and steadfast
faith in it is imperati~e. Unless one knows that faryay are definite and
predetermined Jeev does not become free of anxiety. And unless one is
free from all anxiety and doubts his attention and Dnyan does not turn
towards one's own Swabhav. He can not concentrate inwards into his own
nature.
You may ask here that, 'forget about some one else's work and
bringing change in it but one has to do one's own work, is it not so?' Now
just tell me, whom do you consider this 'me' to be? Are you considering this
combination of Jeev and this body to be 'me' i.e. this conjunction of two
dissimilar Dravya or Human phase as we call it or are you considering this
'me' to be your own 'Atma' ? If you are using it to mean 'Atma' then which
Atma? The Atma in its impure state having all sorts of passions or pure
Atma in its own Swabhav stat!Js?
Secondly I may ask you 'Which of your so called own work you want
to do?' You are nothing but Jeev Dravya which has infinite attributes like
Dnyan etc., which is Asankhyat Pradeshi, Aroopi, which has power to
expand or confract itself and which exists for ever without any beginning or
an end. And your Karya or Parinaman i.e. manifestation is continuously
going on in each Samay. There is no necessity to have a wish or will to do
or not to do it. It is useless to have that will or wish. Because a Karya does
not take place or is not dependent on somebody's will or wish. Karya of the
infinite attributes like Dnyan, Darshan, Charitra, Virya etc. is going on
continuously forever. Even in case of Veetaragi Jeevwho do not have any
wish this Karya of all the infinite attributes is going on continuously and
forever.
·
If you intend to· do all the Karya of your own Swa in the form of your
human phase then tell me did you do all the Karya till today as per your
own wish? Was your birth in our family according to your wish or choice?
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Your physical and intellectual development since then ·was done as per
youi own wish? Or was it taking place on its own? !f it was decided by you
why was there difference in development between you two sisters? And if
everything takes place as per your wish or plan then why do you get sick or
ill sometime? Why can't you be all the time happy? Who prevents you from
being so?
You may counter by saying that, 'at least we can choose our clothes,
can eat whatever we want, and enjoy life the way we want.'
Tell me then, once you have had the food of your own choice, when
you prepare Chapatis and sweets as you want them. But once you have
consumed them, the further transformation of that food into blood, fat,
muscle, bones, stools etc, does it happen as you want it to be ? Had it been
happening that way then why do you have to go to a doctor and have
medicines for lack of hemoglobin in blood or some other ailment?
At last you may say that, 'forget all that at least Karya of our Dnyan
attribute is going on re lentlessly. And at least there we can decide as to
what we want to know and what we don't. All this time you have been
saying that one has to let go our attention from other things and divert it to
your own Swa. And unless we have concentrated our attention and
applied our Dnyan towards our own Shuddha Atma we will not really
establish in ourselves the principle of Krama Baddha Paryay and
Sarvadnyata. At least this Karya we can do on our own as per our wish, is
it not?'
My dear, the very wish or anxiousness and anguish that 'I have to
divert-my Onyantowards my own self is also a Raag Bhav. It is an anxiety.
And how can you achieve Veetaragata by evolving Raag? Anubhuti of
Shudc'.'1atma totally free from any anxiety can never be achieved by
evolving Raag Bhav.
Just as infinite manifestations or Paryay of each attribute of each
substance are predetermined, same way infinite Paryayof Dnyan attribute
are also certain and fixed. The state of 'knowing' in each Samay which is a
Paryay of Dnyan attribute does take place independently due to its own
Upadan. Paryayof Dnyan evolves due to its own eligibility because of Swa
Para Prakashak Shakti of Dnyan attribute. This Shakti can be stated in
plain language as ability to know one's own self as wel l as to know other
substances.
The knowledge of any thing or Dnyeya i.e. subject of knowledge at
)hat moment, is the eligibility of Dnyan attribute at that Samay.
This Paryay of knowing a thing is not dependent on the fact that the
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thing is present there at that time. In other words Dnyan is not subject to or
dependent on Dnyeya. It does not occur according to Dnyeya.
Each Paryay of Dnyan is independent from any thing else. It is self
reliant. At any given moment the specific Dnyeya which is worthy of
knowing, at that very moment, the Paryayof knowing that Dnyeya evolves
by its own Shakti. Think yourself; even after deciding to concentrate and
think about one's own Shuddhatma why do you get some other thoughts in
your mind? Why your mind wanders elsewhere while doing Puja? While
heating milk, despite the fact that you are standing next to the stove and
keeping watch, why does your mind wanders somewhere else and
suddenly milk spills away? While eating a sweet which is favourite of both
you and me, instead of all the time experiencing sweet taste of it while
eating why do I remember you, why do you become Dnyeya of my Dnyan?
And when you are sick why all the tasty food also tastes bland or
tasteless? .
It is a fundamental and eternal truth that Dnyan does not occur due to
Dnyeya, but Dnyeya is known according to the Paryay of Dnyan.
Just as Dravya and Guna are iternal truth and no change can be
done in them in the same way Paryay of each Samay also is a state of fact
of that particular Samay. No one can change or shift any Paryay from its
predestined Samay arid place.
Whenever a Jeev gains knowledge of Vastu Swaroop, nature of
Karan Karya Vyavastha that .is Krama Baddha Paryay then Karya of
Dnyan automatically, without any efforts turns inwards towards one's own
self. The Paryay of Dnyan effortlessly evolves and knows Swa. And in the
end becomes inseparable from one's own Shuddhatma and Atmanubhuti
evolves. This is the Samay of Samyak Darshan.
Understand truly your own nature and then keep on 'knowing'
yourself. This is the style of advise of scriptures. Once you realise that the
ultimate Bliss can be achieved by knowing one's own true self, you don't
have to do some special efforts and exercise such as ' I have to shift my
Dnyan from Para and divert to Swa.
Even the unicellular Jeev also has the sense or awareness about
what things are beneficial or detrimental to its existence and progress. It is
difficult to accept isn't it? The plants and similar organisms are unicellular
Jeev. The plants kept in the balcony or in the house tend to grow and turn
in the direction of the sunlight. Insects like ants, despite not having good
eyesight or hearing capacity run away from any sign of coming danger, or
they can distinguish from the things which is their food and which is not.
And we human beings are Jeev with all the five sensory organs and
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have mind. Once we get to be with true Dev, Guru and Shastra and have
got proper preaching from them , we definitely have enough sense and
intellectual capacity to understand and realise as to where does our final
benefit lies.
But despite that due to the long standing ignorance and its repeated
implantation within us over and over in each phase of life, this Jeevtries to
do some thing or other, by which he tries to get happiness and peace. And
looking at the tendency of Jeev to do something, he is told that, instead of
doing anything else, try to concentrate and understand your own true self.
Turn your Dnyan Upayog inwards.
But in reality once you know and understand your Swa, one starts
realising the greatness of this Swa and automatically the attention is
diverted and concentrated towards it. Swa becomes Dnyeya of one's
Dnyan effortlessly. One does not have to do special efforts for that. For
that to happen exact and proper understanding with confirmation of Krama
Baddha Paryay, Sarvadnyata and self reliant Karan Karya Vyavastha is
imperative.
Look at any part or Anuyoga of Jinagam or any chapter of it, Krama
Baddha Paryay is always established through the discussion in that part.
Some of the ways of establishing it from them we will discuss in our next
letter.
Jai Jinendra.
Your,

Mom.
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Krama Baddha Paryay - Proof
Letter 14

25th July, 2001.

Dear Reena & Mona,
Blessing & Best Wishes.
In my last letter we learnt about the nature of cycle of time i.e. Kaai
Chakra. Avasarpini and Utsarpini combined together make one Kalpakaal,
which is of 20 Koda Kodi Sagar years. You were wonder struck by reading
this large concept of time. But as you know after finding out the remains of
huge animals like dinosaur from the past age, scientists today are trying to
find out all the details of that age and reasons of hugeness of those
creatures. Once you are aware of the period of Avasarpini Kaai and of the
changes taking place in that era, you are not that surprised about these
findings.
You may now start wondering as to how can there be so huge human
or Tirya nch beings. In today's time we have seen specimens of huge trees
like Banyan trees in miniature form with Bonsai science. A tree full of fruits
and flowers while it is only a foot high. This huge size of humans in early
period, their present size and also small size to come in future is similar in
nature of that Bonsai science.
This cycle of infinite Kalpakaa l is going on since time immemorable
and will continue to go on in future till infinity. We are existing today. By
'we' I mean Jee vsubstance . Whatever is existing or has this attribute of
Astitva will exist from time without any beginning till infinity. This means,
that though infinite Kalpakaal have taken place fro m time immemorable
a nd will go on forever, we are going through this cycle of birth and death.
And if you do not attain Samyak Darshan in this phase of life do you still
intend to keep on going through this cycle of birth and death for ever?
There is no need to worry by thinking that if you study Jain
philosophy your present status and the surrounding circumstances will go
away, i. e. we will have to leave aside the duties, responsibilities of life as
well as the present wealth a nd facilities wi ll have to be left out. This notion
is wrong or baseless.
We think that these circumstances, facilities and amenities can be
attained by money, that is why we try to earn more and more money by
doing great efforts. And then we realise that despite having enough money
there may be so many unexpected obstacles in getting some things which
we want. Man proposes one thing and in reality some thing else takes
place. Because of that worry we really get disturbed and despair. Even
ordinary people say that, 'One never gets any thing more than what he is
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destined to get and that too he never gets it before its proper
predetermined time has arrived'.
And even after attaining or gaining certain things for which we were
longing and doing all sorts of efforts, we start realising the problems in
having them, we start loosing interest in them and they don't give us any
pleasure any more. We start longing for some other things and this way
Jeev still remains unhappy.
Ignorant Jeev is unaware of the natural effortless iternal Bliss which
lies within himself. If some one else preaches him about it he does not
readily believe in it. This Jeev has gone through infinite phases of life till
today. And in each of this phase he has been after attainment of
favourable circumstances, and thereby wasted his life time. And as soon
as death occurred he left those circumstances and went away.
Dear ones, even in this phase of life we have continuously kept on
having longing for things, are having passions like attachments and
dislikes etc. and thereby accumulated this huge mound of Parigraha,
which will not come alongwith us or will not be useful to us in our next
phases of life. But Karma which was bonded because of Kashay will be
there and in future we will have to suffer due to its fruitation.
Jeev does not bother to think as to how long this stupidity is going to
continue. In fact this Jeev has Dnyan or Vivek i.e. power to discriminate
what is good and bad, proper and improper. But Jeev who does not use
this power to understand what is benificial to him and what is detrimental to
him, should we call him Viveki i.e. Dnyani or Aviveki i.e. Adnyani?

We liave already seen that Sarvadnyata as the most important and
strong point which proves the Siddhant of Krama Baddha Paryay. And
again with the example of Pradesh certainty of Paryay is proved in
Pravachansar.
There are lots of statements, arguments and examples 'in Jinagam
which prove Krama Baddha Paryay. Jinagam is divided in four Anuyoga.
Now we will take different examples set out in these four Anuyoga and see
how Krama Baddha Paryay is proved through them.

(1)
Establishing
Prathamanuyoga -

Krama

Baddha

Paryay

thro ugh

Prathamanuyoga is full of specific declarations about certainty of
events in the past and in future by Sarvadnya Bhagwan, Avadhi Dnyani or
Manahparyay Dnyani Muni. Here are some of these statements (1) Bhagwan Neminath had declared about burning of Dwaraka City 12
years bGfore it actually happened. At the same time he had also specified
'
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as to due to which Nimitta, in what fashion and when it will burn and who
will survive in that incident. People who had belief that Nimitta being cause
of all events tried their level best to avoid that, but the incident took place in
same fashion as it was Krama Baddha and as it was told by Sarvadnya by
knowing it.
(2) Bhagwan Adinath had told about the future of Marichi one Koda
Kadi Sagar years before. That he will become 24th Tirthankar, who will be
his parents at that time etc. all these things did take place exactly as were
told by him. He had known about all the phases of his life in between, and
about Parinam of each Samay, Karma he will bond then, all these future
things. And they were known by him in one Samay as if it was taking place
all at once i.e. Yugapat through his Keva/ Dnyan.
(3) Incidents to happen in future can be known through Ashtang
Nimitta Dnyan (~ f.rfl:ffi ~) . Acharya Bhadrabahu through his Nimitta
Dnyan had predicted that in future there will be drought for 12 years in
northern Bharat, and it did take place.
(4) Acharya Bhadrabahu had predicted about many things in future
by interpreting dreams of the king Chandragupta Mourya and today we are
seeing all these predictions coming true.
(5) We can read about the past phases as well as present and future
of many Jeevthat were told by Avadhi Dnyanj Muni.
But none of them had said that thi~·thing 'is going to take place, and if
you do certain remedy then it can .be averted. If any incident can be
avoided, how can it be Krama Baddha? These days many astrologers
predict future with the help of their science of astrology and tell us to
perform many remedies to avoid them. Such as pacification of certain
planets in one's horoscope and many such things are done. Thereby the
Gruhit Mithyatva of Jeev is strengthened. The main and only reason for all
this is people do not have knowledge of Krama Baddha Paryay and they
do not know the true nature of Sarvadnyata.

(2) Establishing Krama Baddha Paryaythrough Karananuyog;r
Karananuyoga is called Ahetuvaad Agam. It describes the things in
this universe as they exist. There can not be any special reasoning for their
existence. That is why it is called A-hetu-Vaad- or in other words the
.question 'why is it so' can not arise here. Sarvadnya has stated all the
principles in Karananuyoga as they have 'known' these things directly
through their Keva/ Dnyan. In this scripture many laws, mathematical
principles, the structure of the universe etc. are stated. Now if someone
starts questioning why two plus two is four or why sun rises in east only,
then the only answer to it is that 'because it is so' and that being the state
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of fact as it exists.
We can prove Nyayshastra (~ i~ ~il e::t) or doctrine of philosophy i.e.
metaphysics as ·it is known in technical terminology and Dravyanuyoga
with the help of logical arguments, their conclusions, scriptures etc .. But
Karananuyoga can be accepted with the help of the preachings of
Sarvadnya only. That is the only standard or proof of its correctness and
validity. It is the doctrine told by Sarvadnya.
Let us see some of the Siddhant from it (1) In each period of six months and eight Samay only 608 Jeev get
out of Nitya Nigod (~~)and enter other form of life. And in the same
period 608 Jeev from this life cycle reach Moksha.
(2) The maximum span or period of Trasa Paryay (;m. ~) is
Sadhik(mfu'qj) i.e. more than, two thousand Sagar years. A Jeevcan take
birth in multi sensory state or Paryay maximum these many years. And out
of all that period the limit of number of his human phase is only 48. That is
out of all these birth phases in this period he can get human phase only 48
times. This is the maximum possibility. The number of Jeev existing in
each phase of life, at any given time, is fixed and certain. It can never
happen that at a particular time there is no Jeev existing in a phase and
there are more Jeev in some other phase of life.
(3) There are twenty Prarupana (~) like Jeevsamas
('Jfict~q1e), Gunasthan, (!JOl ~H), Paryapti (~). Pran (mur),
Sandnya (~). Upayog (~)and fourteen Margana (lfTTiurr) such as
Gati etc. It is classification of all Jeev from the point of different criteria
which are stated here. The detailed description of all of them namely, the
number of Jeev in them, their Pariman of different Bhav, their ratio
among themselves, which Parinam bond Karma, and due to which
Margana what kind of Bandha or Bondages Jeev have, all these things
are certain and that establishes the principle of Krama Baddha Paryay.
and state them through
Sarvadnya know all these principles
Divyadhvani. But they do not create them.
(4) Each Mithya Drishti Jeev has to go through five. Paravartan or
endless cycle of life and death. And once you know their nature then not
only it establishes Krama Baddha Paryay and Sarvadnyata but Jeev
looses interest in this worldly life, gets worried and concerned about this
wandering in the cycle of different phases of life and gets knowledge of
one's own pure soul which is Sarvadnya by its own Swabhav. And
thereafter Jeev keeps on concentrating in it.
(5) The number and names of past, present and future Tirthankar is
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certain. Their names in earlier phases of life are also mentioned in
Jinagam. Those who do not believe in Krama Baddha Paryay keep on
dreaming and longing to become Tirthankar or Chakravarty. But one who
has wish to be that or who has express desire to become one can never
have those Punya Prakruti.
By believing that certain bondage are worth doing or acquiring i.e.
Upadeya and having fallacious belief about them and other Tattvas,
Mithyatva is constantly there, it does not go away. We have seen in our
earlier book as to which of the seven fundamen\'ll principles are Dnyeya,
Heya and Upadeya. And to believe them in any other form i.e. to consider
those one which are in fact Heya to be or Dnyeya to be Upadeya is nothing
but Mithyatva. And while being Mithyatvi one can not have Satishay Punya
or such special Punya.
(6) In .the scriptures there is description about Santar Margana a~d
Nirantar Margana. In Nirantar Margana there are at any time or at all time
at least some Jeev in any specific Gunasthan. Such as in first Gunasthan
named Mithyatva, Fourth Gunasthan by the name Avirat Samyaktva
(a:rfcmf ~~~), Fifth by the name Oeshvirat (~:\llfcHd), the sixth and
seventh Gunasthan named Pramattavirat (st'l"l'lfCl<d) and Apramattavirat
(3lSl'l'l'1fCl<d) respectively and thirteenth Gunasthan by the name
Sayogkevali (~ ~). In all these Gunasthan there are some or other
Jeev at all the time.
Jeev in thirteenth Gunasthan are Sarvac'nya. And as per our earlier
discussion, at any given time there are some Jeev present in thit
Gunasthan. This proves existence of Sarvadnya. And though Tirthankaror
Sarvadnya may not be present in one Kshetra at a particular time they will
definitely be present in any other place of this cosmos. This proves
continuous or everlasting presence of Tirthankar or some Arahant i.e.
Sarvadnya.

In Santar Margana from the point of view of different Jeev there is a
possibility that in second, third etc. Gunasthan minimum for one Samay
and maximum for a specific period predetermined there may not be any
Jeev present.
Kaai of Margana and Gunasthan is also definite. In the book
'Karananuyoga Parichay' I have discussed minimum and maximum period
of each Gunasthan in detail. The Antar or gap between Gunasthan is
certain. This denotes the time a Jeev takes from leaving one Gunasthan
and coming back to same Gunasthan. Suppose one Jeev goes from 1st
Gunasthan to a higher one say 4th, 5th, 7th etc. then time it will take for him
to come back to the 1st Gunasthan i.e. what would be the shortest or the
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longest period it would take, that time is called 'Antar' of Mithyatva
Gunasthan.
Jeev who gets spoiled and goes from his Samyaktva to Miihyatva
state and then after some time regains Samyaktva back, the time distance
between his Samyaktva earlier and then regaining it again varies from a
minimum one Antarmuhurta to maximum Ardha Pudgal Paravartan Kaai
(04gj9~•1M Q<ICld"i4ilM), this Kaai is in other words is Anant Kaai. This Antar
of Samyaktva is in respect of one Jeev. As we have seen ~arlier in a span
of six months and eight Samay, 608 Jeev attain Moksha, here the
maximum gap of time where in no Jeev has attained Moksha can be six
months at a time. And if it happens so then all the 608 Jeev attain Moksha
in remaining eight Samay.

The number of Jeevin each Gunasthan is cerfain. It is also certain as
to .how many Jeev can attain Moksha in one Samay and maximum how
many Kevali Bhagwan can attain Kevali Samudghat (~ ftB,{tlicl) at
one time.
There are so many other similar things like status of Karma Bandha,
its fruitation and the detailed discussion about them. The transfor111ations
of Karma of Jeevwho are climbing Upasham Shreni (~~)and also
transformation into their Bhav which is known as Upasham Vidhan (~
fcfm';r) all these are discussed. Parinam of Jeevwho are climbing Kshapak
Shreni (~ ~) how the Karma gets lower inten$ity and finally withers
away, in which Gunasthan which Prakruti withers away etc. (which is
known as Kshapana Vidhan (it1qo11fcisiH)) all these things are seen in
scriptures like Labdhisar, Kshapanasar etc. of Karananuyoga.
By reading all these minute and detailed discussion we are
convinced about Savadnyata and Krama Baddha Paryay. We are awed by
the greatness of Keva/ Dnyan. And by realising that 'I' am also this
Sarvadnya Swabhavi Jeev, one's own attention is diverted to one's own
true nature.
It is rightly said that the essence of all the four Anuyoga is
Veetaragata. In other words Atmanubhuti is itself Jinshasan (f'11"i~llft"i).

(3)
Establishing
_
C harananuyoga-

Krama

Baddha

Paryay

through

Sarvadnyata and Krama Baddha Paryay established through
various Charananuyoga scriptures like Ratnakarand Shravakachar,
Kartikeyanupreksha, Ashtapahud, Bhagawati Aradhana, Purushartha
Siddhiupay etc .. By understanding the true nature of Dev, Shastra and
Guru and that of Panch Parameshthi ('Qq ~), one realises the true
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nature of Sarvadnyata. Similarly by reading about the style of living and
behaviour of Shravak and Muni, and by reading the explanation that these
observance of different vows are evolved naturally once Jeev attains
Samyak Darshan, we realise the order in which Moksha Marga or path of
salvation follows. Observance of the vows without Samyak Darshan, i.e.
only external physical observance of them is called Balvrat (~) or
Baltapa (~). It is called a series of zeros without any number before
them.
The external behaviour or observance of certain vows comes in
accordance with the intensity or degree of Veetaragata. It comes or flows
naturally from within. One does not have to do any special efforts to
observe them. We realise this natural and effortless Nimitta Naimittik
relation.
In Charananuyoga,. there is advise about the things which could be
consumed or which are to be avoided, similarly certain norms of
behaviour, the tendency to practise Ahinsa or non violence. All this has
base and sanction or authority of Sarvadnyata. In Jeevsamas ('\iftq ~) ·
14 different kinds of Jeev, their Paryapta and Aparyapta classification,
where one finds these Jeev, also where Sammurchhan Jeev({IU3."3'1 ~)
are born and how they are born, how infinite NigodJeevstay in one body,
where are they found all this information is told. And who" else except
Sarvadnya can tell all this? Only with the help of Agam as told by
Sarvadnya we can definitely know about these Jeev and can try to avoid
killing or injuring them. And thereby save us from committing sin of
violence.
In this way the statements or description about establishment of
Sarvadnyata in Charananuyoga is also a proof establishing Krama
Baddha PLttryay.

(4)
Establishing
Dravyanuyoga-

Krama

Baddha

Paryay

through

Samaysar, Pravachansar, Panchastikaay Sangrah, Tattvartha Sutra
and the commentaries on that like, Sarvartha Siddhi, Tattvartha Raj Vartik,
Tattvartha Shlok Varlik etc., Ashtashati; Ashtasahasri, Apta Mimansa,
Paramatma Prakash, Yogasar Prabhrut, Moksha Marga Prakashak are
some of the scriptures from Dravyanuyoga. And Krama Baddha Paryay
can be proved or established through them. Some of the examples of that
are as follows.
(1} By knowing true nature of Dravya, Guna, and Paryay, the
existence of Sarvadnya is established. Different kinds of six substances
from the point of view of its types, the number of each type of substance,
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their Kshetra, infinite attributes of each Dravya and their definite
predetermined Paryay of past, present and future and their Avibhag
Praticched as well, one who' tells us about all these things by directly
knowing all these things at once, can be none other than Sarvadnya.
The definiteness of each Paryay of each Samay also establishes
Sarvadnyata and Krama Baddha Paryay. Suppose some one wants to
shift a specific Paryay from its definite position 'or Samay, where else can
he station that Paryay? And which other Paryay can he bring to the place
which will be vacant after removing this Paryay? Once the continuous
sequence of Paryay is broken then Dravya will cease to exist and if this
happens to one Dravya, other Dravya will also start withering away or will
cease to exist, ultimately leading to the collapse of this Universe,
Sarvadnyata will perish. And the existence of all the Tirthankarsince time
immemorable will be denied or contradicted. But this can never happen .
(2) Each Paryay has its specific Samay of ,birth, i.e. it has its own
Swakaal. In the continuous order of flow of Paryay of each substance
which is beginningless and endless.each Paryay has its own specific
pred,etermined space. It exists at that point only.
(3) Five Samavay- For each Paryayor Karya,there are five Samavay
namely Swabhav, Purushartha, Kaai Labdhi, Bhavitavya and Nimitta
present in the process of its evolution. These Samavay are definite.
Acharya Ravishen in his book Padmapuran has d iscussed about it. From
this Krama Baddha Paryay is established.
(4) Karan Karya Sambandha and
(5) Nimitta-Upadan There are many Karan in each Karya. And they are certain and fixed.
Out of these in Upadan Karan (1) Trikali Upadan, (2) Kshanik Upadan in
the form of withering of Anantarpurva Kshanavarti Paryay and the
eligibility of the Paryayevolving at that Samay are the two Karan. And both
otthem are certain and definite. Nimitta is a Paryay of another substance
in a Karya. And that Paryay evolves in its own Swakaal. From· this the
certainty of the Paryay and their predetermined order of occupance is
established.
~

(6) Swachatushtay :- Each substance is governed and bound by its
Swachatushtay namely its own Dravya, Kshetra, Kaai and Bhav. Swakaal
of a substance i.e. the order of its infinite Paryaywhich are evolving since
time immemorable is fixed. Dravya, Kshetra, Kaai and Bhav of the
substance can not be destroyed or even disturbed. If it was possible tnat
would be the end of the substance itself, and would lead to the end of the
universe. So this proves the iternal, definite, predetermined flow of Paryay
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in definite order.
(7) Paryily is Sat. - Paryay is Kshanik Sat. That is though it withers
away in one Samay its occurrence and its existence is an established fact.
And that which is established to be so can not be destroyed. Nobody can
shift any Paryayfrom its own Kaai i.e. Swakaal-SwaSamay.
(8) Vastu Swatantrya - Each substance is Karta of its own Krama
Baddha Pa1yay, on its own, by its own capacity and without any help from
any thing else.
(9) Akarta Vaad - No substance can be Karta of any other
substance i.e. any Paryay of any other substance. And even in case of its
own Paryay it can not be Karta of any Paryay other than the Paryay which
is coming in the definite seq~ence or order.
(10) Out of 47 Shakti, Bhav, Abhav, Bhav Abhav, Abhav Bhav, Bhav
Bhav and Abhav Abhavthese Shakti denote that at any specific Samay, a
predetermined specific Paryay evolves and particular earlier Paryay
withers away. We have already discussed this earlier.
(11) Kaai Naya and Akaal Naya - To know or to state about any
Dravya from a particular point of view is known as Naya. In Pravachansar
there is description of 47 Naya. In five Samavaywhich we have seen Kaai
is one Karan; and Swabhav, Purushartha, Bhavitavya and Nimitta are
other four Karan. These four Karan are known as Akaal. In each Paryay
these five Karan are always there. But out of all these if you consider
prominently Kaai Labbhi as main and other four as secondary or non
prominent while talking about a Karya, then the statement that 'Karya
takes place due to Kaai Labdhi' is a statement of 'Kaai Naya'. And when
Kaai is not stated or not considered as the main Karan but is considered as
secondary and all the other four or any one of them is given prominence
while talking about a Karya then that statement is 'Akaal Naya' statement.
Whether the statement is a 'Kaai Naya ' statement or an 'Akaal Naya'
statement, the difference is only in way of saying. There is no change or
difference in Karya. Karya or Paryay takes place in its own Swakaa/ only,
never in any other Kaai. And only that Paryay takes place which is
definitely destined to take place at that time and none other.
(12) Samyak Purushartha - After hearing about Krama Baddha
Paryaysome people wonder as to "where is the place or necessity of one's
own Purushartha?" Some others think that its a good situation. One does
not have to do any Purushartha, because in any case his Karya will take
place at its predestined time. I feel like telling these Jeevthat for any Karya
to take place many Karan come together and Parushartha is one of the
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Karan. Without Purushartha no Karya can take place, and one who does
Purushartha all the other Karan come together on their own.
(13) Samyak Niyati Vaad - In five Samavay Niyati is one of the
Karan along with Purushartha. It is also known as Kaai Labdhi. To give
prominence to Niyati and accept other Samavay along with it while talking
about any Karya is Samyak Niyati Vaad. But a person believing in Mithya
Niyati Vaad accepts only Kaai as the sole Karan and thereby rejects
Purushartha.
(14) Dnyan Swabhavand Dnyeya Swabhav-When a Jeevthrough
his Dnyan Swabhavunderstands and accepts Krama Baddha Paryayin its
true and proper sense which itself is Purushartha and turns his Paryay
towards one's own true nature, that time all the five Samavay are present
in that very Samay. While Purushartha is taking place there the sequence
and order Of Paryay is also maintained.
(15) Kramavarti and Akramavarti - Dravya has attributes and
Paryay. Guna i.e. attributes are called Akramavarti and Paryay are called
Kramavarti. Because Guna are all present at once, all of them together,
whereas Paryaytake place in a sequence i.e. one after another. Attributes
are also called Sahabhuvi (~) or Sahavarti (~) and Paryay are
called Kramabhuvi (~) or Kramavarti. Guna are at once at all times
Akrama Baddha, Sahavarti. This is Samyak Ekant. Similarly Paryay are
always Krama Baddha, i.e. occurring one after another in a definite
sequence, This is also Samyak Ekant. And because Dravya is consisting
of Guna and Paryay it is Samyak Anekant Swaroop.
(16) Sarvadnyata We have already discussed about this in detail. In many scriptures
maximum discussion is about establishing Sarvadnyata. In Tattvartha
Sutra it is said, "~cf~q~f~3 &icH'H<I ". It means Keva! Dnyan knows all
Paryay of all Dravya. Not only it knows all Paryay but also knows all their
Karan and their sequence as well. It knows all Paryay in future as well.
This proves that all Prayay manifest in Krama Baddha fashion.

Sarvadnyata is considered to be the main or most important proof of
Krama Baddha Paryay. And the discussion of Sarvadnyata is seen all over
Jinagam. The main original Karta of Jinagam is Sarvadnya Bflagwan.
In Pravachansar book, chapter named 'Dnyan Tattva Pradnyapan'
(~Hd~Sl~ IQ"1) is dealing with establishing Sarvadnyata. And so is the
· scripture Yogsar Prabhrut (cWmR ~)by Amitgati Acharya.
We have already seen in detail proof of Krama Baddhata orParyay
through the examples of Pradesh in Pravanchansar.
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In this way throughout Jin'agam Krama Baddha Paryay has been
established. My dear we can only learn about this subject through books.
But to establish it into one's own self one has to turn inward into one's real
self i.e. by immersing totally into one's own Onyan Swabhav this proper
decision (Samyak Nirnay) can be arrived at. Just to read the scriptures or
to state the examples from them is sheer exibiting your own shallowness.
The main creator of Agam is Sarvadnya Bhagwan. We understand
the proper and true nature of Vastu Swaroop through their Oivyadhvani.
And by coming to a proper correct decision about one's own self and then
by immersing into it one achieves Samyaktva.One experiences extra
sensory ~liss, and achieves peace without any anxiety within himself.
What exactly one has to do to achieve this will be discussed in my
next letter.
Jai Jinendra.
Your,

Mom.

I54

Letter I,5

Atmanubhuti
Letter 15

15th Aug, 2001

Dear Reena & Mona,
Blessings & Best Wishes .
"After reading the detailed discussion about Krama Baddha Paryay,
most of our doubts were cleared and we were impressed by the various
examples from all the four Anuyoga establishing the Siddhant". This is the
letter received from you. And I was really happy and satisfied to read the
letter. You further go on to state that you are constantly engrossed in the
thought about that and now are really keen to evolve Atmanubhuti. While
talking on the phone both of you asked me the same question namely what
exactly one has to do, when you say that one has to become Swasanmukh
or divert oneself inwards. You requested me to teach y9u this so, called art
of attaining Atmanubhuti. Today through this letter let us discuss that in
detail.
Firstly and most important thing you have to bear in mind is that just
by listening to or discussing about Atmanubhuti one can never evolve it. In
any city we see nameplates of various roads as well as directions about
routes to diff!O\rent areas or landmarks. These show you the path to reach a
place, but ultimately one has to go on by himself on that path to reach that
spot or destination.
Similarly all this discussion will show you the way to attain
Atmanubhuti. But after knowing and understanding it you will have to
evolve your own manifestation accordingly.
All the Upadesh about Moksha Marga is imparted by giving
prominence to Purushartha. Usually it goes on to say, "Oh Jeev ! You have
got this Manushya Bhav or human phase of life, which a Jeev gets very
very rarely after going through the cycle of birth and death many many
times. And in this phase you have good health , all your sensory organs
and mind are in fully developed and strong condition. Along with that you
have also received Upadesh about Jinagam, as told by Sarvadnya, which
again is received because of the fruitation of one's great Punya. You have
got this very rare but most important chance in this very lowly Pancham
Kaai. So first of all take this opportunity and be benefitted from it and
achieve what is most precious to you namely knowing your own real
identity and its nature. Achieve Samyaktva. Do not get depressed by the
unnecessary doubts such as, 'Am I Abhavya? ' 'What if my Kaai Labdhi
has not started yet?' or else 'What if my Bhavitavya is something else than
this?' 'In such cases how can I attain Samyaktva?'
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It is rightly said that orie who is bogged down by doubts and
apprehensions and lacks conviction about one's own ability hardly ever
achieves anything.
One who does Purushartha gets all the other Karan automatically,
without any efforts. Even Nimitta also comes in on its own. This is the usual
and natural Nimitta Naimittik Sambadha.
It is necessary to have a specific minimum eligibility or worthiness to
attain Samyaktva. We have discussed this in detail in letter no. 10 in the
book 'Karananuyoga Parichay'. Read that chapter again.
Giving away consumption of food like nonvegetarian food, honey,
Udumber fruits of five types and consumption of alcohol; getting rid of
Kudev, Kuguru, Kushastra as well as injustice to others, sinful behaviour,
and consumption of items which are prohibited or not worthy of
consumption, practising all these things is basic elegibility. Along with that
accepting true Dev, Guru (Muni), and Shastra after confirming their nature
through proper examination and to have reverence towards them and their
q ualities is also necessary. Once you realise their true nature the
reverence automatically emerges.
Confirming within oneself with all conviction the nature and existence
of Sarvadnyata and Krama Baddha Paryay, and knowledge about Nimitta,
Upadan, Nimitta Naimittik, Nischay Vyavahar, four Abhav, Dravya Guna
Paryayi.e. Samanya as well as Vishesh nature of Dravya, Seven Tattva or
Nine Padartha as they are called, according to Agam is also necessary.
After having knowledge of all these things, one has to also confirm their
true nature and ability, elegibility through one's own intellect.
We have learnt about all these things from various different aspects
a nd point of view. While learning about Seven Principles in the chapter
'Seven Principles - Atmaf!ubhuti' in my earlier Book ' Jain Tattva Parichay'
we have discussed about Atmanubhuti. We will discuss about it again
today from a different perspective.
Whether one calls Atmanubhuti or confirmation of Sarvadnyata or
Krama Baddha Paryay, it is all one and same. It does not evolve just by
reading and understanding scriptures. But it evolves by Atmadnyan i.e. by
concentrating on Atma. By 'knowing' the true nature of pure steadfast
Atma as told by Sarvadnya Bhagwan. If one keeps on having his attention
towards Paryayonly then he does not get correct understanding of Krama
Baddha Paryay. In other words he will never have first hand experience of
it. But if one concentrates with all his attention towards everlasting unique
Swabhav i.e Dnyayak Bhav I Param Parinamik Bhav which is nothing but
one's own Shuddhatma and gets immersed in it then this understanding or
experience evolves. It is Samyaktva.
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You may say that 'since a substance can never be devoid of Paryay,
how can one concentrate on Dravya Swabhav by leaving aside Parya;f)'
In our Shruta Dnyan we have capacity to give importance to any one
particular aspect of a thing or situation by not considering other aspects or
taking them to be secondary. It is called Mukhya (~) i.e. preferential or
important and Goun (Tftur) i.e. subordinate. We practise this quite often in
our daily life. But in case of this philosophy of our true nature i.e.
Adhyatma, when we are told about the process to evolve Atmanubhuti, we
loose confidence and say 'how will I be able to do this or achieve it?' We do
not do Purushartha in true sense i.e. Samyak Purushartha but keep on
practising Purushartha of this worldly life which keeps one going into this
cycle of birth and death; just as by doing Samyak Purushartha one gets on
path of Salvation and in the end attains Moksha, similarly by practising this
wrong kind of Purushartha this entanglement in this worldly life continues.
Let us see some examples of our practice of giving importance to any
one particular aspect by giving other aspects secondary position in our
daily life. A lady has many golden ornaments of different kinds and types.
Suc h as necklaces, rings, bangles, earrings etc. and enjoys looking at their
design. And w hen she is asked as to how much gold does she have; she
tells you that she has say 1000 grams of gold. At that moment she does not
consider her different o rnaments in their style or type and design b'ut
disregards that difference and looks at them as gold . To look at those
ornaments as different things in. their shape, size or type is Paryay Drishti
or to look at its Vishesh. One is looking at the manifestation of the
substance gold in its different form. But to look at all of them as pieces of
gold is Dravya Drishti or look at its Samanya where one is seeing it as gold
irrespective of their difference in appearance. Ultimately in both cases the
main substance or subject of knowledge is same but the perspective in
each case is different.
This ability to know a particular thing by giving importance to one
specific aspect of it and making other aspects secondary or subordinate is
th ere in our Shruta Dnyan. It is also known as Naya Dnyan (~) . Only
Samyak Dnyan has true Naya. The main aspects of attention i.e. Mukhya
is Nischay and the subordinate or secondary i.e. Goun is Vyavahar. In our
daily life when we are considering a substance it is Nischay, but when we
are looking at its Paryay and deciding about it, that particular moment
Paryay can be called Nischay and at that time the s ubstance itself
becomes Goun or Vyavahar. As we have seen earlier, when we are
considering total gold in our possession it is Nischay but when we are
deciding about the design of a particular ornament then it is Nischaywhere
as gold itself becomes Goun.
•.:-
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But in case of Adhyatma, Dravya Drishti or Samanya Drishti is
always Mukhya. That is why its is called Nischay Naya.
While giving importance to gold its manifestations in the form of
designs do not cease to exist nor does gold cease to exist when the
designs are given importance.
Similarly let us look at our own Swa Dravya in this fashion. It has
Samanya Swaroop, which is indivisible despite having innumerable
Pradesh that is why called Abhed, which has everlasting existence,
therefore it is called Nitya, which is one despite having infinite number of
attributes, that is why called Ek. At the same time substance has diversity
in the form of Paryay, which is its Vishesh Swaroop, it has innumerable
Pradesh, which are divisible for the sake of knowing them that is why it is
called Bhed, since the existence of each Paryay is momentary it is called
Anitya, and as the number of attributes is infinite it is called Anek.
Vishesh aspect of Dravya is explicit or can be perceived and
Samanya is not explicit. But still that Samanya Swaroop is really existing
and can be known th.rough self experience.

There is no such division in a substance that in one part it is
Samanya and in another Vishesh. The Kshetra of Samanya and that of
Vishesh is one and the same. In case of a·gold necklace, the Kshetra of
necklace is same as that of gold. Necklace and gold are not two totally
different things. It is one and the same thing. The Kshetra is one.
Till today we have been looking at the Vishesh only. By concentrating
on Paryay, we were considering that our existence is same or that much
which is limited to Paryay. That is why we were continuously experiencing
passions and anxiety. By constantly worrying about evolving or
manifesting a particular Paryay or by trying to hold on to the present
Paryay, and in case of unfavourable Paryay trying to get rid of it, Jeev
constantly continued to be unhappy.
When Jeev understands one's own Samanya Swaroop,
concentrates towards it, continuously keeps on knowing it by accepting it
to be as himself, and immerses, and becomes one with it, then he attains
effortless serenity. Because Samanya constantly remains same. There is
no question of any change in it, so there is no anxiety or worry aboJt
bringing change in it. Samanya is ever existing, it is always available. So
the anxiety of acquiring it goes away. It is everlasting and at all the time
good, favourable or auspicious. Therefore there is no question of getting
rid of it. And no one can get rid of it. So that worry is also not there.
There are many Karan for Paryay. For Swabhav no Karan is needed.
Kaai Labdhi, Bhavitavya, Purushartha, Nimitta all these are applicable in
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case of Paryay or Vishesh; and not in Samanya so even that worry is not
there.
On the other hand by turning oneself towards Samanya, and
constantly being immersed in it, Shuddhata is evolved in Paryay. In other
words Veetaragata is evolved and it is beginning of Moksha Marga. Karya
of Atmanubhuti is evolved. Samanya is called Shuddha and Vishesh is
called Ashuddha. Samanya and Vishesh are Avinabhavi. There cannot be
Samanya which is totally devoid of Vishesh and Vishesh cannot be there
without Samanya. Wherever there is Vishesh, there is always Samanya.
The Kshetra of Vishesh and Samanya is one and the same. It is never
different.
Just take the example of mirror. The reflection in mirror is its Vishesh
and mirror itself is Samanya. In all the Kshetra of the mirror the reflection is
present. Reflectivity is the attribute of the mirror. It is existing in the total
Kshetra of the mirror. And reflection is a condition or a particular status of
the mirror. That is also present in the whole Kshetra of the mirror.
Reflection proves the reflectivity of the mirror. It shows the cleanness of
mirror. That is the existence of the mirror can be proved by the reflection.
When we are looking at the mirror itself we consider the reflection as
subordinate or secondary, the reflection is not seen in the wooden frame of
the mirror. That is why we do not consider that as mirror. Only that part in
which reflection is seen is mirror.
This skill of considering one thing as secondary and looking at
something else by giving a prominence is practised by us everyday while
looking in the mirror. Just think, whenever you stand in front of mirror do
you want to see the mirror or your reflection in it? At that time you consider
mirror as secondary and give prominence to your reflection. In all the
Kshetra of the mirror some reflection is seen. Do you see all of those
reflections or just concentrate on your own reflection? Despite the fact that
there are so many other things reflecting in the mirror you do not look at
them. Your total concentration is in your own reflection.
Is this skill of concentration to be taught by somebody? As we are
believing that the reflection in the mirror is mine, we.concentrate on it very
carefully and it happens very naturally without any specific effort. But for
concentrating on one's own Atma we keep on wondering as to whom we
should go and learn the technique of doing it. While looking at one's
reflection in the mirror we do not look at it as a reflection or a state of the
mirror itself but because we consider it to be our own face or body we look
at it very carefully and with affection. Though we are looking at a reflection,
we are always deciding about the condition of our face in reality and not
that of the reflection.
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In scripture we find the statements like, concentrate and meditate on
Siddha, or Siddha are the ideal before us. In fact the mirror is also called
ideal or 'Adarsha'. Just as in mirror one sees reflection of one's body, in
Siddha we see the reflection of our Swabhav.
Once one fully understands and realises the true nature of Siddha,
then one realises that the manifestation of his Swabhav in his Paryay is
exactly as in fact is his Swabhav. It is totally manifested in Paryay. In fact
Swabhav of all Jeev is same. Even our own Swabhav is like this.
That is why by th inking and understanding Swaroop of Siddha, we
realise our own Swabhav.
We start knowing it not as a state of Siddha but realise it as a
reflection of one's own Swabhavor it is nothing but my own Swabhav. And
to keep on knowing it in this fashion is Dhyan (~).
In Tattvartha Sutra the nature of Dhyan is described as - l(Cflrnf;:J<11

f.ri'tm ~ i.e. to keep on constantly knowing a particu lar thing by totally
concentrating and steadying one's own attention towards it is Dhyan. This
Dhyan can be of inauspicious things as well. Such as Arta (atra), Roudra
(~) Dhyan. To become unhappy by thinking about missing out or loosing
the favourable circumstances, getting unfavourable conditions or
circumstances; pain or suffering and predictions about future are all Arta
Dhyan. And getting pleasure in hurting or killing other Jeev, falsehood,
theft and getting entangled in amassing things is Roudra Dhyan.
To think all the time about the fundamental principles as laid down in
scriptures, the stages of Karma, the ways to get rid of them, about the
structure of Trilok and the orders or directions of Sarvadnya is called
Dharma Dhyan. To think about the pure Atma and constantly keep on
knowing it or immersing in it and experience total pure existence of it i.e.
Atmanubhuti is Nischay Dharma Dhyan.
Shukla Dhyan can occur when Jeev is in eighth Gunasthan or above.
In that, Jeev evolves intensely Vishuddha Bhav, Veetaragata is much
more and Jeev does Dhyan of his Shuddhatma alongwith Ve,etaragata.

The main problem for all of us is not as to how to do Dhyan, but as to
what is the object of Dhyan. The ignorance about the subject of our Dhyan
is the biggest problem. Our main aim of life is to get on the path of salvation
i. e Moksha Marga and in the end attain it. For that we have to know one's
own Shuddha Swaroop i.e. Shuddhatma. You may say, 'since there is no
purity in us how can we find it within us and know it? We still have impurity
within us in the form of Moha, Raag, Dvesh etc .. Yes, if you are asking us
to do Dhyan about Arahant and Siddha then it is O.K. or is possible
'I
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because they have manifested their Shuddha Paryay.'
At the very beginning of this letter I had stated that Samanya is called
Shuddha. Again just lis.ten very carefully.
There are two ways of saying of Shuddha and Ashuddha in our
sayings or statements. One states the Shuddhata or purity and
Ashuddhata or impurity of Paryay. Samwar, Nirjara and Moksha are pure
Paryay, where as Asrava and Bandha are impure Paryay. Another way is
to call Samanya as Shuddha and Vishesh i.e. Paryay as Ashuddha. In this
type whether Paryay itself is Shuddha or Ashuddha both are called
Ashuddha.
If we apply this to Dnyan attribute. 'Dnyan' attribute itself is
'Samanya' and Paryay of Dnyan like Ma ti Dnyan, Sh ruta Dnyan or Avadhi
Dnyan are 'Vishesh'. But we should not concentrate on each Guna
separately. Because the indivisible total entity of all infinite attributes which
is Dravya is Samanya. To state or consider each of its attribute separately
is also Vishesh. To divide the unique indivisible one Dravya from any point
of view is considered by scriptures as Paryay i.e. Vishesh. To know or
consider from this point of view is called Paryay Drishti.
To accept and know or concentrate on Oravya.without dissecting or
differentiating its attributes, Pradesh and space and continuous flow from
the point of view of Kaai is to accept its Samanya Swaroop is called Dravya
Drishti. This is also called Shuddha Naya. And not only to know but to
establish one's own nature into it and accept and know it as, 'This is me' is
called 'Drishti Vishay'.
In elementary stages of learning the nature of Atma, scriptures tell us
about it by dividing it and giving us the details about all its different aspects.
The nature of Guna, Paryay etc. is explained. But in fact as a substance
Atma is indivisible i.e. Abhed, one i.e. Ek and it is everlasting at all the time
i.e. Nitya. This oneness of substance is itself its Shuddhata or purity.
Every substance is Samanya and Vishesh. As a Samanya it is
always same, one, and steadfast and Vishesh keeps on changing. Though
Jeev seems different in its different situations or states, it is one and the
same at that very moment from the point of view of being Samanya. In
Samaysar Kalash it is said, "'lcll'tfCl•@~sfq ~ ~ ;i- ~". That is
despite becoming in the form of nine Tattva in its Paryay, it never leaves or
sets aside its unique Samanya Swaroop.
Samanya and Vishesh can never exist seperately from each other.
That is why in the beginning one has to confirm within one's knowledge the
existence of Jeev by knowing and understanding its Vishesh or different
qualities or parts, and then by setting them aside from your attention or
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qualities or parts, and then by setting them aside from your attention or
making them secondary and concentrating on Samanya which exists in
Vishesh only and keep on knowing it.
In the book, 'Jain Tattva Parichay' all this was explained with the help
of a chart. Substance is Samanya and Vishesh at the same time. Each
substance is having its own Swachatushtaya i.e. its own Dravya, Kshetra,
Kaai and Bhav. And in each of them Dravya Ansha (~) i.e. Samanya
and Paryay Ansha i.e. Vishesh are existing. That is there are many facets
of it. From the point of view of Dravya it is Samanya and Vishesh, from the
point of view of Kshetra it is Abhed and Bhed, from the point of view of Kaai
it is Nitya and Anitya and from Bhav point of view it is Ek and Anek.
Out of these Samanya, Abhed, Nitya, Ek is a Drishti Vishay. If one
concentrates all his attention on it as one, without considering these
different parts and 'o nce the Paryay of Dnyan also becomes one with it,
then one experienc;es Nirvikalpa Atmanubhuti. At this time there is no
Vikalp i.e. one does not experience it in different parts but as a whole and
also Vikalp in the sense one does not have any passions or Raag.

II
I

That is why it is always said that know your own everlastic Shuddha
Atma. It is said here that you 'know' it. Just to have Vikalp about it, just to
say that it is Shuddha, Buddha, Dnyata or Drishta, or to keep on reciting
the names of Siddha is not useful. Here you may say that scriptures tell us
that, ' Do keep on doing Dhyanof Siddha, Arahant'. Yes, it is true. But this
is Dhyan of Para. it is Shubha Dhyan. One is advised or preached to
constantly think of Arahant, Siddha by setting aside all the other worldly
things. But this is not Dhyan of one's own self. A Jeevwho while doing their
Dhyan, diverts his attention from them and by turning inwards starts
knowing or concentrating on one's own Shuddhatma then and only then he
will evolve Atmanubhuti. And only when this happens, Dhyan of Siddha
Bhagwan is useful or fruitful in the real sense.
To stabilize one's concentration, there are many kinds of Dhyan
described in scripture. But Atmanubhuti evolves only by constantly keep
on knowing one's Shuddhatma after correctly establishing its nature by
understanding Samyak Swaroop of Tattvas.
My dear ones, 0 Bhavya Jeev, you are also that glorious Jeev. Do
not turn around now as you have almost come to understand the proper
nature of yourselves and this world around you, you have been listening
with great enthusiasm a nd interest, this wonderful path of Salvation, which
in fact is very easy to attain. You have got the most sacred and rarely
achievable steps on this path and now attainment of Samyaktva is not
difficult. Try to attain it at the earliest by doing Purushartha with utmost
vigour and capacity lying within you. One who does Purushartha definitely
I
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achieves the goal.
In 'Karananuyoga Parichay ' we had seen the nature of five Labdhi
which preceed attainment of Samyaktva. Out of these you have already
achieved (1) Kshayopasham Labdhi i.e. having five sensory organs and
mind and you have already your attention diverted to Tattva Dnyan or
philosophy. (2) You also have Vishuddhi Labdhi i.e. lowering intensity of
passions or Kashay. Because unless you have that one's interest is not
directed towards Jain philosophy, by getting away from objects of Kashay.
(3) Deshana Labdhi- You are already getting Deshana i.e. knowledge
about scriptures and philosophy. And Deshana Labdhi is constantly to be
aware and remember about that, is also with you. (4) Prayogya LabdhiThe Upadesh given by Jinendra which has come to us through various
saints and scholars is now known to you. Now to think over it, accept it by
analysing and confirming it and keep on constantly thinking about it is in
your hands now. (5) Karan Labdhi- Once you keep on concentrating all
your attention and getting engrossed in your own pure nature ( Swa
sanmukh) by Samyak Purushartha, your Parinam become so pure or
Vishuddha, that at that time Darshan Mohaniya Karma gets suppressed.
And thereby Jeev becomes Tattva Shraddhani; i.e. he has Real Right
Belief of Prayojanbhoot Tattva, Samyak Darshan and Atmanubhuti is
evolved.
In the scripture Labdhisar the nature of these five Labdhi is given in
detail. Also changes in stages of Karma are explained. Many people are
pressing me to write a separate book on this subject. Let's see how and
when it happens. Each Karya takes place in its own Swa Samay and in the
same substance where it is to take place; and not by our own doing. Is it
not what we have learnt? Our own Karya happens through our own
Purushartha and within our own substance.
By knowing this secrete of Karan Karya Vyavastha our anxiety
diminishes to a great extent. To correctly understand through analysing
and coming to proper logical conclusion about the true nature of Tattva is
true Purushartha.
I hope both of you will do Samyak Purushartha at the earliest and
through it evolve Karya of going on the path of Salvation or Moksha Marga.
Bless You,
Jai Jinendra.
Your,
Mom.

